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Students today fuce increasing demands and challenges. This has important implications for

education and its relevance in a rapidly changing world.

It is against this background that the problem ofsuccess or failure at tertiary level, especially in the

first year of study, is particularly significant as is evident from increased interest in and research

undertaken into the factors and determinants involved in success or failure. Two variables that

have received considerable attention in recent studies are (1) approaches to studying and (2) locus

of control. They have been investigated both as independent factors and as part of a cluster of

factors, but the relationship between these two variables has not yet been explored within the

technikon context.

In terms of students' approaches to studying there are two important schools of thought. One

model (Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983) focuses on qualitative differences between the different

categories ofapproaches to studying. In terms ofthis model students are classified as either using a

reproducing/surface, a meaningldeep or an achieving/strategic approach.

The 'Qualitative Individual Differences' model (Meyer, Parsons & Dunne, 1990a; 1990b),

emphasises the qualitative individual differences in terms ofstudents' approaches to studying. This

model defines the concept ofstudy orchestration as the contextualised study approach individual or

groups of students adopt. The term orchestration captures the unique nature of individual
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approaches to studying viewed as a qualitative responsive approach to a qualitatively perceived

educational context.

The first model therefore views approaches to studying mainly from the point ofview ofcategorical

differences, whereas the second focuses on qualitative individual (across and within categories)

differences. In this study students' approaches to studying were measured by the Extended

Approaches to Studying Inventory (EASI), a variation on the original Approaches to Studying

Inventory (ASI) developed by Entwistle & Ramsden (1983).

Locus ofcontrol can be seen as either a personality disposition or a generalised causal expectancy.

Two theoretical approaches towards locus ofcontrol can be identified. The first is based on Social

Learning Theory (Rotter, 1966) and the second the Attnbutional Theory (Kelley, 1972; Weiner,

1974). The concept of perceived locus of control was initially considered as a single dimension in

which an individual could be located between internal and external poles. Many researchers have

since proposed that the concept should rather be viewed as a multidimensional construct.

Locus ofcontrol can be defined as the manner in which a person feels that he himself or factors in

the situation determine his behaviour, or as an individual's expectancy that individual actions are

instrumental in producing results or that events are determined by fate, chance, luck, the external

context or a dimension referred to as "powerful other".

In the past locus of control has been used in research as a global construct, but current researchers

are emphasising its multidimensional nature. According to this view locus of control consists ofa

variety of different dimensions, e.g. academic, social, etc. Of particular interest is how academic
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locus of control is related to other educational variables and (in particular) to approaches to

studying. A number ofinstruments for determining students' academic locus ofcontrol (e.g. the

Multidimensional-Multiattributional Causality Scale; the Multidimensional Measure of

Children's Perceptions of Control; the Academic Locus of Control scale and the Internal

Control Index) were analysed and compared.

These instruments were analysed acwrding to predetermined criteria formulated in terms of the

specific aims of this research project and the tecbnikon context. This analysis aimed to determine

(a) whether the existing instruments are adequate or valid measurements of academic locus of

controL (b) the best existing instrument or (c) whether empirical evidence suggests the need for the

development ofan alternative instrument. The existing instruments did not meet all the criteria, and

therefore a composite instrument was developed, based on selected items derived from the original

instruments.

This thesis reports on the exploration of the association between students' approaches to learning

and their academic locus of control using the modified locus of control instrument developed for

this purpose. This instrument (together with the EASI) was administered to 45 third year and 86

first year students in Electrical Engineering at the Cape Technikon. The results were analysed by

fuctor-analysis, firstly to determine the empirical relationship between different theoretical

approaches to locus of control and secondly to determine the conceptual association between

constructs of approaches to studying and academic locus of control. In both cases the results are

very encouraging and tentative conclusions (in view of the exploratory nature of this research

project) are discussed. The results indicate its potential to be useful as an adequate basis for further

research with regard to the variables oflocus ofcontrol and approaches to learning.
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Attributional retraining especially could have significant potential to be a helpful interventional tool

to address unfavourable academic locus of control perceptions and lead to improved associated

approaches to studying. This in turn could lead to the qualitative improvement of academic

outcomes. This constitutes an important area for further research, especially in South Africa, where

increasing demands will have to be met in an education system still suffering from inadequacies

from the historical and ideological past

In the final chapter avenues for further research are identified and implications for intervention,

teaching and assessment strategies are discussed in the context of the results obtained in this

research project. The research provided a clearer understanding as to the conceptual basis of

factors which might contnbute to success or failure in higher education, particularly within the

technikon context.

Insights gained from this research could be applied to improve (a) the measurement of academic

locus of control, (b) the identification of students who might be 'at risk' owing to theoretically

unfavourable perceptions of control or approaches to studying and (c) academic outcome through

improved intervention programmes, teaching methods and teacher training.
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,• OPSOM~nNG I
'-~------
Studente word vandag deur toenemende eise en uitdagings gekonfronteer. Dit het daarom

belangrike implikasies vir opvoedkunde en vir die relevantheid daarvan in 'n vinnig veranderende

wereld.

Dit is teen hierdie agtergrond in die besonder dat die probleem van sukses of mislukking, vera! in

die eerste jaar van studie, ibetekenisvol is. Dit word aangedui deur die verhoogde belangstelling in

en navorsing wat onderneem is ten opsigte van die faktore en determinante betrokke by sukses en

mislukking op tersiere v1ak. Twee veranderlikes wat baie aandag in resente navorsing ontvang het,

is (l) benaderinge tot leer en (2) lokus van kontrole. Hierdie veranderlikes is al ondersoek as

afhanklike faktore en ook as deel van 'n groep faktore, maar die verband tussen hierdie twee

faktore is nog nie binne 'n technikon-omgewing ondersoek nie.

Daar kan twee belangrike beskouings ten opsigte van studente se benadering to leer geldentifiseer

word. Die Entwistle & Ramsden (1983) mode~ fokus op kw·alitatiewe verskille tussen die

verskillende kategoriee van benaderinge tot leer. Studente kan in terme van hierdie model

geklassifiseer word volgens die bepaalde benadering tot leer wat hulle openbaar. Dit kan wissel van

'n reproduserende, 'n betekenis- of 'n prestasie-benadering tot leer.

Die 'Kwalitatiewe Individuele Verskille' model (Meyer, Parsons & Dunne, 1990a; 1990b),

beklemtoon die kwalitatiewe individuele verskille in terme van studente se benadering tot leer.
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Hierdie beskouing definieer die konsep studie orkestrasie ('study orchestration') as die

gekontekstualiseerde leerbenadering wat 'n individu of groep studente aanneem. Die term

orkestrasie ornvang die unieke aard van individuele leerbenaderinge, wat dui op die perseptuele

benadering van 'n individu tot 'n kwalitatiefwaargenome opvoedkundige omgewing.

Die eerste model benader leerbenaderinge tot leer hootSaaklik vanuit kategoriese verskille, terwyl

die tweede fokus op kwalitatiewe individuele (oor en binne groepe) verskille. Studente se

leerbenadering is gemeet deur die ''Extended Approaches to Studying Inventory (£AS!)", 'n

variasie van die oorspronklike "Approaches to Studying Inventory", ontwikkel deur Entwistle &

Ramsden (1983)

Lokus ~Wl kontrole kan beskou word as 'n persoonlikheidsdisposisie of 'n algemene oorsaaklike

verwa"oting. Twee teoretiese benaderings tot lokus van kontrole kan geldentifiseer word. Die

eerste is gebaseer op die Sosialeleerteorie (Rotter, 1966) en die tweede op die Attribusieteorie

(Kelley, 1972; Weiner, 1974). Die konsep persepmele lokus~ kontrole was aanvanklik as 'n

enkele dimensie beskou, waar 'n individu tussen interne en eksteme pole geplaas kon word.

Verskeie navorsers het sedertdien voorgestel dat die konsep van lokus van kontrole eerder beskou

moet word as 'n multi-dimensionele konstruk.

Lokus~ kontrole kan gedefinieer word as die mate waarin die persoon voel dat hyself of faktore

in die omgewing sy gedrag bepaal of as 'n individu se verwagting dat individuele optrede resu1tate

bepaal of dat dit bepaal word deur noodlot, geluk, die eksteme omgewing of 'n dimensie waarna

daar verwys word as "die magtige ander". In die ver1ede is lokus van kontrole beskou en in

navorsing gebruik as 'n globale konstruk, maar verskeie navorsers beklemtoon die multi-
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dimensione!e aard van die konstruk. Volgens hierdie benadering bestaan die konsep van lokus van

kontrole uit verskiTIende dirnensies, byvoorbeeld akademiese, sosia1e, ensovoorts. Van besondere

belang is watter verband daar tussen akademiese lokus van kontrole en ander veranderlikes (in die

besonder benaderinge tot leer) bestaan..

'n AantaI meetinstrurnente (bv. die "Multidimensional-Multiattributional Causality Scale; die

"'Iultidimensional Measure of Children's Perceptions of Control; die Academic Locus of

Control Scale en die Internal Control Index") om studente se akademiese lokus van kontrole te

bepaal, word geanaliseer en verge!yk.

Hierdie meetinstrurnente word geanaliseer aan die hand van voorafbepaalde kriteria wat

geformuleer is in terme van die spesifieke doelViitte van hierdie navorsingsprojek en die

technikonomgewing. Hierdie analise het ten doe! gehad om, in terme van lokus van kontrole, te

bepaal: (a) of die huidige meetinstrumente voldoende is, (b) watter een die "beste"

rneetinstrument is (c) of 'n alternatiewe rneetinstrument ontwikkel moet word. Die bestaande

meetinstrumente het nie aI die kriteria bevredig nie, daarom is besluit om 'n saamgestelde

meetinstrument, gebaseer op items van die oorspronklike meetinstrumente, te ontwikkel.

In hierdie navorsingsprojek word daar verslag gedoen oor die ondersoek na die verband tussen

studente se benadering tot leer en huI akademiese lokus "Iran kontrole deur die saamgeste!de lokus

van kontrole meetinstrument te gebruik. Hierdie meetinstrument (tesame met die EASn is

geadrninistreer aan 45 eerste jaar en 86 derde jaar studente in Elektriese Ingenieurswese aan die

Kaapse Technikon. Die resultate word geanaliseer deur faktoranalise, eerstens om die empiriese

verhouding tussen verskillende teoretiese benaderinge tot lokus van kontrole vas te stel en
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tweedens om die konseptuele verband tussen akademiese lokus van kontrole en benaderinge tot

leer te bepaal. Die resu1tate in albei gevalle is baie belowend en tentatiewe gevolgtrekkings (na

aanleiding van die ondersoekende aard van hierdie navorsingsprojek) word bespreek. Die resultate

toon dat die instrument potensiaal het as 'n bruikbare basis vir verdere navorsing in terme van

akademiese lokus van kontrole en benaderinge tot leer.

Attnbusionele heropleiding ("attributional retraining") in die besonder kan oor die potensiaal beskik

om 'n intervensionele hulpmiddel te wees wat ongunstige persepsies in terme van akademiese lokus

van kontrole aanspreek. Dit kan op sy beurt lei tot verbeterde geassosieerde benaderinge tot leer

en kwalitatiewe verbetering in akademiese prestasies. Hierdie aspek vonn 'n belangrike terrein vir

verdere navorsing, veral in Suid-Afrika, waar toenemende eise aangespreek sal meet word deur 'n

opvoedkundige sisteem wat gebuk gaan onder leemtes vanuit die historiese en ideologiese verlede.

In die laaste hoofstuk word terreine vir verdere navorsing asook implikasies in terme van

intervensie, onderrig- en evaluering-strategiee bespreek. Die navorsingsprojek verskaf 'n duideliker

begrip ten opsigte van die konseptuele basis van sommige van die faktore wat moontlik kan bydra

tot sukses ofrnislukking in hoer ondernys, en in besonder in die teclmikon omgewing.

Die insigte in terme van hierdie navorsingsprojek het die potensiaal om toegepas te kan word om

die volgende te verbeter: (a) die meting van akademiese lokus van kontrole, (b) die identifisering

van studente wat moontlik kan misIuk as gevolg van 'n teoreties ongunstige persepsie van lokus

van kontrole of benaderinge tot leer en (c) akademiese resultate deur verbeterde intervensie

programme, onderrigmetodes en onderwyseropleiding.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION

What relationship exists between tertiary students' perceived (academic) locus of control and their

approaches to studying? Before addressing this question in more detail, a general background of

higher education and related aspects will be discussed. This background is important because

education can be descnbed as "a soft, slimy, swamp of real-life problems" (Schon, 1987:3).

According to Biggs (1993:74) it is important to be able to "map the state of the swamp, and not

just the anatomy of its alligators". Understanding the context ("swamp") therefore not only gives

educational researchers a holistic perspective of educational realities, but places the particular

aspects ("alligators") being studied into context. This context is of great importance for education

in the current age, especially in South Africa which is undergoing transformation.

The focus is on how different aspects in the context of higher education can contnoute to how

students control and approach their learning. That this is a complicated and extensive area of study

will become clear in the discussion that follows. Improved understanding of this by teachers and

students could play a significant role in qualitatively improving perceived control and developing

theoretical desirable approaches to studying. This in turn could have a positive influence in

improved academic outcomes at tertiary level.
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1.2 THE ROLE OF IDGHER EDUCATION

Learning in (higher) education is a complex and multi-dimensional activity. VariOllS factors, in a

complex inter-relationary process, can play a role in learning. It is especially in terms of the

"products", i.e. learning outcome ofthe learning process, that this is significant. Different purposes,

demands ofaccountability, technological innovations and the dynamic nature of society are some

ofthe aspects that contribute to the complexity ofhigher education.

It is important to bear in mind that the role ofhigher education is strongly influenced by the current

dynamic context which in turn has important implications for teaching and learning, especially in

terms of how it affects the control of the learning process and the way students approach their

studying. Before some ofthe implications related to the changing nature of society are discussed, a

few general connnents and statements concerning higher education will be addressed.

1.2.1 Purpose of higher education

The purposes ofhigher education can generally be summarised as follows:

(a) Preparation for employment or a career

(b) Personal development

(c) Leamingtoleam
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Dekker & Van Scbalkwyk (1995:33) identifies the foIlov"ing categories of objectives of educational

systems:

(a) Intellectual (knowledge, understanding, insight, etc)

(b) Occupational, career and economic (occupational training, entrepreneurship, etc)

(c) Personal (development oflife skills, freedom, respoIlSlbility, etc)

(d) Social (social development, preparation for social life in community, etc.)

(e) Political (political literacy, citizenship, etc)

Higher education therefore aims to provide students with the knowledge and skills required in their

vocation or career; to develop their ability to think, reason and to solve problems; and to develop

personal and life skills (Ashton, 1995:410; EntwistIe, 1995:34; Gravett, 1993:64; Knapper,

1995: 14). Although all these purposes might not be developed in the same manner or might not be

viewed as equally important in different educational settings, it is important that every institution

evaluate its aims and objectives, and how these are achieved. There is general consensus that a

holistic development ofa learner's potential (as suggested by the abovementioned purposes) should

be striven for, although it might not always be the case in practice (Schmeck, 1988:4). Critical

research can be an important tool, not only to determine if institutions are achieving this, but also to

identify and effect improvements that may be necessary.

Purpose can focus effort and provide an important source ofcontrol to the student. A student who

lacks purpose in his learning, does not really know towards which goal he is working. This could

not only demotivate him, but lead to ineffective control over the progress ofhis learning.
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1.2.2 Control in the learning process.

Control can be defined as the "power or authority to direct, order or limit" (Oxford Advanced

Learners' Dictionary, 1995). The fimdamental question here is what level of power or authority

people possesses to direct, order or limit their lives. This process takes place in all the different

aspects ofhuman life. Who and what controls our lives? People tend to make certain attnoutions

in terms of control in their lives. These attnoutions are generally based on their past e.xperiences,

their expectations and perspectives concerning causal beha"iour and their perceived abilities

(Weiner, 1974; Kelly,1972). People thus have a general viewpoint as to who, what and how their

lives are controlled. Figure 1.1 and 1.2 provides a holistic representation of different aspects that

can be involved in an educational context

Figure 1.1 Different aspects that affect and control education.

(Dekker & Van Schalkwyk, 1995:33)
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From Figure 1.1, p. 4 and 1.2, p. 5 it is clear that (educational) control can be approached from

different perspectives. Different levels of educational coIItrol can be distinguished in the

educational situation. On the basis of Figure 1.1, p 4 and 1.2, p. 5 educational control can be

classi:fied in the levels given in Table 1.1, p. 5.

Figure 1.2 "'Iacro- and Constituent Micro-systems in Tertiary Education.

A

(Biggs, 1993:75)

Three different levels ofeducational controL

LEVEL EXAMPLE DESCRIP'I10N

Macro ~eA¥AWa1 Insrjntjwc ~~I"""""""-'-'-"ood"'"- .......... oodTeod>eD t!leoe ood .....

MiaQ Tndividal_ fur "",!>er.,..,, """"""
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It is important to keep in mind that student (micro), teacher (intermediate) and organisational

(macro) control are not always easily separated in empirical situations, because they interact with

each other. This implies that administrators, teachers and students are all involved in controlling the

learning process. It is specifically the interaction between teacher and student that could play an

important role in terms of the control of the learning process and associated learning outcomes.

Both the teacher and the student have particular responsibilities relating to the control of the

learning process. What quality of control does the student and teachers perceive in the learning

process? The interaction between these perceptions could yield interesting insights into student

learning at tertiary level.

Characteristics of our dynamic contemporary society like increasing complexity, choices,

technology, dehumanisation, student centred learning, etc. raises a variety of questions. One of

these deals specifically with how these characteristics can affect the way people take control (or fail

to) in the different aspects and situations oftheir lives. This is particularly relevant in education and

learning. The nature and rate ofcurrent changes in society results in students of today increasingly

being confronted with the aspect of control. How do students take (or fail to take) control of the

learning process ?

Some of the characteristics mentioned will be discussed in more general terms in the following

sections. Although the author is primarily interested in how these characteristics relate to the

aspect of contro~ some other important aspects will also be addressed to provide an adequate

description of the context in which a construct like control operates. The aspect of control and the
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fuctors that contnbute to students developing self-actualised (seIf-controlIed) lives, is an important

focus ofeducational research. This project focuses on contro~ albeit a particular form thereof This

will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Three.

1.2.3 Accountability in higher education

Higher education in South Afiica, as in the rest of the world, is receiving considerable attention.

The expaosion in the number of students, in expenditure and research being undertaken, together

with the increasing demands of society, high failure rates of especially first year students and the

quest for quality in teaching confronts higher education with the question of accountability (Evans

& Abbot, 1995:191; Knapper, 1995:12; Packwood & Sinclair-Taylor, 1995:217; Parsons,

1993:24; Ramsden, 1991).

Accountability indicates someone (or an institution) accepting the responsibility for the

consequences or outcomes of their actions. Without going into an extended philosophical

discussion, a few general conclusions concerning accountability will be mentioned.

Morrow (1989: 1-2) warns that it is very difficult to advocate direct accountability between teaching

and the learning outcomes achieved by learners. Such an approach could be dangerous and could

create an imbalance where all respollSlbility in the learning process would be invested in the teacher

and very little in the learner himself Such an approach could even lead to teachers and institutions

being expected to "guarantee" learning success. (For a more detailed discussion see Morrow,

1989:1-9).
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Does this imply that teachers or institutions do not have to be accountable for their academic

outcomes? No, rather accountability in education should be seen as the commitment of teachers

and institutions to adequately develop the potential of the learner, to meet the expectations and

needs of society and to prepare people for the future. (These aspects are clearly more subjective

and qualitative than the traditional approach which sees academic outcomes as learners achieving a

certain percentage/mark, passing a subject or obtaining a qualification). This could be achieved

when teachers, students and institutions approach teaching and learning in a respoDSlble manner

where there is a commitment to (a) quality in teaching, learning and research, (b) new and creative

ideas, approaches and methods and to (c) see learning as a holistic process where the "whole"

person is developed in a balanced way (packwood & Sinclair-Taylor, 1995:217). According to

Sunter (1987:40-41; 1990) we need a high quality of education if South Africa is to become a

"WmningNation".

Accountability does not apply to teachers and institutions only but also to the learner. The learner

in higher education has the respoDSlbility to learn and should therefore be an active participant in

the learning process. This extends the concept of accountability. Every person (teachers, the

institution and the learner) have their own respoDSlbilities in the learning process and everyone

should be aware of what his or her particular task is. It is clear that how students, teachers and

institutions perceive accountability could play a role in determining their perceived control

associated in the learning process. For example, ifstudents held the teacher absolutely accountable

for their learning success or failure, they would probably ascnbe greater control to the teacher than

to themselves (see Killen, 1994:201).
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1.2.4 A crisis in education

As has been stated earlier in 1.2, p. 2 it is vitaI to understand that the complex and dynamic nature

of the contemporary (as well as the future) society should be kept in mind. Various researchers

(Heese & Badenhorst, 1992:vii-X; Morrow, 1989: 1; Spier in McGreggor, 1992:455; Spier, 1995;

Ul1yatt, 1989: 159) have voiced their concern over the "crisis" in which education finds itself

Much of this "crisis" in education revolves round the question of whether students are being

adequately prepared for the future and their role in society.

Tof!:1er (1970:360-361) descnOed this crisis in education as follows:

"What passes for education today, even in our "best" schools and colleges, is a hopeless
anachronism. Parents look to education to fit their children for life in the future. Teachers
warn that a lack of an education will cripple a child's chances in the world of tomorrow.
Government ministries, churches, the mass media - all exhort young people to stay in
schoo~ insisting that now, as never before, one's future is almost wholly dependent upon
education."

"Yet for all this rhetoric about the future, our schools fuce backwards towards a dying
system, rather than forwards to an emerging society. Their vast energies are applied to
cranking out Industrial Men - people tooled for survival in a system that will be dead before
they are"

Although Tof!:1er stated the above more than twenty years ago, it is still very relevant for today.

Ullyatt (1989: 159) is ofthe opinion that ifradical and drastic transformation ofthe total educational

system is not initiated then we are "in a headlong rush to self-destruction". In support of this

waming Spier (1995:39) emphasises that we need a dynamic, creative transformational approach

towards education ifwe want to address the needs and problems prevalent in society. This is in line
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with ToIDer's (1970:360-361) \iew that the answers and solutions to our problems will have to be

found and developed from a perspective which is focused in the future. Ifwe keep on looking in

the past for answers and concentrating on "outdated" knowledge and skills we will be heading for

"future shock" (ToIDer, 1970) or "self-destruction" (UJJyatt, 1989).

Although most would agree that education finds itself in a crisis, it does not mean that there are not

any positive aspects. There are indications that there are teachers and administrators who use

innovative methods, ideas and approaches in the learning that takes place. Continuous research is

an important tool not only to develop our understanding of the learning process but to encourage

these positive aspects.

Today there is a strong call for relevant, authentic and accountable education (Steyn, 1995:25;

HRSC, 1992; Sunter, 1990). Although these concepts have different meanings for various people,

they address important aspects which lie at the foundation of society. Crisis always implies a

question of control. Do we manage (control) the crisis or does it manage (control) us? Students

are in most cases the "innocent" sufferers of such crises. How do they deal with this and how does

it affect their learning ?

1.2.5 Higher education in a dynamic society

There is a general realisation that, for society adequately to meet the demands in the future,

education in general and higher education specificalJy should play an important role in providing

people with the knowledge and skills to meet these demands. As the demands for food, housing,
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employment, services, Iifeskills, etc., increase education should empower students to adapt to these

demands as well as develop their potential to live in a dynamic society (Spier, 1995:39-42).

In the current information age, which especially applies to developed or 'first world' countries, the

focus is fundamentally on the accumulation and extension of knowledge. This age is also

characterised by rapid and fundamental technological change and advances. This is accentuated by

the dominance, and increasing importance of service related industries (including education)

(Sunter, 1990; Tofller, 1970; 1990).

''Knowledge is power" (Spier, 1995:37) is a statement regularly used to descnbe the nature of the

information age. This has significant implications for education which aims to prepare people for

the future. According to Spier (1995:37) "access to information is of crucial importance ifwe are

to change the fate ofmany who belong to the ranks ofthe previously disadvantaged because oflack

of knowledge". In other words, persons who have access to and understanding of relevant

knowledge will have "power", ie. their ability to make choices, to play a constructive role in

society and to maintain higher quality oflife could be significantly increased.

In the information orientated world of today students are confronted by a wide spectrum of

information, in increasing amounts, that they not only have to absorb, but also have to try and

understand. Against this backgroUIld, students today face increasing demands and challenges.

Increasing demands on our human resources have important implications for education and its

relevance in a rapidly changing world (Monteith, 1993; Slabbert, 1993; Toffier, 1970; 1990). This

emphasises the question of control How do students deal or cope with the modern dynamic
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society? Are students today being adequately prepared to cope \Vith (control) the changes that they

will experience ?

The rate in which knowiedge is increasing can be seen in the estimated 6000 to 7000 articles

published per day in the natural sciences alone (Slabbert, 1993:38). From this statistic it is

obvious that knowledge learned today could be outdated tomorrow. How should higher education

deal with this changing reality? This question emphasises that we should improve our

understanding of the factors which play a role in education and learning. According to Spier

(1995:39) "technology is providing humankind with new options for which it is as yet ill-prepared

in terms of outdated institutions and obsolete mindsets." This statement by Spier emphasises the

responsIbility of education to develop the skills of learners, so that they will be more prepared for

the future.

Although South Afiica is largely classified as a developing country, there is evidence of first world

characteristics together with third world characteristics. This is largely the result of the unique

historical and political developments South Afiica has experienced. The educational situation in

South Afiica thus exhIbits characteristics ofdeveloped and developing countries. Higher education

in South Afiica suffers from a certain dualism: experiencing similar developments as in other first

world countries on the one hand, and lagging behind in terms of certain developments other

countries have already experienced on the other.

South Afiica is particularly experiencing dramatic and extensive social, political, economic and

educational transformation. Students will have to learn to adapt to these changes and the demands
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that they ",ill bring about. Again this would confront teachers., institutions and students with

control. How do we control this transformation and what implications or influences will it hold for

them?

According to Pretorius (1988:101-129) modern society is characterised by the process of

depersonalisation. When this process is taken to the extreme then people are dehumanised.

Depersonalisation occurs when the uniqueness of the individual is ignored or denied. A person

then loses his or her identity as a unique individual. Technology, industrialisation, urbanisation, the

mass media, etc. can contribute to individuals feeling depersonalised. Especially in the cities, where

the individual is confronted by many people and has to compete with many others to survive. This

has been identified as a symptom ofmodern city living - the so-called "ratrace".

This explains, to an extent, why many first year students go through a difficult process of adapting

to the social (and learning) environment in which they find themselves. At the university, technikon

or college (which is generally found in the major cities) the new students are confronted by a

different situation to that at secondary level (Meyer & Scrivener, 1995:53). The tertiary level has

opened up a bigger new world for students. They are confronted by a variety of people, subjects,

lecturers., respollSlbilities, choices, etc. which makes them realise that life is not as simple as it

seemed when they were younger.

The computer, the tool ofthe information age, specifical1y confronts people with how much control

they have over their lives. This implies that people are increasingly struggling to maintain a sense of

control over their lives. Students specifical1y are confronted by the question ofcontrol in relation to
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their learning outcome. Students in other words are being confronted with the follov.ing questions:

Who or what is respollS1ble for (controls) my success (or fuilure)? Who and what determines

success (or failure) in higher education ?

In summary it could be concluded that the knowledge and skills which were relevant for students in

the past might not be relevant and adequate today and in the future (packwood & Sinclair-Taylor,

1995:217; Toffier, 1970:360-361). Higher education thus has an important responsibility to

prepare students for the future so that they can adapt to (and control) the changes and requirements

they will have to face. The way students perceive themselves to be in control of their learning (or

not in control) could play an important role in how they would approach their learning tasks. A

sense ofbeing in control would therefore tend to lead to a more positive approach to studying.

1.3 WHAT IS LEARNING?

Against the above background, an age-old questions arises. What is learning? (Slabber!, 1993).

This question has become very relevant for educationalists in the light of the challenges and

requirements of contemporary society. In the past different answers or perspectives were

formulated in relation to this question, which to a large extent arose from the particular context in

which it was being addressed. Technological developments created different frameworks or

paradigms against which to define a particular reality, for example learning (Sunter, 1990).
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The importance of this question becomes increasingly clear in view of the rate of current change,

not only in South Africa but world-wide. Especially higher education should take cognisance ofthe

realities it will be facing in the future. If we accept that the fundamental purpose of higher

education is learning, then the importance of the factors which are involved in the learning process

are fundamental to our understanding of the learning process. How a student interprets the way

learning is defined in the practical learning situation, can have an important impact on the amount of

control the student believes he possesses and the way he would tend to approach learning tasks.

According to Samuelowics & Bain (1992:95) various researchers, (for example, Ausubel Novak &

Hanesian (1978), Biggs (1989, 1990), Bruner (1966), Pask (1976), Rogers (1969) and West &

Pines (1985» distinguish between a quantitative or qualitative approach to learning Learning

therefore could be viewed as either "the accumulation of factual knowledge, often through the

process ofmemorisation", or "as a way ofinterpreting the world"- Slabbert (1993 :38) employs the

same distinction in that learning can be defined either as "recei,ing and storing information or

content to be reproduced at an appropriate time", or as "the process where the learner constructs

meaning through certain competencies" (see Gunstone & White 1992:12; Schmeck, 1988:3).

Schmeck (1988:3) argues that the perceptions (as descnDed above) represent two extremes

towards learning that can vary across the whole spectrum He labels this variation conceptions of

learning. This implies that learning should be viewed as consisting of different qualitative

dimensions rather than a single qualitative dimension. Salj6 (1979) initially identified the following

five qualitatively different conceptions ofleaming:
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(1) The increase ofknowledge
(2) Memorising
(3) Acquisition offaets, procedures etc
(4) Abstraction ofmeaning
(5) An interpretation process aimed at the understanding of reality.

~1arton, Dall'alba & Beaty (1993:283) in their study also found (as for example Van Rossum &

Schenk, 1984; Martin & Ramsden, 1987) the five conceptions described by Saljo (1979), although

their categories ofdescriptions are somewhat different and they also found a sixth conception. The

six qualitatively different ways oflearning, according to ~1artonet at. (1993:283) are:

(1) Increasing one's knowledge
(2) Memorising and reproducing
(3) Applying
(4) Understanding
(5) Seeing something in a diffetent way
(6) Changing as a person.

It is clear that learning, as a construct, exhibits qualitative different dimensions and that each of

these dimensions contrIbute to the larger reality, called learning. This implies that learning is

therefore not a single dimension or activity. This has important implications for teaching and

assessment practices. (Some of these ",ill be addressed further in 1.4, p.18-19).

Slabbert (1993:38) concludes that a qualitative definition of learning should be favoured over a

quantitative definition which is typical of the traditional approach in the past. According to him

education in the past has focused too much on the content of subjects rather on the understanding,

skills and competencies which are associated with knowledge. Learning should therefore be

viewed as "a process of constructing meaning through discovery". From this perspective
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education should primarily focus on the how of teaching, rather than on the what of teaching

(Slabber!, 1993:38).

Teaching (or learning) in this perspective is thus not just the transfer of knowledge or content, but

rather the mastering ofcompetencies through which content is obtained. Content only serves as a

means by which competencies are acquired (Slabbert, 1993:38-39). Thus knowledge only for the

sake ofknowledge is not real1y meaningful. It is the use, skills, meaning and competencies acquired

from knowledge that are important (packwood & Sinclair-Taylor, 1995:218). As Gourley

(1994:7) correctly states: "Knowledge is not the same as wisdDm". The statement earlier,

"knowledge is power" would be more accurate ifexpanded to read: "Competence gained through

knowledge is power". Competence gained provides one with a sense of achievement and the

feeling ofbeing able to contrDl that particu1ar situation.

From an analysis of the future ToIDer (1970:374) concludes that it will become increasingly

important for students to "learn how to learn" to be able to effectively deal with the challenges and

changes ofeducation. In line with ToIDer, but from a different perspective, Rogers (1983: 1) argues

that traditional education has not necessarily taught students how tD learn, but rather how to

memorise. For teachers '1earning how to learn" can be an important tool to adequately prepare

students for the future. Being prepared could imply that students will be able to manage (control)

the challenges and demands facing them in the future.
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lA ACHlEVEi'\ffi'U OR ACADEMIC OUTCOMES

Academic outcome is generally indicated by a quantitative description where students receive a

certain mark, percentage (GPA - grade point average), when a student passes a subject! course or

obtains a certain qualification (Biggs, 1993; Killen, 1994:199; Potterton & Parsons, 199556).

Whether a single mark can adequately descn"be the extent of a student's knowledge and skills as is

usually the case in higher education, is being questioned (Killen, 1994:199; Potterton & Parsons,

1995:56-57). According to Potterton & Parsons (1995:56-57) this type ofacademic outcome does

not appear to be good a indicator ofan individual student's total capabilities.

Gtbbs (1991:1) argues that there generally exists a difference between the criteria employers

emphasise when evaluating students as prospective employees, and the criteria higher education

emphasises in their learning outcome. This "double-message" can be very confusing to the students

and can play an important role in the approach students adopt towards their learning (potterton &

Parsons, 1995:57; Fyfe, 1995:342; Clarke, 1995: 1; McDoweU & Mow\, 1995:131).

What is suggested is that traditional assessment practices and how academic outcome is presented,

should be extended to include qualitative criteria for assessment of the student. Student profiles or

Records of Student Achievement (ROSA) have been indicated by research to be helpful in

introducing a qualitative approach towards assessment (potterton & Parsons, 1995). If "real" or

"authentic" learning involves the how ofthe learning process together with knowledge, rather than

just the content ofknowledge itself; it stands to reason that there should be a distinction between

different types of learning outcome. This distinction would largely rest on the way learning is
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defined (Slabbert, 1993:38).

This distinction is very important when addressing the question of factors which can influence

learning. When investigating the relationship of certain determinants of learning (which in most

cases are based on subjective evaluations) with academic achievement, a definition of learning is

implied. If learning is perceived as the reproduction of stored information, then learning outcome

will be an assessment of how well a student was able to store and reproduce that particular

information. On the other hand if learning is perceived as the construction of meaning (which is

obviously a more complex and abstract process) then learning outcome would focus on the

particular competencies a student should be able to perform

Outcome based on the latter is more subjective (whereas the other perspective is more objective)

and therefore very difficult (in view of the current assessment practices and approaches) to assess.

It is therefore no surprise that tertiary academic achievement generally tends to concentrate on the

furmer perspective. This could be because it is based on a more objective (and therefore

quantitatively more measurable) definition oflearning and the absence or lack of tested, reliable and

valid qualitative assessment methods and techniques.

The distinction above should be kept in mind when researchers investigate any hypothetical

re1ationship between different (educational) variables and academic achievement. The findings and

conclusions drawn from such research could be influenced by the perception, definition and

application of learning in higher education. This statement needs further explanation, because it

highfights one ofthe fundamental problems in educational research.
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The problem in defining abstract concepts related to education (as is the case 'With all abstract

concepts) is that there might not always be a significant association (overlap) between how such a

concept is perceived, defined and applied in the learning situation - the more significant the

association between them, the more valid and accurate the definition of the concept. This implies

that a person or institution could define something (e.g. learning) in a particular way but apply it

total1y differently.

From the discussion above it is clear that assessment practices can influence the way students learn.

Various researchers are of the opinion that the way students are assessed or evaluated (methods,

type, etc.) can determine (control) how students will learn (Clarke,1995; Fyfe,1995; McDowell

& Mow\, 1995 Potterton & Parsons, 1995). The quality of assessment methods can therefore

modify the ways in which students engage particu1ar learning tasks. Assessment therefore provides

a framework for the approaches students could adopt towards their studying.

It is important to realise that the relationship between how learning is defined and how it is assessed

could play an essential role in determining or controlling the outcome of the learning process.



1.5 A SEARCH FOR DETER.\IINANTS OF SUCCESS

The same quantitative-qualitative distinction that applied earlier in 1.3 to learning (and its

assessment) will logically be part of success-failure. The way learning (and teaching) is defined and

how assessment takes place could also play a role in determining how success (or failure) would be

perceived. Success and failure can prmide the student with powerful feedback on the engagement

of learning tasks. Success can reinforce gained knowledge and competencies to provide the

student with improved control in the learning process.

Success (or fuilure) is a very relative concept, and is viewed differently by various researchers.

Success has generally been indicated by a percentage in a subject, passing a subject or course or

obtaining a qualificatiOll- Although such a perception would give an indication ofthe potential of a

learner, it should be realised that a single mark, grade, percentage or symbol does not indicate the

total potential of the learner - under different enviromnents and conditions - (potterton & Parsons,

1995:56). As was mentioned earlier, there is growing awareness that a more holistic approach

towards learning is needed.. This also implies a more holistic approach towards the determinants of

success and how we define success. This means that we have to extend our concept and

perception concerning success in learning in higher education

A wide variety of factors have been investigated in relation to success in learning (KiIlen,

1994:200). Due to the complexity of the learning process, the dynamic inter-relational relationship

between different factors and the variety of theoretical approaches, methods and analytical

techniques used in the research, to compile a comprehensive list of the factors which could poSSIbly
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influence learning in higher education would be beyond the scope and space of this project. One

also has to keep in mind that every educational setting is unique and could exhibit unique factors

together with general factors. The brief description that follows intends to provide a general

background in terms of some of the factors that have been identified as contnbuting to success at

tertiary level.

Figure 1.3, p. 22 gives a general summary of some of the significant factors which can influence

learning:

IFigure 1.3 Factors influencing learning
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Not all the factors in figure 1.3, p. 22 will influence learning in the same way or to the same extent.

The particular context, and the persons involved (lecturers, students and administrators) determine

which factors have the greatest influence on learning. The Dunn & Dunn model emphasises the

holistic influence of a variety of factors. Although certain factors can be viewed as particuIarly

relevant (e.g. motivation) it is important to keep in mind that learning outcome is the result of not

just one or two factors, but rather the product of the interaction of a variety of factors. Improved

understanding of the factors that contnbute to successful academic outcome could provide a

greater sense ofcontrol and a positive approach to studying to students.

Extensive research has been undertaken in higher education into the field ofacademic achievement

(see, for example, Butler & Orion, 1990; Dart & Clarke, 1991; EntwistIe & Meyer, 1992; Killer!,

1994; Perry & Penner, 1990; Slabbert, 1993, Van OverwalIe, 1989; Watkins, 1987). Academic

achievement is seen as the outcome of a learning process and more specifically relates to how

students engage their learning.

VariOllS studies have been undertaken to improve the quality of student learning at tertiary level.

Although these studies have approached student academic outcomes from a wide spectrum of

different theoretical perspectives, a range of factors relevant to academic achievement have

constantly been found to be associated with student outcome.

Van OverwalIe (1989:287-308), in a study undertaken at the Vrije Universiteit Brussel in Belgium,

provides an overall framework of the determinants found in his study to be related to the learning
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outcome of tertiary students. From existing literature Van Overwalle (1989:288-291) identifies the

following main categories or sets ofdetenninants related to academic achievement:

(a) Past performance and academic ability
(b) Social factors
(c) Perceived causality
(d) Motivation
(e) Learning strategies.

Multidimensional scaling analyses used by Van Overwalle (1989:287) in his study reveal that the

characteristics are structured along two main dimensions: causal locus (internal vs external) and

control (controllable vs uncontrollable).

A sununary ofthe factors and their structure is given in Table 1.2, p. 24.

Table 1.2 Detenninants of academic achievement
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Van OveIWalle's study provides finn support for the factors listed in Table 1.2, p. 24 and

comparable associations were found to correlations reported in the meta-analyses of existing

literature (Van OveIWalle, 1989:303).

Prior performance at midterm tests was revealed in this study to be the most salient factor in

student achievement. Second to this was academic self-concept, expectations of success, study

timing and working strategies. In terms of working strategies it was found that their general

efficacy rather than specific methods were indicated. This was because associations with deep and

surface strategies were found to be insignificant.

Other substantial associations were: regular study effort, general satisfaction with choice of study,

and prior knowledge. Factors like the structuring ofknowledge, difficulty oftests, help and support

from others, information and directions on exams, fear of exams and teacher attitude were also

found to produce significant associations (Van OveIWalle, 1989:304-305).

The motivation to learn and student effort are generally viewed as two important factors in success

or fuilure (Agar & Knopfinacher, 1995: 122; Killen, 1994:208). A positive relationship has been

indicated through research between motivation and locus of control, and deeper levels of learning

and academic achievement, although there is little evidence to suggest that this relationship is causal

in nature. (See Fmdley & Cooper, 1983; Keith, Pottebaum & Eberhardt, 1986; McCombs, 1988;

Wankowski, 1991b; Watkins, 1987)
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In a study investigating the differences between students' and lecturers' perceptions of factors

influencing students' academic success at university, Killen (1994:199) found that students

attnbuted success or failure to four main sources: (a) their lecturers, (b) their course, (c)

themselves and (d) other external factors. Lecturers also attributed success or failure to these four

areas, but tended to emphasise different factors within each category. According to Killen

(1994:209) the differences between students' and lecturers' ratings of factors which contnbute to

student failure, reveal a difference in perception of the amount ofcontrol which students have over

success as well as a difference in the level of responsibility lecturers have for student success. The

two aspects ofcontrol and respollSlbility mentioned here, have been referred to earlier in 1.2.2.

An interesting tendency observed by Killen (1994:201) is that, specifically in terms of failure.,

students generally blame their lecturers and lecturers on the other hand generally blame the

students. The results ofKillen's (1994) study supports similar findings by Schmelzer et al. (1987)

in that "students were more likely to attribute the cause to the instructor when they failed than

when they succeeded" (Schrnelzer in Killen, 1994:208). Students therefore, as most people tend to

do, find it easier to accept respollSlbility (or control) for their success than for their failure.

A reason for this could be the view, strongly entrenched in society, that success is inherently"good"

and failure inherently "bad". This is reflected in genera! statements like: "Success is the only thing

that matters"; "The end (success) justifies the means"; "It does not matter how you do it, as long

as you win (succeed)"; etc. Is it any wonder that people are confused as to the role of failure in

their lives? This is especially problematic for the student who has to deal with the poSSIbility of
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failure in the learning process. In today's competitive society this is very relevant

In other words when you succeed society labels you as "okay", but when you fail you are "not

okay" (Hanis, 1969). People (and students) tend to get the message that the chances of being

accepted in society are greater when you are successful than when you fail. This explains why

many students find learning such an anxious and stressful experience. "Fear of failure" can be

strong motivation for students to study hard so that they can avoid the negative implications of

failure (See Van Overwalle, 1989:304-305)

From the discussion above it can be seen that there are a variety offaetors which influence student

academic outcome. Most of these factors are supported by sound empirical evidence. Although

most of these fuctors are accepted as playing an important role in student outcome, there were

inconsistencies found in different international studies. An aspect which should be kept in mind is

that there is a wide degree of variability in terms of the different research hypotheses, research

methods, analytical techniques, approaches, etc. that can be identified in the different international

studies. Although many studies have concurring and confirmatory value, it is usually very difficult

to directly compare the results obtained in different educational settings. Because of this and the

variety of other factors involved, the inter-relationship between these factors is not always fully

understood and needs to be investigated further.

Two variables that have been identified (see 1.5, p. 22-24) by various researchers in extensive

research, as playing an intportant part in the learning process are (I) approaches to learning

(Biggs, 1978; Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983; Marton & Saljo, 19763, 1976b; Parsons & Meyer,

1990; Van Overwalle, 1989) and (2) locus of control (ConneR 1985; Dart & Clarke, 1991;

Duttweiler, 1984; Hyrnan, Stanley & Burrows, 1991; Lefcourt, et al.. , 1979; Trice, 1985;

Watkins, 1987).
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These variables have been investigated as independent factors and also as part of a cluster of

factors, but the relationship between these two variables has not yet been explored within the

technikon context. For a number of years researchers at the Cape Technikon have engaged in

extensive research into student learning at tertiary level. Important research has been undertaken in

terms of students' approaches to studying and efforts to remedy the learning approach of "at risk"

students (parsons & Meyer, 1990).

"At risk" generally indicates a student who could be at riskfm danger of failing a subject or a

course. According to the author, this could be extended further in that it could also indicate a

student who has not sufficiently or adequately developed hislher potential and therefore could be

"at risk", not being adequately prepared for the demands of society. Categorising students as "at

risk" based on their approaches to studying is discussed in more detail in 5.4. Similarly a student

can be identified as "at risk" because oftheoretically unfavourable perceptions ofcontrol.

The author is of the opinion that by including the concept locus of contro~ through the

investigation of the relationship between students' approaches to studying and their perceived locus

of control, it could supplement and extend our understanding of factors influencing students'

academic achievement (see Rossouw & Parsons, 1995). Ashton (1995:414) and Beaty & Hunt

(1995:419) agree that it is important for students to have a keen awareness and good understanding

ofhow their learning styles, perceptions and expectations influence their learning. When a student

has a clearer understanding of what determines his learning success as well as how these factors

apply to himselfthey generally have more control when engaging their learning.
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Although this sounds obvious, many tertiary students appear not to understand the factors which

could play a role in determining their success. As was mentioned earlier, many students do not

know how to learn and depend on ineffective study methods when engaging in learning tasks

(Rogers, 1983:1; Toiller,1970:374; Tait, Speth & Entwistle, 1995:324). The study skills that

students require in higher education differ from those needed on secondary level and many students

enter higher education without adequate study skills (Tait, Speth & Entwistle (1995324).

According to Tait, Speth & Entwistle (1995:323) it is often assumed that students entering higher

education know how to study and have developed adequate study skills.

Aspects like adequate planning, time management, understanding, goaldirectedness, etc. are

sometimes absent or only partially incorporated in learning strategies. Factors like approach to

studying, motivation, effort, workload, assessment methods, etc. can play an important role in the

utilisation of these particular aspects. Research evidence indicates that the teaching and assessment

practices can contribute to this situation

When students have a better understanding of the fuctors which can influence their learning, they

would have better control in the learning process, because they possess qualitative knowledge on

how certain factors (and their perceptions ofthese factors) could contnoute to success or failure. It

is therefore only when students understand why they have succeeded or failed, that they can accept

feSpollSlbility for it, feel in control oftheir learning and can develop.
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1.6 PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY

The first aim of this pilot study is to investigate and compare different theoretical perspectives of

(academic) locus of control as they apply to higher education. If this comparison indicates

sufficient conceptual overlap a synthesis of the different theories will be put forward in order to

supplement and extend the current theoretical foundation ofthe locus ofcontrol construct.

Secondly, certain existing instruments to measure students' academic locus of control will be

evaluated using predetennined criteria formulated in terms of this research project. This aims to

determine: (a) whether the existing instruments are adequate for valid measurements of academic

locus ofcontrol, (b) which of the existing instruments is the best or (c) whether empirical evidence

suggests the need for the development ofan alternative instrument.

The final phase ofthis project will investigate the relationship behveen students' perceived academic

locus of control and their approaches to studying. This research aims at prOviding a clearer

understanding of the conceptual basis of these two factors which could contribute to success or

failure in higher education. This could provide a basis for further research and investigation,

especially in terms of future intervention programmes that aim to improve student learning

outcomes.
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...; CHAPTERTWO

I.ocrisOYCO","I'ROL·.

2.1 INTRODUcnON

Earlier research into student learning was largely characterised by educational psychology, which

was restricted to the prediction of academic outcome through factors such as IQ, socio-economic

status, personality and cognitive styles, special abilities, prior knowledge, interest in subject matter,

etc. In the last rew decades this approach has been modified considerably, where contemporary

research into student learning has developed as research area in its o""n right (Biggs, 1987: 1).

This new approach recognised that learning undertaken by students in high schoo~ college and

university has its own context and parameters and that this cannot be adequately captured by a

simple quantification, such as a grade-point average, mark, symbo~ etc. The variation found in

terms of the content and nature of learning, and in the way students perceive their performance, its

importance to them and what constitutes an acceptable level of performance to them, is therefore

difficult (ifnot impossible) to reflect in a single quantification (Biggs, 1987: 1).

The problems associated with the measurement of academic outcome or performance has been

discussed, specifically in terms of assessment (see lA, p. 18). This remains one of the important

concerns ofpast and contemporary research into student learning. Although research has provided

us with revolutionary new approaches and empirical findings, it is worrying that the traditional view
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regarding assessment is still generally prevalent in many educational settings (see Biggs, 1987;

Clarke, 1995; Fyfe, 1995; KilleD, 1994; McDowell & Mowll995; Potterton & Parsons, 1995).

There is general consensus in contemporary research on the recognition of qualitatively different

ways in which student engage learning. The major source of disagreement, according to Biggs

(1987:1), concerns the role of situational and personality factors in determining observed

approaches to learning. Some researchers (e.g. Enrnistle & Ramsden, 1983; Marton & Saljo,

1976a; I976b; Ramsden, 1987) emphasise the situationally specific determinants of learning.

According to this approach, students learn in the way they do because they construe their current

situation in a way that detennines their approach to the task: learning in order to meet set

requirements with minimal effort will be qualitatively different from the learning done in pursuit ofa

special prize.

Other researchers (e.g. Biggs, 1970a, I970b; Dunn et aI., 1995; Honey & Mumford, 1986;

Kolb, 1984; Van Overwalle, 1989) postulate that students are predisposed towards specific

approaches to studying according to their particular personalities. Personological factors therefore

detennine the particular approach a student will adopt in a given education context According to

Biggs (1978) the link between 'approach' and outcome is mediated by personologica1 factors, in

particular 10cus ofcontrol' and 'metalearning' as well as contextual influences. In other words there

is an important relationship between personality and the influences from the environment students

have to deal with. Issues pertaining to student learning should be addressed with reference to this

relationship, the nature ofwhich is fully investigated in this study.
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This leads to a typical "nature-nurture debate" where the basic question is: \Vhich of situationaI or

personological fuctors is causal in detennining the approach students adopt when they learn? Biggs

(1987:93) emphasises that variation in student learning can be more adequately explained through the

investigation ofthe interaction between different areas offactors, than by primarily focusing on one "causa!"

area. Learners react in a way typical for them across situations, as well as in a way dictated by a particular

situation. This view accentuates the interaction between person and situation (Biggs, 1987: 1.)

The author is of the opinion that the inclusion of the concept locus of control, through the

investigation of the relationship between students' approaches to studying and their locus of

control, could supplement and extend our understanding of factors influencing students' academic

achievement.

2.2 THE CONCEPT OF LOCUS OF CONTROL

Rotter (in Plug et al, 1988:277) defines locus ofcontrol as the manner in which a person feels that

he himself (internal control) or factors in the situation (external control) determine his behaviour.

Brown (1990:337), on the other hand, defines locus of control as an individual's expectancy that

"events in their environment are contingent upon their behaviour". Thus (i) Internal control

equates to a belief that individual actions are instrumental in producing results; and (ii) External

control equates to a beliefthat events are determined by fate, chance or luck.

According to Van Overwal1e (1989:289), locus of control can be seen as either a personality

disposition (Rotter, 1966) or a generalised causal expectancy (Brown, 1990:377). Rotter (1966),
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who initially proposed the concept, perceived locus of control as a single dimension in which an

individual could be located between internal and external poles. Hyrnan et aL (1991:403) mentions

that many researchers have since proposed that the concept should be seen as a multidimensional

construct.

Levenson (in Brown, 1990:377) argues that the concept of external control defined above is too

broad and should be divided into two dimensions of (i) fate, chance or luck and (ii) a dimension

referred to as "powerful other". The rationale for his argument is that people who perceive the

world as unordered, will behave differently from those who perceive some form of social order 

thus some powerful other in controL

In terms oflocus ofcontrol two theoretical approaches can be identified. The first is based mainly

on the social learning theory and specifically on Rotter's (1966) ideas. This approach has been

primarily concerned with the identification ofindividual or dispositional tendencies in perceptions of

control and also with the studying of the relations between such tendencies and broad outcomes

such as school achievement

The other is based on the attribution theory (Kelley, 1972; Weiner, 1974). This approach focuses

on the identification ofthose situation-specific variables which produce reliable differences in causal

perceptions across subjects, and relating these differences to specific outcomes such as expectancy

of; or affective responses to, success and failure (Butler & Orion, 1990:63).
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Thus social learning theory suggests that locus of control is an expectancy, whereas attributional

theory suggests that locus ofcontrol is but one ofa more specific set ofannbutions.

2.3 SOCIAL LEAR."IING THEORY

Social learning theory is descn1Jed by Plug et al. (1988:339) as a personality theory where

behaviour is explained as the result of the interaction between personality and environmental

factors. Attention is given to the learning of behaviour and personality characteristics on the

grounds of the interaction between external reinforcement and cognitive factors. According to

Engler (in Laubscher, 1991:25) social learning theory represents a synthesis of the classical and

cognitive learning theories and shows similarities with the classical learning approach based on

Thomelike's law ofeffect.

The main assumptions ofthe social learning theory are as follows :

(a) Irrteraction with the envirofUTlent: Personality is much more than a set of inherent

characteristics which a person carries with him. It is rather a potential to react in a

certain way in a specific situation. Behaviour can thus change according to

changing situations.
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(b) Unity of the personality: Personality reveals a unity in so far as the life

experiences and interactions ",ith the em'ironrnent of a person influence each other.

New life-experiences are influenced by happenings in the past and what has been

learned in the past will be influenced by new experiences.

(c) Goal-directiveness ofbehaviour: Behaviour is also goal-directed. The concept of

reinforcement should be broadened, according to Rotter, to any action or

happening which reflects an individual's moving in the direction of a chosen goal.

The behaviour of a person is in other words not just the reaction on an impetus to

lessen or neutralise a so-called drive, but directed towards a specific goal

(Laubscher, 1991:25-26).

The following concepts are central to the social learning theory:

(a) Potential ofbehaviour : Indicates the potential for specific behaviour to appear in

specific situations. In any given situation there are a number of possible ways a

person can act. The potential of behaviour is specific to particular behaviour and

the associated reinforcement. A certain behaviour ",ithin a particular situation thus

has a greater probability than others, depending on the behaviour and specific

situation. The goal of specific behaviour also plays a role in determining the

probability ofits appearance in a situation.
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(b) E'qJectations: Rotter (1966) broadens the concept of reinforcement in terms of

goal directed behaviour. He views it as a process through which humans develop

certain attitudes and cognitive images in terms of which situations are experienced

as reinforcing.

Humans evaluate the characteristics of the environment which gradually elicits

certain responses, and develop their own subjective expectations of consequences

associated with certain behaviour. Expectations are subjective and influenced by

previous experiences, so that two persons can have different expectations even

though they are striving towards an identical goal It is, in other words, not the

goalper se which is important, but also the way in which a person perceives it that

must be taken into account

(c) Reinforcement value: Reinforcement value indicates the importance or prevalence

that a person attaches to a particu1ar reinforcer. Reinforcement value is unique for

each person and the value of a reinforcer can be determined by happenings in the

past. It is important to note that reinforcers do not work or appear in isolation.

Rather the interactions between different reinforcers should be taken into account

A particu1ar reinforcer might hold implications for future reinforcers, so that the

expectations attached to future reinforcers can contribute to the value of the

contemporary reinforcers.
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(d) The psychological situation: This refers to any part of the situation to which a person

reacts. The subjective meaning which people attribute is important. The psychological

situation thus determines the value of a reinforcer or the extent of an expectation.

Experience teaches that a goal is achieved much more readily in one situation than in

another and also that goal-achievement is more important in one situation than in

another. A situation holds different meanings for different persons and these meanings

influence the responses ofpersons (Laubscher, 1991:27-32)

2.4 LOCUS OF CONTROL ACCORDING TO ROTIER

The consequences of reinforcement depend, according to Rotter (in Laubscher, 1991:33), on the

perception ofthe individual that there should be a causal relationship between his behaviour and the

reinforcement. Locus ofcontrol is thus a generalised expectancy which can differ from person to

person and which can lead to different beha~1oural responses.

As Rotter (1966: 1) explains:

"...when a reinforcement is perceived by the subject as following some action of his oVoln
but not being entirely contingent upon his actions ..... it is typically perceived as the result of
luck, chance, fate, as under the control of powerful others, or as unpredictable because of
the great complexity of the forces surrounding him. When the event is interpreted in this
way ..... we have labelled this a belief in external control. If the person perceives that the
event is contingent upon his own beha~10ur or his own relatively permanent characteristics,
we have termed this a beliefin internal control".
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Persons thus differ in terms ofthe extent to which they believe that their actions are self-determined

or conversely influenced by external factors, for example: A person who has achieved a good

result (e.g. 80 %) on a test might attnoute this result to his own efforts and control (by studying

hard, etc.). This is an example of internal control. Another person might attribute his good results

(e.g. 80 %) to external factors such as luck, the easy marking scheme of the teacher, easy questions

asked in the test, etc. This is an example ofexternal control (Laubscher, 1991:34).

Although locus of control could be classified as one of two extremes (internal or external pole),

Harnpson (in Laubscher, 1991:35) is of the opinion that the construct should be viewed as a

continuum with degrees of intemality or externality. People are then classified according to their

tendency to perceive internality or externality of causal control. It is important to understand that

these perceptual tendencies ofpersons (in terms ofcausal control) will differ from person to person

and from situation to situation.

2.5 AITRIBUTION THEORY

According to Freeman, Sears & Carlsmith (1978: 102) an attribution can be defined as the inference

an observer makes about the internal state of himself or another person on the basis of overt

(observable) behaviour. Linked to his research in attnoution, Heider (in Freeman et al., 1978: 102),

identifies two strong motives in all human beings, namely
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(a) a need to form a coherent understanding oftheir surrounding world

(b) a need to control the environment.

The ability to predict (at least approximately) how people are going to behave is paramount if these

motives are to be satisfied. The making of some prediction about other people's behaviour (even if

it is only a probability rather than a certainty) is essential to a stable, coherent view ofthings around

us. Without being able to predict other people's behaviour (to a certain extent) we cannot have a

satisfactory level of control over our environment. For example, we need to predict that the

person behind the counter in the shop will give us a newspaper when we ask for one. The person

behind the counter must then also be able to predict that we will pay for the newspaper that he has

grven us.

Heider (in Freeman et al., 1978: 103) states that people invest considerable energy in searching for

causal explanations for other people's (and their o\';n) behaviour. It should be kept in mind that this

is largely a subconscious and automatic process. People are not always consciously aware of this

process and its results.

According to the attrIbution theory there are two dimensions that underscore perceptions of

(a) Ertemal vs intemal causes: In most per-ceptions of causality a central issue is

whether to attrIbute a given event or act to internal states or external forces.

External attrIbutions would ascnbe causality to anything external to the person, for
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example the general emirorunent around him, the specific person he is interacting

with, the role constraints he is operating under, the proffered rewards or threatened

punishments for his actions, luck, the specific nature ofthe task.

Internal attrIbutions would ascnbe causality to internal causes, e.g. personality

traits, motives, emotions, moods, attitudes, abilities, effort, or anything else the

person carries around (internally) with him (Freeman etal, 1978104).

(b) Stability ofcause: This deals with whether a particular cause can be or is stable or

unstable. People need to know whether the cause is a relatively pennanent feature

(thus stable) of an external object (or situation) or of the internal dispositions of

another person (or himself) (Freeman et al, 1978: 104).

It is important to bear in mind that the stability mentioned above should be

interpreted in terms of the attrIbutions of people about the stability of causes. In

other words it is the stability perceived by people of a particular cause (again

perceived) that is at issue.

Weiner's typology for simple achievement tasks is given in Table 2. I, p. 42. According to Weiner

(Freeman et al, 1978:104) students' success or failure at a particular task can usually be attrIbuted

to one or more ofthe following four poSSIble causes: ability, effort, luck, and task difficulty.
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[Table 2.1 Weiner's typology for simple achievement tasks.

LOCUS OF COl'ffROL

Stability Internal External

Stable Ability Task: difficulty

Unsl:lble EJ'furt Luck

(FreernanetaL,1978:104).

A number of researchers have investigated the relationship between different measurements (based

on different theoretical perspectives) of locus of control (see, for example, Goodman & Walters,

1987; Hyman et al., 1991). Hyman et aL (1991:409) concluded that problems associated with the

measurement of locus of control derived from the attnbution perspective could be ascnbed to the

application of an inadequate two dimensional model, as proposed by Weiner (1974), instead of a

three-dimensional model as the same author later proposed (1986).

Early attnbutional scales were based on a two dimensional mode~ with stability as one dimension

and the other locus of control. More recently Weiner (1986) and Hyman et al. (1991) have

proposed that the theoretical model should be modified to define a third dimension. Weiner (1986)

proposes controllability as this third dimension, where causaI beliefs can be classified on a

controllable-uncontrollable continuum. This suggests that the initial single locus of control

dimension should be divided into two dimensions of locus (the 1ocation' of causality - internal

versus external) and control (the associated 'processes of control' resulting from the particular

locus - controllable versus uncontrollable factors).
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2.6 CONNELL'S MODEL OF PERCEIVED CONTROL

Connell (1985) uses a conceptually different approach, based largely on social learning

perspectives. Although he acknowledges the role of attnbutional theorists, he does not include any

specific differentiation from attnbutional theory (e.g. ability, effort, etc), which he acknowledges as

a conceptua1limitation in his measurement oflocus ofcontrol.

Connell thus includes a control dimension which reflects the unknown control children associate

with educational success or firilure. Connell's (1985) unknown control dimension therefore

represents a measurement ofthe controllability dimension that could help to define academic locus

ofcontrol more adequately - which is in line with the proposals ofHyman et al. (1991) and Weiner

(1986) mentioned earlier.

Connell's model is based on the perceived control (whereas attributional theorists focus on the

locus of control) children attribute to their experience of educational success or failure, and to an

extent on a partial merging or combioation ofattnbutional and social learning perspectives.

2.7 SYNTHESIS OF DIFFERENT PERSPECflVES

Both the attnbutional and dispositional perspectives of control are based on the assumption that

people have some idea ofthe factors that determine outcome (Butler & Orion, 1990:63).
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Whereas the socialleaming theory focuses on individual or dispositional tendencies in terms of

perceptions of control and the studying of the relations between such tendencies and broad

outcomes. such as (school) achievement, the attribution theory focuses on the identification of

situation-specific variables that produce reliable differences in causa1 perceptions across people

and with the relation ofthese differences to specific outcomes, such as expectancy of, or affective

responses to, success and failure.

Although socialleaming theory and attnootion theory represent different conceptual backgrounds

in relation to the concept of locus of control the two theoretical approaches should be seen as

supplementing each other, rather than being opposing viewpoints. The integration of these two

theoretical perspectives, in the opinion ofthe author, gives educational researchers a more powerful

conceptual and theoretical foundation in relation to the locus ofcontrol construct.

2.8 CONCLUSION

As stated in 2.2, p. 34 a number of researchers have since proposed that locus of control should be

seen as a multidimensional construct. This implies that there are unique qualities associated with

the different domains within the global locus of control construct and that these domains should be

studied separately. Lefcourt et aL (1979) started to move in this direction with their goal-specific

rather than generalised measures, although his instrument incorporates both achievement and

affiliation measures. For the purposes of the affiliated study the author proposes that it be refined

further to focus only on the academic domain, thereby producing an academic or achievement
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scale, and that this academic (or achievement) locus of control should first be investigated as a

substantive domain on its own.

It was on the basis of the above, and the aims formulated in 1.6, p. 30 (i.e. the adequacy of existing

instruments, the best instrument, an alternative instrument ?) that it was decided to analyse certain

existing instruments for the measurement of academic locus of controL These instruments ""ill be

analysed according to the predetermined criteria, in Table 2.2, p. 46, specifically formulated in

terms ofthis research project.

Table 2.2 Criteria for the measurement ofacademic locus of control

(1) The items ofthe instrument should be specific to achievement in higher education.

(2) The instrument itself should address the issue in terms which relate to perceptions of the

educational context

(3) The instrument should include perceptions ofboth success and failure.

(4) The different subscales should have reliable and effective discriminatory value and these

results should be consistent over time and in different tertiary settings.

(5) The results should be able to infonn intervention.

The analysis of certain selected instruments against these criteria are descnbed in detail in 4.2, p.

71.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In line with the posited aims of this research project it is not the purpose here to re"iew in detail the

attributes of the various perspectives towards student learning and the associated instrumentarion,

but essentially to provide a general framework concerning approaches to studying, so that the

simultaneous analysis with locus ofcontrol (discussed in chapter two) can be understood.

There are a variety ofdifferent approaches or perspectives in terms of the construct approaches to

studying. Terminology (although used differently by various researchers and with their own unique

meanings) that has been associated or linked to approaches to studying are: styles of learning;

perspectives oflearning; orientations towards learning; study orchestration; intention (motivation)

in learning; conceptions oflearning; etc (Biggs, 1978; Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983; Richardson,

1995; SaIjo, 1979). Approaches to studying therefore exemplifies a complex and multi

dimensional construct (Meyer & Scrivener, 1995:44).

Approaches to learning operate to a large extent on the educational context and how this

influences or determines particular qualitative approaches ofstudents towards learning tasks.
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3.2 APPROACHES TO STUDYING

3.2.1 Approaches to studying and the learning context

Most researchers acknowledge this as one of the important relationships in the llllderstanding of

student learning (parsons, 1992:32). It was mentioned in 2.1, p. 31 that one of the focuses of

research is the question of how situational or contextual factors can influence students' study

approaches (Biggs, 1987: 1). This is perhaps best summarised by Ramsden (in Parsons, 1992:32):

"'The central argument ofthe research is that the quality of student learning depends on the
students' approach to learning. The approach is in turn dependent on the students'
previous experience and on how he or she interprets the requirement of the learning
context".

Gtbbs (1992) views the learning environment as a major factor which influences students' views (c£

their approach) of learning. In Figures 3.1 to 3.4 (see pp. 48-49) the association between

contextual factors and approaches to studying is descnbed by various researchers. Learning

environments (or contexts) can be classified, according to Fyfe (1995:342), on a spectrum ranging

from 'open' to 'closed'. When most learning decisions are in the hands of the institution, the

environment can be described as infleXIble or closed, whereas environments that involve a great

deal of learner choice, can be descnbed as fleXIble or open. The level of 'openness' students

perceive in a particu1ar course or institution, could have important implications for students'

engagement of learning tasks, especially in terms of the perceived level of control they possess.

Various researchers (see discussion concerning assessment in 1.4, p. 18) regard assessment

strategies as a major factor in the learning environment that can qualitatively influence students'

views oflearning in higher education.
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Figure 3.1 The interaction between learner and em-ironment
depends on perceptions.
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/Figure 3.3 Understanding student learoing.
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Figure 3.4 A Heuristic Model of the Teaching Learning Process in
Higher Education.
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3.2.2 Conceptions oflearning

Marton (1981) introduced the term "phenomenography", as a new research perspective.

Phenomenography does not descnbe objective reality, but rather focuses - as a second-order

perspective - on people's ideas and conceptions of that reality. The individual's experiences,

perceptions, conceptions and understandings of the world as he sees it, and not as the observer

thinks he sees it, is the primary concern in this perspective. We are therefore descnbing perceptions

and the perceptual world of the learner (parsons, 1991:125). These perceptions can also be

classified into categories ofdescriptions - not different categories of reality, but different categories

ofdescriptions of reality.

The phenomenographica1 research focuses on how students view a particular reality (i.e. learning),

how these views could be categorised qualitatively and interpretatively how these particular views

affect or influence associated behaviour (i.e. learning outcome). Students can therefore experience

similar situations (reality), but conceptualize them differently, for example:

Supporters of two different teams watch the same match (reality), but can form different

interpretations or ideas as to what aetuaIIy took place. What happened objectively will be

interpreted through a qualitative perceptual "filter".

Marton & SaIj6 (1976a; 1976b) introduced 'deep' and 'surfuce' levels of processing and thus

acknowledged the existence ofqualitative individual differences in the conscious engagement of

learning tasks by students, according to their perceptions formed of the nature in which the
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accomplishment of 1eaming' would subsequently be ascertained. According to Ricbardson

(1995:500) the broad distinction between deep and surface approaches to studying appears to be a

universal feature ofall systems of higher education. The specific different conceptions of learning

identified by Saljo (1979) and Marton et al. (1993) have been mentioned in 1.3.

3.2.3 Presage, Process and Product in student learning

Biggs (1970a, 1970b) initially sought to characterise student's approaches to studying as "the

product of a number of different enduring personality characteristics" through the application of

the Study Behaviour Questionnaire (SBQ). In a revised instrument, the Study Processes

Questionnaire (SPQ), Biggs (1978) found three second-order factors which he interpreted as

representing "the 'reproducing', 'internalising' and 'organising' dimensions of study processes".

Biggs (1987; 1993) identifies presage, process and product as the three main components of his

systems model ofteaching and learning (see Figure 3.2, p. 48).

Presage factors include characteristics of the student and of the teaching context. These two

fuctors also highlight the two different approaches (descnbed in 2.1) that educational research

exhibit towards student learning and associated approaches to studying. In terms of process

component there are three ways of approaching a learning task: surface, deep and achieving.

Students' perceptions of the teaching context can affect their motives and predispositions as well as

their innnediate decisions for action. It is important that the interaction between student and

context characteristics (see Figure 3.2, p. 48) could play a vital role in the perceptions that students

form about teaching and learning.
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According to Biggs (1993:75) only a deep approach is task-centred and task-appropriate, the other

twO are (as far as the task is concerned) pathologies. A deep approach is therefore the "ideal"

approach for students to develop Certain £actors (e.g. students and context characteristics)

contnbute to student developing "less ideal" approaches. This aspect will be addressed again in

chapter six- The product or outcome ofleaming (as descn1Jed in chapter one) can be descnbed

quantitatively by determining "how much" was learned or qualitatively by determining "how well

and in what way" it was learned (Biggs, 1993:75-76)

Biggs (1978) therefore focuses, in his conceptually collSelVative model of student learning, on

process factors that make up the 1earning process complex'. This complex comprises three

approaches to learning where each contrastingly different approach consists of a motive and a

matching strategy. The three study motives of ,deep', 'surface' and 'achieving' "vas combined with a

corresponding strategy to form the broader approaches to studying. According to Richardson

(1995:508-509) subsequent research by Biggs (1987) and others (O'Neil & Child, 1984; Watkins

& Akande, 1992; Christensen, Massey & lsaacs, 1991; Kember & Gow, 1990, 1991) to

reproduce the original structure have been less than successful. Not more than a generalised

surface and deep approach to studying has been found.

3.2.4 Study orientations

A more comprehensive model of student learning by Entwistle & Ramsden (1983) states that

qualitatively different forms of motivation were not just supported by corresponding forms of

intention (deep, surfuce or strategic approach), but also by additional corresponding processes,

learning styles and pathologies (see Pask, 1976), while other constructs related to study habits
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and attitudes also played an important role in defining the conceptual boundaries of qualitatively

different study 'orientations'. In Table 3.1, p. 54 the defining characteristics of the tlrree different

approaches are summarised.

The potential to change the manner in which students engage in learning tasks and so possibly

change learning outcomes, is implied by operating on the context of learning The context was

now also seen in a wider conceptual perspective as consisting ofmore than just perceptions of task

requirements. Ramsden (1979) identifies and adds a 'strategic' approach, based on a particular

category of students v.IDch could be descnbed as "cue-seekers" or "cue-conscious", to deep and

surface approaches. These students are characterised by concentrating on aspects including

poSSIble exam questions and attempting to make a good impression.

According to Richardson (1995:502) research studies into approaches to studying have obtained

clear evidence for the following two major factors:

(a) a 'meaning orientation' factor indexed by the subsca1es concerned with deep approach,

inter-relating ideas, the use of evidence and logic, intrinsic motivation and comprehension

learning; and

(b) a 'reproducing orientation' factor indexed by the subsca1es concerned with surface

approach, syllabus-boundness, fear of fuilure, disorganised study methods, negative

attitudes to studying, globetrotting and improvidence.
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The existence of the strategic approach (as identified by Ramsden, 1979) has not been consistently

confirmed by subsequent research, although many studies have produced some evidence. Several

studies have failed to reproduce certain subscales, particularly those associated with an achieving

orientation and with the styles and pathologies scale (Richardson, 1995:505).

Table3.! Defining characteristics of three approaches to studying.

APPROACH FEATURES
Deep • Intention to understand

• Vigorous intenIction "ith content

• Relate new ide3s to pre>ious knO\\ledge

• Relate~ to "'-eI}'day experience

• Relate ",idence to conclusion

• E'<aIIline the logic ofthe anrument
Surfuce • Intention to complete task requirements

• Memorise infurmation needed for assessments

• Failure to distinguish principles from examples

• Treat task as an external imposition

• Focus on discrete elements "ithout integrntion

• Unreflectiveness about or stratecies
Strategic • Intention to obt:lin highest possible grnOO;

• Organise time and distribute effort to greatest effect

• Ensure conditions and materials for .stnd}iug ,,!¥OPIi:ate

• Use pmious e.'CIIll papers to predict questions

• Be alert to cues about maIking schemes

(Entwistle, 1987: 16)

The Approaches to Studying Inventory (AS!) devised by Entwistle & Ramsden (1983) is possibly

the most widely used questionnaire on student learning in higher education (Richardson,

1995:502). The ASI is currently undergoing extensive revision. In particular different researchers

aim to produce an abbreviated inventory that focuses on more reliable study orientations. Table

3.2, p. 55 contains the subscale structure and clarification of the most used version of the ASI (64

items in 16 subscales):
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Table 3.2 Subscales of the Approaches to Studying Inventory (ASI)

SUBSCALE MEA.'lING
Meaning orientation:

Deep approach Active questioning in l=ing
!IJter-reJating ideas Relating to other parts ofthe course
Use of"'idence and logic Relating "'idence to conclusions
Intrinsic motivation Interest in I forl=in,,'s sake

Reproducing orientation:

Surface approach Preoccupation "ith memorisation
SyUaros-boundness Rerying on staff to determine l=ing tasks
Fear offtilure Pessimism and anxietv about academir. outcomes
Extrinsic motivation Interest in courses for "the aualifications thev offer
Achi",ing orientation:

Str:Ilegic approach Awareness of implications of academiC demands made by staff
Disorganised study JDethodo; Unable to work regularly and effectively
Negative attitudes to stud}ing l.a;:k of interest and :q:plication
Achievement motivation Co

..
'e and confident

St)·\es and pathoIogies:

Comprehension learning Readiness to map out sulject area and think divergently
Globetrotting CNer-ready to jwnp to conclusions
Operation learning Emphasis on facts and logical analysis
!nJprmidence Oier-<:aUtious reliance on details

(Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981:371)

The basic premises ofthe Entwistle & Ramsden (1983) model are:

Students that use a reproducing (or swface) approach are characterised by an intention to

reproduce the material to be learnt, avoiding failure by focusing on specific details and

using rote learning strategies.

Students with a meaning (or deep) approach are characterised by an intention to

understand the material to be learnt, and strategies such as reading widely, using a variety

ofresources, relating unfamiliar to familiar, discussions, reflection, etc.
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Students with an achieving (or strategic) approach are characterised by an intention to

excel by using highly organised learning processes. This approach makes use of aspects of

the previous two approaches (Van Overwalle, 1989:290 ; Dart & Clarke, 1991:317.)

The relationship between approaches to studying and academic success is very complex and it is

difficult to synthesise many of the different results obtained from various studies (Richardson,

1995:514). A number of studies have found that success can be predicted on the basis of scores on

the subscaIes of the ASl Academic performance tends, in particular to be positively related to a

deep approach, intrinsic motivation and strategic approach, but negatively related to a surface

approach, disorganised study methods and negative attitudes to studying. Although it is generally

accepted that a deep approach tends to promote successful engagement of learning tasks, further

research to provide more specific and interventionaIIy usable evidence is needed. Richardson

(1995:514) concludes that "poor academic performance appears to be associated with a

disintegration or fragmentation of the normal patterns of studying behaviour"- The concept of

study orchestration, descnbed in the next section, could be helpful in our understanding of this

'disintegration' - especially on an individual level.

3.2.5 Study orchestration

Since the research undertaken by Marton & SaIjo (1976a; 1976b) and the earIy model of student

learning by Biggs (1978), there have been some extensive developments in terms of students'

approaches to learning (Meyer, 1991; Richardson, 1995:507). Various researchers have extended

and modified the concept of approaches to learning as well as the associated instrumentation

(Entwi.stIe & Ramsden, 1983; Meyer, 1991; Parsons & Meyer, 1990; Richardson, 1995). The
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construct 'study orchestration' can be described as a variant of the Entwistle & Ramsden (1983)

model in the previous section. This concept builds and extends on the basic aspects of the

EntwistIe & Ramsden model (Meyer, 1991; Meyer, Parsons & Dunne, 1990a; 1990b).

Meyer (1991) defines the concept of study orchestration as the contextualised study approach

individual or groups of students adopt The term orchestration captures the unique nature of

individual approaches to studying viewed as a qualitative responsive approach to a qualitatively

perceived educational context.

The following three important aspects ofstudent learning are recognised by this concept:

(a) the existence of qualitative individual differences in the manner in which students approach

and engage learning tasks,

(b) the contextuaI influence on such engagement, and

(c) the existence of differing conceptions of learning itself among individual students (Meyer,

1991.)

In other words the 'Entwistle & Ramsden' model approaches learning from qualitative

categorical differences, whereas the 'qualitative individual differences' model focuses on

qualitative individual (across and within categories) differences.

Many researchers (Biggs, 1987:12; Parsons, 1993:24; Meyer & Parsons, 1996; Entwistle,

1995:34; Jackson, 1995:158) recognise approaches to studying as discipline, subject or context

specific. According to Entwistle (1995:34) students in higher education are expected to learn how
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to think and use evidence in ways that are characteristic of the discipline or subject they are

studying. Although COIIlIl1onalities exist, variations in approaches to studying are not only poSSIble

between students of different disciplines, but also within the same individual and between the

different subjects he studies (Biggs, 1987: 12). Study orchestrations are therefore not fixed

attnbutions which apply across all educational contexts, but rather individual, unique and related to

a specific context (parsons, 1993:24). The particular approach to studying used in the fields of

mathematics, medicine, philosophy, etc. could exlnbit qualitatively idioS}ncratic or unique features.

This implies that, in relation to approaches to studying, the primary focus in research (and the

design of intervention) should be addressed within a particular subject or discipline, rather than

attempting to generalise the results across different disciplines.

3.3 ]wO DIFFERENT PERSPECITVES

The follo,""ing two perspectives on student learning show qualitative differences to those already

descnbed. Brief descriptions are reviewed as (a) they have been formulated from different

conceptual perspectives, (b) areas ofoverlap and!or variation between these perspectives and those

descnbed so far need to be identified and (c) the qualitative difference between 'American' and

'European/Australian' research into student learning (see Knapper, 1995: 16) needs to be

highlighted.

According to Knapper (1995: 16) European/Australian research on deep and surface learning

approaches have been largely disregarded in North America. Although there is no clear evidence of

this, Knapper suspects that this can be attnbuted partly to a "suspicion of qualitative methods,
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partly to ethnocentrism, and partly to the fact that the research is seen as more 'value-laden' than

typical US work on learning styles, where it is generally accepted that all styles have their own

merits".

In view ofthe above there are several key questions to be asked, regarding educational research in

higher education. What are the similarities and differences between educational research

undertaken from different perspectives? What contributes to these similarities and differences ?

Could a synthesis between, for example American and European!Australian approaches, be

proposed? These important questions VIill have to be addressed through further investigation and

research.

The learning styles of Kolb, Honey and Mumford and the Dunn & Dunn model of learning are

discussed briefly together with some concluding remarks.

3.3.1 The learning styles of Kolb and Honey & Mumford

Figure 3.5, p. 59 is a reproduction of Kolb's (1984) learning cycle based on the work of Lewin

(1936). The cycle is to be followed in sequence, but can be entered at any point. Kolb (1984)

recognises that all individuals are not equally well equipped to deal with each stage ofthe learning

cycle. Honey & Murnford (1986) developed their Learning Styles Questionnaire (LSQ) based on

Kolb's model. They identifY four different learning styles which equate with the four stages in the

learning cycle ofKolb (1984).
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[Figure 3.5 Kolb's learning cycle.

(Kolb, 1984)

A description of the different styles is given in Table 3.3, p. 60. For a more extensive description

see Appendix E. According to Richardson (1995:512) the LSQ is subject to serious

methodological criticisms and exlnbits very little overlap with other questiormaires (e.g. ASI, SPQ,

etc) on an ernpiricallevei Newstead (1992) concludes from his own research that the LSQ "was

not a useful instrument for assessing individual differences in student learning".

!Table3.3 Learning styles.

LEAR."aNG STYLE EXPLANATION KOLB'S LEAR."aNG STAGE
Acthists They involve themselves fully and without Concrete E'lJ",ri=

bias in new =riences.
Reflecton They like to stand back and ponder their Reflective <lJservation

experiences and obsen'e them from
different 'e5.

Theorists They~ and integrate observatiOIl'l into Abstr3ct Cona:ptualisation
comclex. rot locical1v SllIIIId theories.

Pragmatists They are keen to ny out ideas, theories ActiveE~on

and techniques to see ifthey WOIk in

(Honey & Mumford, 1986)
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3.3.2 The Dunn & Dunn model ofleaming

The Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Model focuses, according to Dunn et al. (1995), on

"identifying individuals' preferences for instructional environments, methods, and resources" and is

based on the theoretical postulates given in Table 3.4, p. 61.

Table 3.4 Theoretical postulates of the Dunn & Duun model oflearning.

NO THEORETICAL POSTULATES
I Learning style is a Q"yelopmental and biological set of personal cbaracteristics that makes identical

instructional emiromnents, methods and resources ineffective for some learners and effective for others.

2 Most people have I -sMe rut indi\iduals' learnina-$ie differ sil'llificantlv.
3 The imroct ofaccommodating the in<fuidual instructional preferences that exist can be measured reliablv.
~ The stronger the preference, the more . it is to PlU'ide ooIDPatible instructional strnreIties.
5 Increased academic acbie.-ement and improved student attitudes towards learning results when in<fuidual

learning-style preferences are accomrnOOated through oomplementary instructional and counselling
interventions.

6 Students, given responsi\·e (matched learning-style) emimmnents. resources, and approaches attain
statistically higher acbie.-ement and attitude test SOOIeS than students with dissonant (mismatched)
treuwents

7 Most t=hers can learn to use learnina stvles as a oomer stone oftheir instruction.
8 When concentrating on new or difficult academic material, most sny1ents can learn to capitalise on their

leam:ing-$"le
9 The less academicJOy successful the in<fuidual, the more important it is to accoUJTD<Xlate learning-style

preferences.

(Dunn, etal., 1995:354)

Learning style is defined by Dunn et aJ. (1995:353) as the v.-ay in which individuals begin to

concentrate OD, process, internalise, and retain new and difficult academic information. When

instruction is provided that does not complement the learning styles of students, they may not be

totally restricted in their learning, but higher achievement would be possible if (especially failing)

students were taught with strategies that complemented their learning-style preferences.
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The essence ofDurm's argument is therefore that the aim of teaching is to match the learning style

preference of the student within instruction strategies that complement his preferences. This

confers an important respollSlbility on the teacher. The question is how this can be adequately

achieved in large classes of students and within a culture of high research demands on lecturers,

vocational and institutional stress, bwnout and other escalating pressure in higher education.

3.3.3 Conclusion

The model of Kolb (1984) and Honey & Mumford (1986) typically focuses on personality

characteristics where approaches to studying general1y is concerned with contextual determinants.

Where approaches to studying emphasise qualitative differences in terms ofapproaches - i.e. certain

approaches are categorised as qualitatively 'better' or theoretica1ly more desirable - there is little (if

any) indication of theoretica1ly preferred learning styles. This could be a result of the qualitative

difference between American and European/Australian research (discussed earlier). Supporters of

American models would therefore argue that each learning style has its own merit and that one

style should not be promoted above other styles.

The Durm & Durm (Dunn et aJ..,1995) model has a strong individual and holistic focus. Primarily

the teaching context has to adapt to the particular individual preference (resonant of the focus on

individualism in contemporary America ?) that a student exJnbits. There is a call for improvement

ofthe educational context (especia1ly teaching) similar to the perspectives ofEntwistle & Ramsden

(1983). The individual focus also overlaps with Meyer (1991) and his qualitative individual

differences modeL
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From the briefdiscussion oftwo ofthe alternative approaches it is apparent that there is a need for

further research in clarifying the conceptual differences and similarities between different models of

student learning, especiaI1y those arising from varying theoretical frameworks.

3.4 THE EXTENDED APPROACHES TO STUDYING INVLVIORY (EASI)

The EASI, as a variant of the original Approaches to Studying Inventory - ASI (Entwistle &

Ramsden, 1983), was modified and extended by Meyer (1991) to include a set of contextual

variables. The EASI is used for exploring the manifestations of student learning at individualleve!,

whereas the ASI is used for a qualitative categorical analysis. The subscales and conceptual

grouping of the EASI is given in Table 3.5, p. 64. The definition of the different subscales of the

EASI is given in Appendix F.

The ASI and EASI has been used extensively in educational research (Richardson, 1995:503). The

EASI has produced a strong body ofevidence in extensive research undertaken (and in progress) at

the University of Cape Town and the Cape Technikon, in terms of students' perceived intentions

and contextual perceptions that can be instrumental in forming characteristic approaches to

studying (Meyer & Dunne, 1991; Meyer & Parsons, 1989a; 1989b; 1996; Meyer, Parsons &

Dunne, 199Oa; 199Gb; Parsons & Meyer, 1990). The current research project builds on (and

extends) this existing research base.
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[Table 3.5 The conceptual scheme of the EASI subscales.

ASSOCIATED INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTIONS OF:

Motivation Intrinsic IM
Extrinsic em
Achievement Am
Fear offailure ff

Intention Deep approach DA
Memorising approach ma
Strategic approach St

Learning style Comprehension CL
Operation oL
G1obetrotting (Comp) gl
Improvidence (Oper) lp

Processes Relatiog ideas RI
Fragmentation fa
Use ofevidence UE
Reflection RE

Study methods SyIlabus-boundoess sb
Disorganised study methods ds

Context Workload wl
Books (deep) BD
Assessment (deep) AD
Relationships (deep) RD
Relationships (surface) rs
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3.5 LOCUS OF CONTROL AND APPROACHES TO STUDYING - RESEARCH
FTh"DINGS TO DATE

Contnuy to the findings of Biggs (1985) and Enmistle & Kozeki (1985) Van Overwalle

(l989a:301) establishes no significant correlation between strategies such as deep or surface

learning and first year attainment. In tenns of locus of control it was found that internal locus

related positively with academic performance (Van Overwalle, 1989a:301).

Watkins (1987) investigates the "presence of causal predominance between locus of control and

measures of student approaches to learning" by means of a longitudinal study. In the initial SUIVey

first year students' academic locus of control is measured by a tertiary form of the Intellectua1

Achievement RespollSlbility (IAR), (Perry, 1982) and their learning processes by the Approaches to

Studying Inventory (Ramsden & Entwistle, 1981). A follow-up SUIVey was conducted two years

later on a sample ofstudents (who also participated in the initial survey) in their third year ofstudy.

His findings can be summarised as follows:

(1) internal locus ofcontrol was not related to first year academic success

(2) there was no evidence ofany developmental trend in relation to locus ofcontrol

(3) there was no support for the hypothesis that differences in approaches to learning in age,

gender and fuculty may be due to systematic differences in locus ofcontrol

(4) there was tentative support for the contention that the acceptance of personal control over

one's learning success is a causal fuctor in the adoption ofless superficial and more achievement

oriented approaches to learning
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(5) there was no evidence that intemality (in terms of locus of control), related to deep-level

approach to learning.

Dart & Clarke (1991) aimed to increase the understanding of teacher education students' of the

learning process by focusing on their own learning experiences. In this prograrmne a specific

atmosphere was created which encouraged "reflective" learning. Students therefore did not just

learn content, but specifically concentrated on constructing meaningful learning (similar to

Slabbert's definition oflearning on p. IS in chapter one) from their own experiences.

The students were grouped into four classes and completed measures of academic locus of control

(The Academic Locus of Control Scale, ALC - Trice, 1985) and study processes, (The Study

Processes Questionnaire, SPQ - Biggs, 1987) before and after a semester course in a specially

designed programme in Educational Psychology. In the prograrmne students had to take greater

respollSlbi\ity for their own learning by being exposed to a variety of learning experiences which

included: negotiation ofthe curriculum; peer discussion and teaching; learning contracts; self; peer

and collaborative assessment and critical reflection on these and other learning experiences by

means ofan ongoing learning log.

In contrast to findings of Watkins (1987), Dart & Clarke (1991) found that all four classes taking

part in the study increased in Deep Motive, Achieving Strategy and Deep Achieving Approach,

while interaction effects occurred for Deep Strategy, Achieving Motive and Achieving Approach.

In terms of locus of control it was found that only class four developed a more intemal locus of

control, while the other classes showed no change.
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Dart & Oarke (1991) do not mention any specific finding in terms of the association between locus

of control and approaches to learning, although some apparent association is clear from their

discussion ofthe results oftheir programme. In this study the researchers did not actively set out to

change students' approaches to studying or locus of control but focused on creating meaningful

learning for their students. In other words they concentrated on how students achieve meaningful

learning, which is in line with the perspective of Slabbert (1993:38) referred to in 1.3, p. 16. This

implies that the posited link between certain determinants of learning (such as explored in the

current research project) should not necessarily be seen in a direct interventional perspective. This

conclusion is tentative at this stage and further research needs to be undertaken to clariJY this

particular aspect.

Meyer & Parsons (1996) explored the existence of discipline-specific forms of learning behaviour,

specifically related to student learning in Mathematics. The EAS!, supplemented by subscales of

causal attnbution fur (academic) success and failure (Lefcourt etal, 1979) was used to "investigate

patterns in learning behaviour that may be discipline-specific to Mathematics (Meyer & Parsons,

1996). Factor analysis of the underlying dimensions of the EASI and the locus model produce the

following results:

* A surfuce dimension associated with an attnDution for fuilure in terms oflack ofeffort iEFFl

and lack ofability.(ABF)

* A 'strategic/deep' dimension linked to attnDution for success in terms of effort (EFSj and

ability(ABS)

* An external causal attnbution factor associated with attnbution for success in terms of

good luck (LU') and favourable circumstances (cOS), and attnbution for failure in terms oflack
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•

of ability (.'IlF) and urrlilvourable circumstances (eaf), in the absence of attributing success to

effort (.ffi) and failure to lack ofeffort. (-EFF)

A pure 'deep' dimension that appears to be independent of any causal attnoution for

success or failure. Meyer & Parsons (1996) infer that this may be peculiar to the study of

Mathematics.

Meyer & Scrivener (1995:46-47) assessed students in the Department of Materials at Imperial

College at two different occasions using a modified and Extended version of the Approaches to

Studying Inventory (EASI) supplemented by contextual perception and causal attnbution

variables:

•

•

At the commencement of the 1993 academic year students were requested to indicate how

they previously engaged in the studying ofScience in the final secondary school year.

Three months later the students were again requested to report their learning behaviour in

the context ofthe Materials Science and Engineering course.

The data obtained were used as "a basis for initial risk assessment, and as comparative base for

establishing subsequent changes that would be presumed to be essentially attnoutable to the effects

of the course" (Meyer & Scrivener, 1995:46). Factor analysis of the underlying dimensions of the

EAS! and the locus model produce the following results:

• A dimension that suggests, in the absence ofdeep approach(DA) and intrinsic motivation<Th.Q,

manifestation of perceptions of heavy workload,.,f), disorganised studying(do), fragmented

approach(fo\ improvidence(ip) linked to success attnouted to favourable context(COS)
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• A contrasting, but complementary dimension of variation compared to factor 1. In the

absence of deep intention to understand(DA) and making use of evidence(l"E) a narrow focus

on relational aspects oflearning that is disorganised("'l, a reluctance to expend intellectual

effort beyond stated requirements(,j,) linked to an internal attnbution for academic fuilure in

tenns oflack ofeffort.(EFF)

• A dimension that is essentially motivational; fear of faiIure(fl), linked to an absence of

internal attnbution for academic failure in tenns of lack of abilitY·'JlF), to syllabus

boundness{,j,) and workload.(v.l),

Analysing the research descnbed above, it is clear that there are conflicting findings. Locus of

control, has generally been found to be at best weakly associated with approaches to studying. The

author contends that this could poSSIbly be attnbuted to an inadequate measurement of academic

locus ofcontrol construct. Most research studies utilise measurements oflocus of control that tend

to be of a more general nature (see 3.5, p. 65). This research project attempts to provide a

tentative answer as to how we measure academic locus of control and whether improved

measurement of academic locus of control provides a better understanding of the relationship

between approaches to studying and academic locus of control. In the next chapter existing locus

of control instruments will be analysed, to determine their adequacy for measuring specifically

academic locus ofcontrol.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

rn terms of the aims of the project, a number of instruments for determining students' locus of .

control were analysed and compared for their suitability in the context of academic achievement in

higher education. It is important to keep in mind that this pilot study focuses specifical1y on

academic locus of control, an aspect which will play a very important role in the analysis of

existing locus ofcontrol scales.

The instnJInents analysed were the l\Iultidimensional-Multiattributional Causality Scale

(MMCS) (Lefcourt et al, 1979), the Multidimensional Measure of Children's Perceptions of

Control (MMCPC) (Connell, 1985), the Academic Locus of Control Scale (ALC) (Trice, 1985)

and the Internal Control Index (lCI) (Duttweiler, 1984). See Appendix A to D for the original

items ofthe different instruments.

These instruments were ana\ysed according to specific criteria formulated in relation to the

measurement ofa=demic locus ofcontrol. These predetermined criteria are given in Table 2.2, p.

45.
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4.2 COMPARISON OF DIFFEREJ.Vf LOCUS OF CONTROL INSTRUl\lLvrS

In section 4.2.1 to 4.2.4 (see pp. 71-80) individual analysis of the ~ICS, the MMCPC the ICI and

the ALC are given. The following aspects are covered in each section: (i) a general description of

the instrument, (ii) the theoretical and developmental process involved in the construction, (iii) an

analysis of each instrument based on the predetennined criteria and (iv) a general evaluation

(conceptually) of the instrument and its application in higher education. The similarities and

differences between the four different instruments are then summarised in section 4.2.5, p. 80.

4.2.1 Analysis of the l\IMCS

The Multidimensional-Multiattnbutional Causality Scale was developed by Lefcourt et aL (1979)

as a goal specific locus of control scale. The MMCS consists of two subscales, achievement and

affiliation. Each of the two subscales includes items that measure attnoutions for success and

failure experiences in relation to the four attnbutions of ability, effort, contextual characteristics and

fortuitous events (luck), (see Table 4.1, p. 75). The MMCS consists of 48 items in total.

Respondents score the items on a five point likert scale (0 = disagree to 4 = agree). The ability and

effort subscales scores are combined to give an internal score. The context and luck subscales are

combined to give an external score.

The MMCS is based on attribution theory (KeIley, 1972; Weiner, 1974) - discussed in chapter 2

and focuses on the identification of those situation-specific variables which produce reliable

differences in causal perceptions across subjects, and with relating these differences to specific
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outcomes such as expectancy of; or affective responses to, success and fuilure (Butler & Orion,

1990:63).

In terms of the predetermined criteria the achievement subscale of the MMCS meets a11 the

criteria. The affiliation subscale does not meet the first two criteria. because the items do not

specificaIly address achievement or perceptions of the educational context. The following two

examples ofthe affiliation subscale illustrate this:

It seems to me that getting along with people is a skill

H my marnage were to succeed, it would have to be because I worked at it.

Hyman et al.. (1991:409) has identified certain psychometric problems with the MMCS. The

Ability and Effort scales, on the achievement subscale, appear (as was discussed in chapter two) to

be "independent" dimensions of Internality, while the correlation between these scales on the

achievement versus the affiliation subscales differs meaningfully. This indicates that the two

subscales (achievement and affiliation) appear to measure different dimensions. Weiner (1986) and

Hyman et al.. (1991) ascnbe these problems to an inadequate attlibutional model (on which the

MMCS is based).

As was stated earlier, one ofthe aims ofthe current study is to determine if there is support for the

extension of the two dimensional model of (academic) locus of control to a three dimensional

model, as proposed by Weiner (1986) and Hyman et al. (1991).
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It is therefore suggested that only the items of the achievement subscale should be used as a basis to

determine academic locus of control. It should however be borne in mind that the achievement

subscale would not deliver adequate results independent of other instruments or theoretical

perspectives, therefore items from other instruments or theoretical perspectives should be

investigated for possible inclusion.

4.2.2 Analysis of the MMCPC

ConneJ1 (1985) uses a conceptually unique approach, based to an extent on social learning

perspectives. He does acknowledge the role ofattnbutional theorists. COImell's model is based on

the perceived control children attnbute to their experience of educational success or failure, and to

an extent on a partial merging or combination of attnbutional and social learning perspectives. The

MMCPC corresponds largely, in terms of the subscale structure and terminology, to other

measurement scales based on the social learning theory. The similarity does not extend to the

unknown control dimension (see Levenson, 1981).

Social learning has been prirnarily concerned with the identification of individual or dispositional

tendencies in perceptions of control and also with the studying of the relations between such

tendencies and broad outcomes such as school achievement (Butler & Orion, 1990:63).

The MMCPC consists of four subscales: cognitive, social, physical and general. Each of the four

subscales is divided into the different sources ofcontrol (internal., powerful others and unknown) in

relation to success and failure experiences.
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The MMCPC consists of48 items scored on a four-point Likert fOnnaI from I to 4, ""here "very

true is scored 4 and indicates high endorsement of the source ofcontrol presented in the statement"

(Conne!L 1985:1021).

The cognitive domain subscale of the MMCPC meets all the predetermined criteria, except the first

one. The MMCPC was specifically designed to measure the perceived control of children or

learners at pre-tertiary level. The MMCPC therefore aims at a specific population. The social,

physical and general subscales do not meet the first two criteria (similar to the MMCS), because the

items do not specifically address achievement or perceptions of the educational context. The

following examples (one each of the social, physical and general subscales respectively) illustrate

this:

A lot of times there doesn't seem to be any reason why somebody likes me.

When I don't win at an outdoor game. most of the time I can't figure out

why.

I can pretty much control what will happen in my life.

Similar to the MMCS, the social, physical and general subscales of the MMCPC do not meet the

first two criteria and should therefore be excluded in an instrument which specifically aims at

measuring academic locus ofcontrol. Although the MMCPC does not meet the criterion ofbeing

specific towards higher education, the cognitive domain of the MMCPC has apparent potential,

because it seems to be founded on a three dimensional model. It is suggested that the wording of

the items, in the cognitive domain of the MMCPC, could be changed to focus on higher education

(in order to meet the first criterion). A motivation to support this contention will be discussed
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further on in this chapter. The ICI and the ALC, because of their particular developmental

methodology, do not have a clearly distinguishable subsca1e structure and approach locus of control

in a more general way. In Table 4.1, p. 75 a comparison of the subsca1e structure of the l\IMCS

and MMCPC is given.

[Table 4.1 Comparison ofsubscale structure oftbe MMCS and tbe .MMCPC

MMCS M.l"\'ICPC

I ACHIEVL'lENT (24} I COGNITIVE (12}

Ability (6} Internal control {4}
Effort [6] Powerful others control (4}
Contextual characteristics {6} UnknO\m control {4}
Fortuitous events (luck) {6}

IT SOCIAL {12}
IT AFFILIATION {24}

Internal control (4}
Ability {6} Powerful others control {4}

Effort (6} UnknO\m control {4}
Conte.'<lual characteristics {6}
Fortuitous events (luck) {6} ill PHYSICAL {12}

Total = [48]
Internal control {4}
Powerful others control {4}
Unknown control {4}

IV GENERAL {12}

Internal control (4}
Powerful others control {4}
Unknown control {4}

Total = [48]

Note: 1

2

FIgures WIthin the brackets, {}, mdicate the number of Items m the different
subscales.
Figures within the brackets, D, indicate the total number of items in the
instrument.
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4.2.3 Analysis of the la

The Internal Control Index (Duttweiler, 1984) was largely developed from a social learning

perspective to determine the internal locus ofcontrol ofadults. The following variables were used

as a basis for items that seemed most pertinent according to Lefcourt (1976) to locus of control:

cognitive processing, autonomy, resistance to influence attempts, delay of gratification and self

confidence (Duttweiler, 1984:211).

A number ofitems were evaluated in a pretesting phase whereafter 28 items were chosen, based on

item and fuctor analyses. Respondents complete each of the 28 statements by choosing a verbal

five-point response on a wordscale which ranges from (A) "rarely" to (E) "usually". The blank

spaces (indicated by ) are completed by the respondent who has the choice of one of the

following: "Rarely", "Occasionally", "Sometimes", "Frequently" or "Usually". The wording of the

items is such that highly internally oriented respondents are expected to answer halfat the "usually"

end of the scale and answer the other half at the "rarely" end. The appropriate internal response

scores 5 and the opposite response alternative 1.

Response (A) scored 5 for items = 1, 2, 6, 8, 11, 14, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 26 and 27. Response (E)

scored 1 for items = 3, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,20,21, 25, 28. The results could thus vary

from a minimum of28 Oow internality) to a maximum of 140 (highly internal).

In assessing the suitability of the IeI against the predetermined criteria it does not fare well. Most

items are of a general nature and cannot always be specifically related to achievement in higher
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education and perceptions of the educational comext. Few of the items specifically distinguish

betWeen success and fai1ure items. The following examples illustrate this and are typical of most

items:

I __ change my opinion when someone I admire disagrees with me.

When I have a problem I __ follow the advice of friends or relatives.

I have a hard time saying "no" when someone tries to sell me

something I don't want.

Duttweiler (1984:218) cautions that care should be taken in the interpretation of the results of the

rCI, until further research provides more evidence of construct validity. This caution is justified, as

Underwood (in Duttweiler, 1984:218) correctly warns, "a test designed as the operational

definition of a construct might not be measuring what the theoretical, 1iterary' conception of the

construct postulated".

The categorisation of the ICI as an operational definition deals with the methodology used in the

construction and implies that the resulting instIumem is largely the product of a statistical

technique. Many researchers express reservation about the use offactor analysis for the purpose of

scale construction, without a clear conceptual framework specified (see for example Meyer, 1991).

Duttweiler (1984:218) in her conclusions, cautions against assuming an instIumem is valid because

it is based on theory. On the other hand predominantly statistically derived instIuments without a

strong theoretical base can create equally invalid interpretations.
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The general nature ofmost items ofthe ICL together with the methodological reservations stated in

the previous paragraph, suggests that these items would not be useful or applicable to determine

the academic locus ofcontrol ofstudents.

4.2.4 Analysis of the ALe

The ALC (Trice, 1985:1044) was designed to predict a wide range of relevant behaviours of

college students. His research, including the writing of 89 statements ans,vered in a True-False

format, related to academic success and control orientations such as chance, effort, ability and

influence by powerful others. These 89 statements were given to a sample of students. The results

of these statements were analysed according to the following criteria to determine which items

should be retained.

28 items were retained as they:

showed diversity of response, thus no more than 90 % of the answers were in the

same True or False direction.

showed temporal stability, thus no more than 5 % of the responses were different

on two administrations.

showed internal consistency, thus items answered in the internal direction by a

majority of students obtaining over-all internal scores and items answered in the

external direction by a majority ofstudents obtaining over-all external scores.
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Scores on the ALC are derived by summing the number of externally answered items (see Trice,

1985:1045), so scores could vary from 0 to 28. The higher the score of a student, the more

external a student would be in terms oflocus ofcontrol.

The ALC did not meet all the criteria for the purpose of this thesis research. Although more items

ofthe ALC relate to perceptions ofthe educational context than was the case in the ICI, most items

are too general in nature and cannot be specifically related to achievement in higher education and

do not always clearly differentiate (or incorporate) academic success or failure experiences. The

following examples illustrate this:

I feel I will someday make a real contribution to the world if I work bard at it.

I sometimes feel that there is nothing I can do to improve my situation.

I have Iargdy determined my own career goals.

Rotter (in Trice, 1985: 1043) suggests that by using locus of control instruments developed from

specific behavioural areas rather than generalised ones, more precise predictions could poSSIbly be

made. In contrast to this suggestion (initially supported by Trice) an instrument that was designed

to predict a wide range ofrelevant behaviours ofcollege students was developed.

The criteria used to determine which items to retain, are largely arbitrary and subjective. For

instance, why choose a 90% limit on the first criterion? The same holds true for the second

criterion. A poSSIble explanation is that the items retained reflect only the preference particular to a
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certain subpopuIation. Constructing an instrument on the basis of a statistical function usinO'
'"

arbitrary criteria, creates problems similar to those fOlmd with the ICI. The resulting instrument

thus becomes a statistical rather than a theoretical product (which can be verified by statistical

analysis).

The ALC therefore appears to be a more general measurement of the locus of control construct, in

contrast to the name which identifies it as an "academic" locus of control scale. (This emphasises

the problem identified in chapter one, concerning the possible difference between percen'ed aims or

definitions and what is lKtually taking place).

4.2.5 Summary ofanalysis

From a comparison with the other instruments (see Appendix A to D) the MMCS appears to have

a stronger conceptual association ("overlap") with the MMCPC than with the ICI and the ALe.

Both the MMCS and the MMCPC have clearly defined subscale structures which differentiates

between success and failure experiences. This is not so clearly in evidence in the ICI and ALe.

As none ofthe existing instruments (in their original form) met all the criteria, the author developed

a composite instrument, based on selected items derived from certain original instruments. The

analysis of the instruments (using the predetermined criteria) supported the use of the achievement

subscale of the MMCS and the cognitive subscale of the MMCPC as the main sources from which

to develop the composite instrument.
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From the discussions fonowing the different instruments it can be concluded that the ICI and ALC

represent more generalised instruments and therefore do not satisfY the criterion ofa pure academic

scale. A further limiting factor is that the ICI and ALC do not specifically distinguish between

success and failure experiences. Both these instruments are predorninantly statistical products

which raises complex and fundamental problems (some ofthese are discussed in chapter 6).

One of the strong motivaJions for including the MMCPC in the composite academic locus of

control instrument, was the desire to separate the single locus ofcontrol dimension (as discussed in

chapter 2) together with the fact that the subscale of known control also addresses some important

assumptions about higher educatiol1-

Connell (1985) thus includes a control dimension which reflects the unknov.-n control children

associate with educational success or failure. Although the MMCPC does not meet the first criteria

(see fig. 4.1), it was decided to use the cognitive domain of the instrument (for the reasons

identified in the previous paragraph), (see Table 4.1, p_ 75). Cormen's (1985) unknov.-n control

dimension therefore represents a measurement of the controUability dimension that could help to

define academic locus ofcontrol more adequately - which is in line with the proposals ofHyman et

al (199I) and Weiner (1986) mentioned earlier.

As stated earlier a number ofresearchers have since proposed that locus ofcontrol should be seen

as a multidimensional construct. This implies that there are unique qualities associated with the

different domains within the global locus of control construct and that these domains should be

studied separately. Lefcourt et al, (1979) started to move in this direction with his goal-specific
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rather than generalised measures, although his instrument incorporates both achievement and

affiliation measures. For the purposes of this pilot study the author proposed that this could be

refined further to focus only on the academic domain, thereby producing an academic or

achievement scale, and that this academic (or achievement) locus of control should first be

investigated as a substantive domain on its OM\.

4.3 SYNTHESIS TO DEVELOP A COMPOSITE ACADEJ.,nC LOCUS OF

CONTROL INSTRUMENT

The composite academic locus of control instrument combines two different theoretical

perspectives (e.g. attribution and socialleaming theory - see Appendix A to D) in relation to the

domain ofacademic locus ofcontrol ( see Table 4.5, p. 88). This has a two-fold purpose: to test a

three-dimensional model that draws on two different theoretical approaches and to determine the

conceptual association between these two theoretical perspectives.

In the composite instrument the attnbutional perspective is represented by the achievement

domain of the MMCS and the social learning perspective by the cognitive domain of the

MMCPC. In Table 4.2, p. 83 the subscale structure of the composite academic locus of control

instrumentisgiven.
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Table 4.2 SubscaIe structure of the composite locus of control instrument.

SUBSCALES
MMCS Ability Su=[ABS]

Failure [ABF]
Effort Su=fEFS]

Failure rffFJ·
Conte.'<t Su=[COS]

Failure [(OFf
Luck Su=[LUSj

Failure ILUFl
MMCPC Internal control Su=[ICS]

Failure fICFl
Powerful others control Su=[P(XS]

Failure IruL
Unkn<mn control Su=[UCS]

Failure TUCFl

The difference between Connen (1985) and the perspectives descnbed so far is that he focuses

mainly on the perceived control of children in relation to educational success or failure, whereas

other instruments have focused on perceived locus of control in relation to educational success or

failure ofhigher education students. This distinction is supported by the suggestions of Butler &

Orion (1990) and Skinner & Chaprnan (1984) that researchers should distinguish between

perceptions of causality (i.e. people's understanding of the relationships between causes and

outcomes) and perceptions of control (i.e. the degree to which people feel that they can influence

their outcomes).

Connell (1985) thus includes a control dimension which reflects the unknown control children

associate with educational success or failure. Connen's (1985) unknown control dimension

therefore represents a measurement of the controllability dimension that could help to define
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academic locus of control more adequately - which is in line with the proposals of Hyman et al.,

(1991) and Weiner (1986) mentioned earlier

To make the MMCPC applicable to the context ofhigher education items bad to be reformulated.

The motivation for the reformulating of items from an instrument that focused on children's

perceived control to similar items applicable to a higher education context lies in the perceived need

to address a fundamental assumption on which higher education is based. It is generally assumed

that students in higher education are aware of the factors which control their academic

achievement. ConneJ1's (1985) three-dimensional model pioneered an assessment ofnot only what

children know about those attributes which control their success or failure ('internal' and 'powerful

others' perceptions) but also how nruch they don't know about why they succeed and fail

('unknown' perspectives of control). The current investigation aimed to explore the author's

contention that the above model applies not only to education on a pre.-tertiary level but also to a

large extent to higher education. The specific academic locus of control instrument thus attempts

to provide a combined theoretical and conceptual formulation of the academic locus of control

construct, by combining different theoretical approaches and through this formulation of a three

dimensional model to improve the pre\'ious two dimensional mode~ and thus our understanding of

this construct (Hymanetal., 1991; Weiner,1986).

The original items of the achievement subscale ofthe MMCS, the changed items for the composite

academic locus ofcontrol scale and the reasons for these changes are shown in Table 4.3, p. 85.
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Table 4.3 Changes to the MMCS achievement items

IDICS MMCS MOTIVATION FOR
(ORIGINALfIL~ (CHANGED ITEMS) CHANGES

ACHIEVL'tENT ACHIEVEML.'IT

ABILITY ABILITY

Tb. most importallt ingredialt in The most important ingredif:nt in gdIing high 1. The words "mark" or "1IIarks" are used for
getting :ood :rada is my academic m:aJ'ks is my academic ability. the .-\m::ric:m words "grade" or ":r-!es'".
ability. 2. The words ..~ .. and "'bad" are dlanged to

1Iigb" and "low", which are qualitatively bdtcr
descriptions ofacadanic outcome.

I feel that my :ood gndes reIIa< I feel that my~ ....-b reIIa< <lirettIy on my 3. Same as in DO. 1 and 2.
directly en my academic ability. academic ability.

Vrben I gd. :ood.~ it is beause \\'hen I g:t hip. marks It is because of my 4. Same as in no. 1 and 2.
ofmy academic compa:mce. aca.d.;mic COIqldence.

IfI wereto ra:eive low marlts it would If! were to n:(::e:ive lCM' marks. it would cause me

cause me to ~oo my academic to question my acadmllc ability.
ability.

If 1 were to fail a COIIJ'Se it would If! were to fail a subject. it would probably be 5. ·COW'W'" usually indicate a combinatioo of
probably be !><=me I IacI<ed skill in because I ladcoo skill in that area. subjects.
that """-

If I were to get poor gndes I would .IfI were to gd: low marks I would assumetbar: I 6. Same as in no, 1 and 2.
== that I IacI<ed ability to sua=! Iadred ability to suo:eed in that subject or 7. "Cf.IIIne!J" indicate a nl.lJnber of sets of
inthose~. subjects. combined subjects.

EFFORT EFFORT

In my~ the :004 vades I 'receive In my case the high IIUlrli;s I receive are always 8. Same as in no. I and 2.
are always the direct result of my the direct l'l5llt ofmy efforts.
cll"orts.

\\balever 1 receive rood~ it. is \\benever I receive hi:h IDaI'k1,. it. is alwa)'''5 9. Same as in no. 1 and 2.
always beca.use I studied hard for 'that because I studied hard for that subject. 10. Sarne as no. 6.........
I can overcome all obstacles in the patb I can overcome most obsucles in the path of 11. "An" is indicnive of an absolute situaticn.
of acuiemic success if I wed hard academic success ifI work hard enough. whereas ..most" would be more likely in normal

...ou~ ~enoe..

\\bm I receive a poor gnde, I V-bm I receive a low' mark,. I usually feel. that 12. Sarne as in no. 1 and 2.
usually fa:l that the main reason is that the main reason is that I haven't studied hard 13. Same as in no. 6.

I haven't studied hard enoogJt for that awugb fo<th" subject.
«lW"!e.

\\bm I fail to do as well as expected ill 'Jib", I fail to do as well as expaUd 14. The words "in 5Ch00J." are based Cl] the

school,. it is often due to lack. of effort academjcaDy. it is otlal doe to a lack. of effort """"'l'tioo that the student bas bad sud>
00. my part. on my part. experiences in school olDli can remmtber them.

Causal attributiODS in a ~cal 0Xltext cm:mct.
be view-ed with the same validity as those of the
p=<nt.

Poor~ inform methat I haven't Looo....-b_ to me that I haven't 15. Same as in no. 1 and 2.

worked han:i enough. worked hard enough. 16. "IDdicate to'"' is IIlOI'e applicable in this
"""""'-

CONTEXT CONTEXT

Some of thlt times that I have l!QUeIl In.~ when I have recdvN a biB mark 17. 'Soon< of th< times· ........ ""d
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a good. gnde in a COIlI"Se it was due
to the tead1er's easy~sd:t~

Some of my good. :ndes may simply
reflect that thc:se were eas.ief"~
than .......

Som<times I go< :<>Od gnIdes <mly
because the coone maL:':rial was easy
to learn.

In my experience, ooce a proCes..wr
gds the idea you're a poor student.
your- work is more likely to receive
poor grades than if someone else
handedir: in.

Oikn my poorer :ndes are obtained
in counes that the proCessor has
failed to make interesting.

Some low :ndes I've received seem to
meto refiett the fad that some tead:l.ers
are just. stingy with marks.

LUCK

I red that some of my :<>Od gnIdes
dqxnd to a coosiderable extem OD
cbaD~ fadorS, sudJ as haYing the right
questioosshowupODanexam.

Somd.i:mes I feel that I haveto considfr
my;eIf ludcy fo< the :<>od ~.. I
g;1..

Some ofmy 1<M'er~e5 have seemed
to be partially due to bad breaks.

~Iy acuk:mic low points sometimes
make me think. [ was just. tmlucky.

Some of my bad. :rades may have
been. a fimdioo of bad luck.. being in
the wrmg course atthe wrong time.

in a mhject, it was due to the L:2ch~s easv
mori<hq: sdl"",,- .

~fy high DJaI'iL!; may simply rdlea that these
were easia- subject!. rhao otbrr.!.

I g<t higb JlIOrl;, <mly b<=use the "'bj«t
I:Ilaterial was easy to leam..

In my experience,. oo.C2 a teache-r gt1S rhe idea
you're a poor ~00:It,. your work is more likdy
to receive low rnarlos than if somwne else
handed. it. in.

Ofkn my lowerllW"ks are obtaine;t in mbjects
that the teadler has failed to make in1.eresling..

The low .marks I've received SoeeIll to me to
reflect the fad that some teadten are just stingy
wir.h marks.

~fy success OD.:::was depo;nds 00 some luck.

I red th'" my higb mm.. dq>end to •
consida-able .:xtmt on chance fac1oJ'S, such as
having the right questions show up 00 an exam.

I fed that I baveto consider myseiflucky for the
higbmm..Ig;1..

3.1}" lower mark! have se.emed to be partially
dueto unfortunate cin:11msta:nce5.

~fy academic failures make me think I was just
unlucky.

~fy low marks may have been a fundioo Qfbad
luck. being in the wroog course at the wroog
time.

~~"tends towards an <:..'<1reIne (a small
~ of rhc teJUl time) whidt C1l1~ the
variance Qf ~on of such items too
large.
18. The word "::otten" is l.lSed in an .-\maican
<:oo1eXL

19. Samcas mno. I and 2.

20. Same as in no. 17.
2:1. Same 3S in DO. 1 3IId 2-
22. Same 3S in no. &.
23. The word ..othen" is more 3w..l.l1lL:: in this

<:"""",1.
24. Same as in no. 17.
23. Same as in no. 1 and2.
26. Same as in no. 6.

27. "Prof~r" is associ.ate.d. with a UII.i..-enity
e:nrirm:nkm.. \lirilereas "teacher" C1l1 be applioo
to differmt educ3tionallevels.
28. Same as in no. 1 and 2.

29. Same as in no. 1 and 2.
30. Same as in Do.27.
31. Sameasmao.8.

32. Same as in DO. 1 and 2.
33. Same as in no. 17.

34. Same as in DO. 17.

35. Same as in no. 17.
36. Same as in no. 1 and 2.

37. Same as in no. 17.
38. Same as in DO. 1 and 2.

39. Same as In no. 17.
40. Same as in no. 1 and 2.
41. The praise meaning of the .-\meric:m
phrase "bad ~" will na. clear to all
studmt>.

42. The pIuase ,.,.. poinb" """ be intcpmed
in ditfc:ratt ways and the precise meaning of
~points" is n~ clear.
43. Same as in no. 17.

44. Same as in DO. 17.
45. Same as no. 1 and 2.

The original items of the cognitive domain of the MMCPC, the changed items for the composite

academic locus ofcontrol scale and the reasons for these changes are shown in Table 4.4, p. 87.
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ITable 4.4 Changes to the MMCPC cognitive domain items

MMCPC MMCPC MOTIVATION FOR
(ORIGINAL ITEMS) (CHANGED ITEMS) CHANGES

COGNITIVE DOMAIN COGNITIVE DOMAIN

UNKNOWN CONTROL UNKNOWN CONTROL

Wh", r~ a :ood grooIe la __ r .....ny Whm. I gd: a bi:h m:ark OIl • felt or eSlmI, I 1. The wad "grade" is USl:d in an .-\mfrican
dmt know why r <tid., well usually dm'tknow why I did so wen. """""-

1.. The original items were~fuca school
~ \\oMe3s the a..tmXlt researdJ. is
fowsed 00 a triary sd:ting.

Wben r dowdl la odIooI,r.....ny cant~ \\ihaI I do wdl ......... ally, I usually can't 3. Smeasnno. 2.
ooiwhy. ~ooiwhy.

Wben r dmt do wdI la odIooI, r .....ny cant \\00 I d::n't. Q) weD 00. te!Ib or euIII!, I 4. Sameas in no. 2.
~ooiwhy. usually cant figure out'Why.

If r~ a hooI :rode in odIooI, r .....ny dmt If I ga a kM JDlIl'k on a test or e:J:ml,. I 5. Sameasinno.1<md2
~whyr~it. .....nydmt~whyr~iL

POWERFUL OTIIERS POWERFUL OTIIERS
CONTROL CONTROL

Wben r do wdl in odIooI, it's because the 'What I do well ................ i's because the 6. Same as in no. 2-
t<ad>a-lik<s",,-

_ Iikes ""-

The heIt way fur me to~ :ood :raoIes is to The b:s way for~ to g,;t bigh ImiIIi.3 in a 7. Sameasnno. I iDi2.
~the teltoreum is10 g;t the teadrerto like me.
teadler'to likeDE.

If I hDe a W te:Khrr. I WOII"t do wet in I 't'OIl't do wd iD my mhjeds ifl have a bad 8. &are as in no. 2--. _.
9. The order of this .... has bo= chang<d
because thtre is a similar- i1an and~
might refer bade. to their pre'\""ious answers.

If! OOll have a goodteacbtr, I went do well in. If! dent ha,,-e a~ teadler, I wenl do well iD 10. Same as in 00. 2.-. the ........

INTER.'IAL CONTROL INTERNAL CONTROL

If!vquto do weD in. scbooI, '-S 14' to me to do If!w<d to do wdJ......teminIIy, Cs~ to me 11. SaJn::as in no. 2.
it. todoi.

Ifl_to:et:ood:raoles in odIooI,"', up h's up to mr to get. bigh mar» in te!IIs or 11.. Sameas inno. 1 aod 2-
to.-todoit. ........ 13. Sameas mno. 9.

Ifl~ hooI graoIea, it's my own fIuIL If!~ low~ in the eums, ~s my own 14. Sameas.noo 1.
fIuIL

If I doo"t do as wet ill school. it's my fJ'ftl It's my awn ,.. if I doo't do _ IS. Same as in no. 2-- ... . ..,. 16. Sameasnno.9.
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TABLE 4.5 Composite academic locus of control instrument

ACHIEVEMENT (MMCS)

Ability
(Success)

The most important ingredient in getting high marks is my academic ability.
I feel that my high marks reflect directly on my academic ability.
When I get high marks it is because of my academic competence.

(Failure)
Ifl were to receive low marks it would cause me to question my academic ability.
Ifl were to fail a subject it would probably be because I lacked skill in that area.
If I were to get low marks I would assume that I lacked ability to succeed in that
subject or subjects.

Effort
(Success)

In my case the high marks I receive are always the direct result of my efforts.
Whenever I receive high marks, it is always because I studied hard for that subject.
I can overcome most obstacles in the path of academic success ifl work hard enough.

(Failure)
When I receive a low mark., I usually feel that the main reason is that I haven't studied
hard enough for that subject.
When I fail to do as well as expected academically, it is often due to a lack of effort on
my part.
Low marks indicate to me that I haven't worked hard enough.

Context
(Success)

In general, when I have received a high mark in a subject, it was due to the teacher's
easy marking scheme.
My high marks may simply reflect that these were easier subjects than others.
I get high marks only because the subject material was easy to learn.

(Failure)
In my experience, once a teacher gets the idea you're a poor student, your work is
more likely to receive low marks than if someone else handed it in.
Often my lower marks are obtained in subjects that the teacher has failed to make
interesting.
The low marks rve received seem to me to reflect the fact that some teachers are just
stingy with marks.
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Luck
(Success)

My success on exams depends on some luck.
I feel that my high marks depend to a considerable extent on chance factors, such as
having the right questions show up on an exam.
I feel that I have to consider myself lucky for the high marks I get.

(Failure)
My lower marks have seemed to be partially due to unfortunate circumstances.
My academic failures make me think I was just unlucky.
My low marks may have been a function of bad luck, being in the wrong course at the
wrong time.

COGNITIVE DOMAIN (MMCPC)

Internal control
(Success)

IfI want to do well academically, it's up to me to do it.
It's up to me to get high marks in tests or exams.

(Failure)
IfI get low marks in the exams, it's my own fault.
It's my own fault ifI don't do well academically.

Powerful othel'lli control
(Success)

When I do well academically, it's because the teacher likes me.
The best way for me to get high marks in a test or exam is to get the teacher to like
me.

(Failure)
I won't do well in my subjects ifI have a bad teacher.
IfI don't have a good teacher, I won't do well in that subject.

Unknown control
(Success)

When I get a high mark on a test or exam, I usually don't know why I did so well.
When I do well academically, I usually can't figure out why.

(Failure)
When I don't do well on tests or exams, I usually can't figure out why.
IfI get a low mark on a test or exam, I usually don't understand why I got it.
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4.4 THE METHODOLOGY OF THE PILOT INVESTIGATION AND AJ.~ALYTICAL

TECHNIQUES

To administer the composite locus of control instrument the items (as they appear in Table 4.4, p.

87) had to be randomised to disguise the subscale structure, which could influence students'

responses.

To determine the association between (academic) locus of control and the EASL together with

investigating the composite locus ofcontrol instrument, the randomised composite locus ofcontrol

instrument was added to the EASI. In the combined instrument there was no indication of which

items pertained to the different instruments. This ensured elimination of poSSIble bias that could

result if students knew there were two "different" instruments, which could imply that students

could be led to answer one part ofthe combined instrument differently from the other.

The two instruments were combined (instead of administered separately) to provide a consistent

framework for the investigation ofthe posited association between locus ofcontrol and approaches

to studying. Had they been administered separately, variation could have been introduced, because

students might have assumed the instruments had to be answered differently. Both instruments are

scored in an uniform manner on a five point likert scale - A to E. Responses could vary from A (if

you definitely agree) to E (ifyou definitely disagree). See Appendix G for instruction sheet used in

the administration ofthe combined instruments. The full combined instrument is given in Appendix

H.
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The intention was to administer the combined instrument to different groups of students. The

results would be processed to create a data file containing separate data for the analysis of the

composite locus of control scale and a data file containing data for the analysis of association

between the composite locus of control scale and the EASI. These databases would be analysed

statistically by means ofthe Statistical Analysis System (SAS, 1979) computer program.

Cronbach alpha values for the different subscales of the composite locus of control scale would be

determined to indicate the internal consistency of the instrument. The composite locus of control

scale would then be analysed through factor analysis using an oblique (Promax.) rotation to

determine the conceptual structure of the composite instrument. This conceptual structure could

then be compared to the conceptual structure of existing locus of control instruments to see

whether they provided an extended, and more adequate, conceptualisation of the dimensions

envisaged. It could further indicate if there was a conceptual overlap between the different

theoretical approaches to locus of control, which would support a synthesis of these theories. This

could also indicate the suitability of the composite locus of control scale for research in higher

education It is further expected that this analysis would provide evidence, from which conclusions

could be drawn, about the extension ofthe current two dimensional model oflocus of control to a

three dimensional model, as Weiner (1986) and Hyman et aL (1991) have proposed.

Once this first stage had been completed, and depending on the outcome, the subscales of the

composite locus ofcontrol scale and the £ASI would be subjected to factor analysis using oblique

(Promax.) rotation to explore the association between students' academic locus ofcontrol and their

approaches to studying.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

The combined questiormaire (the EASI together with the composite academic locus of control

instrument) was administered to the following students in the fuculty of Electrical Engineering at

the Cape Technikon: a third year Afrikaans.-speaking group (n=13), a third year English speaking

group (n=32) and a first year Afrikaans.-speaking group (n=86) in the subject Electronics. Frrst and

third year students were taught by different lecturers in the subjects Electronics I and Ill.

Afiikaans and English students completed the same (English) questionnaire (EASI and the

composite locus of control instrument). No queries during the completion of the questiormaire

arose (Afiikaans students were specifically instructed to ask for guidance in case ofany uncertainty)

in relation to the English nature of the items from Afrikaans speaking students, indicating that they

general1y understood the given items. In general the poSSIble influence of language on approaches

to studying and academic locus ofcontrol at this stage remains uncertain, and should be addressed

through further research. The growing body of research evidence obtained from various

international studies, (across different countries, cultures, languages, etc.) suggest that these

instruments are measuring specific as well as universal factors in relation to learning at tertiary level

(Richardson, 1995:511). Meyer & Parsons (1989a) investigated the approaches of English and

Afiikaans speaking to studying and found that these two groups general1y perceive the majority of
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conceptual constructs in similar ways. Although minor differences were found, it was concluded

that the majority of the theoretical constructs measured by the ASI are universally perceived to be

students from different populations. Language generally tends to have a stronger influence in Arts

courses or subject areas that focus more strongly on language-related skills (e.g. Business,

Journalism, Tourism, Education, etc.) than in science courses (e.g. Engineering, Mathematics, etc.)

which focus on logical thinking, problemsohing, mathematical abilities, etc. This clearly represents

an important area for further research.

As was mentioned previously, extensive research on the approaches to studying of Electrical

Engineering students has been undertaken at the Cape TechnikOI1- This research has provided

important and usable insights into student learning at tertiary level (see Meyer & Dunne, 1991;

Meyer & Parsons, 1989a; 1989b; 1996; Meyer, Parsons & Dunne, 1990a; 1990b; Parsons &

Meyer, 1990). This project builds on the research that has been undertaken and is current\y being

undertaken in the field of approaches to studying. As was mentioned earlier, approaches to

studying should be viewed as a discipline specific measurement, rather than a generalised approach

measuring across disciplines and subjects. This implies that the approaches to studying of students

should be investigated within a particular discipline context. A student's approach to studying is

therefore related to the particular discipline being studied. Due to the unique and specific

characteristics of different disciplines of study, it follows that students from different disciplines

would tend to approach their studying in relation to the particular discipline or subject(s) they are

studying (parsons, 1993; Meyer & Parsons, 1996; Biggs, 1993).

Year of study could poSSIbly influence the resu\ts and should therefore be taken into account when

analysing the data obtained. Is there a qualitative difference between FIrst and Third year students,
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in relation to their locus ofcontrol? To determine the possible influence of the factor, the subscale

means of first and third year students were investigated by means of a t-test and a single-fuctor

Anova. In Table 5.1, p. 94 the means and the T-test scores for first and third year students is given.

Significant differences in subscale means were found for Failure attributed to lack of Ability'·\BF),

Success attnbuted to high Effort(EFS), Failure attnbuted to bad Luck(LU) and Success attnbuted to

unknown fuctors.(lJCS) These results could tentatively be explained by the fact that third year

students have a significant higher level of experience of studying at tertiary level than first year

students. Based on their experience, third year students appear to acknowledge that high effort(EFS)

is necessary for success at tertiary leve~ while first year students appear initially to be unsure of

their ability and could attnbute initial failure to lack of ability,<·\BFl bad luck(Ll:S) and appear to be

uncertain as to which fuctors contnbutes to success(lJCS) at tertiary leveL

TableS.! Means and T-tes! scores for first and third year students

AVERAGE AVERAGE T-TEST

SUBSCALE THIRD YEAR FIRST YEAR
ABS 1129 10.86 1.02
ABF 7.33 8.92 -3.20"

EFS 13.60 12.62 3.0!"
EFF 13.00 12.47 1.28
COS 7.27 7.92 -1.40
COF 7.69 8.52 -1.75
LDS 6.98 7.57 -1.35
LUF 5.53 7.08 -4.40"

ICS 9.47 9.12 1.79
ICF 8.78 8.52 0.86
roes 2.82 3.26 -1.66
POCF 5.47 6.07 -1.39
UCS 327 4.08 -2.94'

UCF 4.16 4.31 '{).53

* P<O.OI
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Does the fact that four of the fourteen subscales produced significant differences between first and

third year students, imply that there is a significant difference between first and third year students

in terms oflocus of control? Table 5.2, p. 95 reports on a single-factor Anova analysis to answer

this question.

/Table5.2 Variance analysis of first and third year data

SOURCE OF SUM OF d.f VARJA,.~CE F P-VALUE CRITICALF
VARIATION SQUARES

ToW 23607.93 0.8963 0.7882 1.2228 (.5)

Between !!J'OIlDS 1511.78 130 11.63
Within !!J'OIlDS 22095.14 1703 12.97
Nrte: df

No significant effect in terms ofyear of study were fOlllld. It can therefore be concluded that first

and third year students in general do not significantly differ in terms of the locus of control

subscales. Although the means offoUf subscales differ significantly (see Table 5.1, p. 94), first and

third year students in general, in terms oflocus of contro~ do not differ significantly. These two

groups of students could therefore be viewed as subgroups ofthe same population. These findings

support similar results obtained by Watkins (1987) who found no evidence for a developmental

trend in terms oflocus ofcontrol at tertiary level. Based on these results it w-as decided to combine

the data ofthe first and third year students for subsequent analysis.
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5.2 ANALYSIS OF THE COMPOSITE ACADDllC LOCUS OF CONTROL SCALE

The first aim of the investigation was to detennine if the composite locus of control instrument

could provide a more adequate conceptualisation (specifically of academic locus of control) than

the existing instruments. For this purpose the results obtained from the administration of the

instruments were analysed firstly by determining the internal consistency ofthe different subscales.

All academic locus of control subscales were deemed to be satisfactory with Cronbach Alpha

values between 0,80 and 0,81. The Cronbach Alpha values for the different locus of control

subscales are given in Table 5.3, p. 96.

Table 5.3 Cronbach Alpha values for locus ofcontrol subscales

SUBSCALE ALPHA
ABS 0.81
ABF 0.80
EFS 0.81
EFF 0.81
COS 0.80
eOF 0.80
LUS 0.80
LUF 0.80
IeS 0.81
ICF 0.81

roes 0.81
POCF 0.80
ues 0.81
UCF 0.81

A factor analysis using oblique (Promax) rotation was conducted to detennine the conceptual

overlap between the different theoretical approaches to locus of control. In Table 5.4, p. 97 the

eigenvalues for the locus ofcontrol data is given. A three factor solution appears to be indicated,

although it was decided to keep the fourth factor because of the intriguing association between
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ability and effort (this will be addressed again further in the chapter). It is realised that evidence for

the existence of the fourth factor remains very tentative at this stage. The results of this analysis

are given in Table 5.5, p. 98.

ITableS.4 Eigenvalues of locus ofcontrol data

EIGENVALUES PROPORTION CUMULATIVE
+.2833 0.6181 0.6181
1.82+0 0.2632 0.8813
0.7111 0.98-10 0.98-10
0.+765 0.0688 1.0527

If the factor structure of Table 5.5, p. 98 is examined, it is apparent that factor I constitutes a

theoretical external dimension which comprises external locus attnbutions of contexfcos.cOF),

powerful others controF.p(yJ) and luclfxF
; WS) (for success and failure in all three cases), as well

as unknown control (l:CS+UCF) factors (for success and failure). Surprisingly, abi/ityJillF) (for failure)

also loads on this factor, although in terms of the theoretical structure of the MMCS it constitutes

part of the internal dimension.

Factor 2 constitutes a theoretical internal dimension comprising internal locuJ!CS+JCF) and

efforfW3"£FF) (both for success and failure) as well as perceived control (evidenced by the absence

of unknown controFCS+UCF) for success and failure loading on this factor). Significantly

abilit)fABS+AJJFJ does not load on the internal dimension.

Factor 3 is a variation of factor 1 defined by the control dimension of unknown control and

strongly correlates positively with factor I (external dimension). Unknown controFCS+l.:CF) for

success and failure is linked to lucj(lUS..-LL"FJ, powerful others controF.p(yJ) and contextcos+COF).
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Factor 4 brings together the association between ahilit/'CBSIABFl and ejforfF:FHFF) which is not

apparent in the other three fuctors.

Table 5.5 Oblique factor pattern for locus of coutrol subscales
(n=13l)

Ft F2 F3 F4

COF 70 -27 38 ·COS 69 · 47 ·POCF 64 -37 35 ·LUF 64 · 41 37
ICY · 85 -38 ·EFF · 81 -35 31
ICS -27 60 . 27
UCS 31 -28 69 ·
UCF 48 47 70 ·

POCS 50 -33 67 ·LUS 67 -30 73 ·EFS · 48 46 60
ABS · · . 55
ABF 45 · 38 30

Ft -28 57 9
F2 42 18
F3 4
F4

Ncte 1. The theorwcal exIem.a1~oo IS prir:ttcd m bold italics.
The theoretical inte:mal dimension is printed in bold
Thethcontical coo1::roi dimensioo is pri.ntei in italics.

-.2. DecUnal po"" and loadmgs !<ss than 0,25 have b= omitted.

5.3 DISCUSSION OF THE ANALYSIS OF THE COMPOSITE LOCUS OF

CONTROL INSTRUMENT

The results of the factor analyses of the academic locus of control subscales instrument are very

encouragmg. Table 5.5, p, 98 appears to lend support to the theoretical division oflocus into two
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dimensions of perceived contro~ namely internal and external, and for including subscales from

both attnbutional and social learning theories to provide a more comprehensive representation of

students' academic locus of control. The introduction of the concept of controllability and its

empirical associations in the Mor pattern are consistent with the posited theoretical relationships

between perceived control and locus.

The results support the suggestion/contention that researchers should distinguish between

perceptions of causality and perceptions of control (Butler & Orion,1990; Skinner & Chaprnan,

1984 and Connell, 1985). Educational research should thus not focus on locus of control as a

single-dimensional concept, but rather on the multidimensional concepts of perceived locus and of

perceived control (see Hyman et al, 1991:409).

In Table 5.5, p. 98 there is tentative support for a three-dimensional model of academic locus of

control which confrrms the suggestions made by Hyman et al (1991) and Weiner (1986). The

support is tentative at this stage because of the exploratory nature of the current research project,

together with the poSSIble influence ofcontextual MOrs linked to the educational setting involved

(Electrical Engineering at the Cape Technikon), the relatively small number of students involved

and the predominance ofmale students in the sample.

The negative loading of unknown control on the internal dimension in Table 5.5, p. 98 supports

Connell's (1985) contention that the unknown control dimension can be perceived as the

uncontrollable part ofWeiner's (1986) controllability dimension. Unknown control implies a lack

ofknowledge or insight regarding the locus (internal versus external) ofthe sufficient cause, and!or
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how this controls academic outcome. It follows that students would perceive this lack as 'outside'

their control and therefore inversely associated with an internal dimensiol1-

From Table 5.5, p. 98 it is evident that acknowledgement of unknown control also implies an

external locus dimension, while acknowiedgement of (known) control implies an internal locus

dimensiol1- In other words, when students say they don't understand their academic outcomes, they

imply the influence of external locus together with unknown control. This distinction is valuable

because it could help our understanding of how these two concepts interact with each other to

influence learning outc{)me. This could be of considerable importance for further research and

interventiol1-

Butler & Orion (1990:74), supporting Connell's (1985) findings, conclude that unknown control

could be of considerable value in characterising the control beliefs at different levels of school

achievement. The results in Table 5.5, p. 98 support the author's contention that the concept of

unknown control also applies to the tertiary level and constitutes an important aspect characterising

students perceived control (or lack ofcontrol) in terms oftheir learning outcomes.

ConneI1 (1985) and Butler & Orion (1990:64) suggest that when students do not know what

controls their academic outcome, they will tend to ascnbe it to luck (a concept used by attnbution

theory and a subscale of the MMCS). To support this contention, the luck and unknown control

subscales in the composite instrument would have to be strongly associated with each other. Table

5.5, p. 98 interestingly indicates that students not only link unknown control to luck (as suggested

by Connell, 1985 and Butler & Orion, 1990), but also to powerful others control and attnbutions

related to the context. This finding tentatively supports the conceptual overlap between unknown
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control and luck subscales, but also indicates that this overlap could be extended to include the

external dimension in general.

When students attnbute success or fuilure to unknown control they do not only indicate lack of

internal control in terms of learning outcome but also link this to an external dimensioIl- This

implies that the acknowledgement of unknown control for achievement indicates an influence of

external locus as wen.

Unknown control is negatively associated with effort for success and fuilure. Effort (for success

and fuilure) is therefore associated with control. Students in other words appear to acknowledge

perceived control as a product of perceived effort, or lack of effort, exerted in terms ofa learning

task.

An interesting observation from Table 5.5, p. 98 is that ability for fuilure attribution, which in the

theoretical structure of the MMCS should indicate internal control is perceived as an external

dimension. This finding supports similar findings by Hyman et aL (1991:409) who suggest that the

constructs of effort and ability are relatively independent dimensions of interna1ity on the

achievement domain ofthe MMCS.

A tentative explanation might be that (tertiary) students find it easier to make causal attnbutions in

terms ofeffort than ability. They perhaps are also less certain oftheir ability in a new context (see

Table 5. I, p. 94). Ability as a concept, could be less fumiliar or more abstract to students than the

concept of effort, which the student could relate to in a more practical way. Ability deals more

with potential - something less "definite" than "observable/definable" effort put into a learning task.
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Students would therefore tend to find it easier to make attributions in relation to "concrete" effort

exerted than for "abstract" ability, in the engagement ofIearning tasks. Another aspect which could

possibly play a role is ego-protective strategy. Without going into extended discussion (see Butler

& Orion, 1990:73) it could be contended that many students would find it easier to attribute failure

to lack ofeffort than to lack of ability. To acknowledge failure as a lack of effort would tend to

indicate a temporary situation that could be addressed by subsequent improved effort, at least

perceptually for the student. On the other hand ifa student attnbutes failure to a lack of ability, it

would indicate a more critical situation that could be less easily remedied. Most students

(especially first year students who are still very new to higher education) would tend to shy away

from acknowledging lack of ability due to the associated negative implications (in relation to their

self-concept) implied. Acknowledging lack ofeffort could therefore be perceived as a conceptually

more "acceptable" reason for failure than the potentially futalistic acknowledgement of lack of

ability.

In summary, it may be stated that the broad findings descnbed above lend support to two

conclusions: frrst!y, tertiary students do not n=ssarily know what factors control their academic

outcome and secondly (as put forward by Weiner, 1986) that the two dimensional attnbutional

perspectives of locus of control (stability and locus of control) should be extended to a three

dimensional model (an internal dimension, an external dimension and a control dimension).

The factor structure in Table 5.5, p. 98 compares favourably to a similar structure found by Connen

(1985). His analysis yielded three factors in the cognitive domain with each of the sources of

control (unknown, powerful other, internal) defining a separate factor. Butler & Orion (1990)

replicated the three dimensional structure reported by Connell (1985). The findings tentatively
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support the use of the composite academic locus of control instrument in higher education as an

instrument which could provide a more comprehensive measurement of academic control than

existing instruments. Further research is needed, both in terms of the instrument and its practical

application in teaching practice and intervention. Especially on an individual level, further research

needs to be undertaken to increase the practical value of the academic locus of control assessment

together with using the results to improve academic outcome.

5.4 EXPLORING THE ASSOCIATION BElWEEN LOCUS OF CONTROL AND

APPROACHES TO STUDYING

The results ofthe EASI were used to produce individual profiles that gave an indication to students

of the preferred approach they tend to adopt towards studying. These profiles were given to the

students with feedback on their interpretation, meaning and general information relating to success

and/or failure experiences. Two such profiles are reproduced as examples in Table 5.6, p. 104.

These profiles give an indication of the preferred approach a students will tend to adopt to

studying. This is done by ranking the subscale means of the EAS!. The level of intrusion by less

theoretical1y desirable factors, which can be interpreted from these profiles, could be used to

characterise a student's approach in terms that could conceptually range from theoretically desirable

(e.g. "star") to theoretically less desirable (e.g. "at risk"). A student could vary, according to the

level ofintrusion ofless desirable factors (e.g. ma, fJ:: sb, etc.), from being (conceptually) "star" to

being "at risk" (Meyer & Parsons, 1993; Parsons & Meyer, 1990; Parsons, 1993).
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TABLE 5.6 EASI profiles: indication students' preferred conceptual studying approach

"CONCEP11JALLY STAR "CONCEP11JALLY AT RISK APPROACH"
APPROACH"

01 07
4.00 VE RE 5.00 sb ds
3.75 DA 4.80 ma
360 AD 4.60 wl
3.50 Am 01 RI CL 4.50 ff
3.40 RD 4.25 01
, " LD 4.00 BD RI St DA gL fa Is RE.J . .J :J

3.25 IM 3.75 UE eM
3.00 Is cs BD 3.67 cs
2.75 gL rs St 3.60 RD AD
2.50 Ip 3.50 Am CL
2.40 ds ma 3.25 rs Ip

"" sb 2.75 Th<1..... ..l.J

2.20 fa 2.67 LD
1.80 wl
1.75 eM
1.25 ff
Note: - 01/07 = The numbers rn left hand corner are an IdentifYing number.

The subscale abbreviations are explained in Appendix F.
Numbers in first column ofeach example are ranked subscale means.
Second column ofeach example contains abbreviations ofthe subscales.

In the first example the variables use of evidence(U), reflection(RE), deep approach(JJA), deep

perception ofassessmerrl'JJ), etc. have a higher preference than workkxl£rn, syllabus-bollndllesiro),.

fear offailurim, etc. for student° l
. This student therefore tends to give preference to approaches

which can be descnbed as theoretically desirable. Conceptually this student would then appear to

ex!nbit a theoretically more desirable approach to studying and could therefore be characterised as

being a "star" in terms ofhislher approaches to studying.

In the second example, which differs signilicantly from the first, it is clear that the student perceives

syllabus-bormdnesiroJ, disorganised study methodids
), memorising approach(ma), workloadv.!') and
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fear ofjailure(!f:J as characteristic of the approach he adopts in studying, while relating ideaPSJ,

deep approachfPAl
, reflection~, comprehension leaming-CL

) and intrinsic motivation~n are less

characteristic ofthis student's preferred approach. In contrast to the previous example, this student

tends to give preference to approaches which can be descnbed as theoretically less desirable.

Conceptually this student could therefore be characterised as being "at risk" in terms of hislher

approach to studying.

The second part of the project sought to explore the association between students' approaches to

studying and their academic locus ofcontrol. For this purpose the subscales ofthe two instruments

(the EASI and the composite academic locus of control) were subjected to combined factor

analysis using oblique (Promax) rotation. The results ofthis analysis are given in Table 5.8, p. 106.

The first five factors (12 factors had eigenvalues larger than 1) were retained for analysis. The

explained variance of fiuther factors do not contribute significantly and therefore were discarded

from the analysis. The eigenvaIues ofthe five retained factors are given in Table 5.7, p. 105.

Table 5.7 EigenvaIues of locus of control and EASI data

EIGL.WALUES PROPORTION CUMULATIVE
7.5225 0.1929 0.1929
5.3132 0.1362 0.3291
3.0877 0.0792 0..1083
1.9122 0.0490 0.4573
1.8220 0.0467 0.5040
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Table 5.8 Factor pattern for EASI and academic locus of control
(n=l3l)

Ft F2 F3 F4 F5

BD 75 · 28 ·DA 64 · · ·
RI 67 ·CS 64 ·
LS 59 27 ·
RD 63 · 30
IM 60 · -32 · ·
ST 62 · · 39
UE 62 · -39 · ·
LD 47 · · ·
AD 64 -39 37 -35
OL 53 35 · -33
RE 46 · · 33 ·
DS -l-t 42 SO · ....

LUF · 17 · · ·
LUS · 73 · 39
COF · 68 ·
COS · 68 34 · 27

POCF · 61 · ·
POCS -33 66 27 · 32
ABF · 56 36 · ·
UCF · 61 29 --l6 ·
EM · 50 47 · ·
IP · 26 73 · ·

MA · 25 69 · ·
SB · 68 · ·
FF · 42 70 · ·
WL · 32 61 · ·
FA -43 36 61 · ·
RS · · 53 26 ·
[CF · · · 84 ·
EFF 2S · · SS ·
[CS 27 · 67 ·
EFS 35 · 70 -49
A..'\t 31 · · 36 ·
CL · · · 70
GL · 26 47 · 62
UCS · 48 · -42 49
ABS 27 · 42 -49

Interfactor FI F2 F3 F4 F5
correlation's

FI • -16 -7 29 -14
F2 • 36 -19 22
F3 • 7 13
F4 • -11

F5 •
Note 1.

Note 2.

EASl subscales are printed ID bold
Ac:ldemic locus ofcontrol subscales are printed in italics.
Decimal point and loadings less than 0,25 haye been omitted.
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In Table 5.8, p. 106 there is a clear meaning/deep dimension which loads on factor 1 and which is

weakly linked to attributions for failure in terms of lack of effort (EFF) and for success in terms of

internal controf=, efforfFFSl and ability (ABS) Factor 1 is characterised by the absence of

comprehension learning-CL) which would theoretically be expected to be linked to a meaning/deep

dirnensioll-

Factor 2 represents an external locus dimension (hICJ(U':SUFJ, contexfCos.COFl, powerful

otherfJ'OCSPOCF), abilitJABF) for failure and unknown controfT.:CST.:~ associated with a reproducing

dimension which is characterised by the absence of the loading of syllabus-bOllndnesiSBJ on this

factor.

Factor 2 correlates positively with factor 3, which represents a conceptually more clearly defined

reproducing dimension (with the addition of syl/abus_boundnesisBl, operation learning-OLl and

surface re/ationship;~. Locus subscales which load on factor 3 are external factors of

contexfcOSj (for success), powerfiil others controFl (for success), abilit;l-'SF) (for failure) and

unknown jactor?CFJ (for failure). The loading of ability (for failure) as an extemally perceived

dimension is consistent with the factor pattern shown in Table 5.5, p. 98.

Factor 4 could be considered to be a strategic dimension (defined by strategic approacHm and

achievement motivatiorlA.\~ supported by attributions of internal controFI<:F), eiforfFFSUFJ (for

success and failure) and abilitJ·'illS) (for success), which is a theoretically consistent associatioll

Unknown controf.:cs~CFJ (for success and failure) loads negatively on this factor - consistent with
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findings in Table 5.5, p. 98 - which indicates association with control. However, the ~idence for

this association and the independence ofthis factor must be viewed as highly tentative at this stage.

The same is true of factor 5 which is an intriguing association of comprehension learning and

g1obetrotting, disorganised study methodJOSl and attributions for success of lucfILCS
), powerful

others controfPOCS>, contexf= and unknown jactorsc°CS). In addition there are negative loadings

for ahilitj·'illS) and efforfUSl (for success) It might be that this factor indicates the presence of a

learning style which seeks global understanding unsupported by effective study methods, and which

(possibly as a consequence) attributes success to external rather than internal factors.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS RELATING TO THE THEORETICALLY EXPECfED

ASSOCIATIONS.

Table 5.8, p. 106, which examines the underlying dimensions of the EASI together with the locus

instrument, provides potentially interesting results. This simultaneous analysis retained the three

dimensions ofacademic locus of control indicated in Table 5.5, p. 98. The factor structure of the

EASI approximates well to the pattern found in previous studies (see, for example, Meyer &

Parsons, 1989a; Meyer 1991). The exploration of the association between students' approaches to

studying and perceived locus of control suggests that the specific academic locus of control

instrument used in this study might result in a more conceptually comprehensive and supportive

model. This might be ascnbed to the tact that the three dimensional model significantly improves

associated measurements and the conceptual descriptions of academic locus of control but such a
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conclusion must, at this stage, remain tentative. Further investigation and research to confinn (or

modify) these findings in other educational settings is clearly needed.

The weak association between a deep/meaning approach and internal locus of control could be

attnbuted to a variety of factors. This could be a particular variation applicable to the specific

group, subject or institution. The current evidence does not give any clear indication as to which.
poSSIble clarification could be supported., an aspect that will have to be addressed through further

research.

There could be a variety of explanations for the absence of comprehension learning not loading on

the meaning/deep dimension (as would be expected). This absence could be attnbuted to a

particular style or approach characteristic to the subject Electronics or could be typical of the

particular institution or group of students. At the moment sufficient evidence is not available to

form significant conclusions. Further research could provide more clarity.

Disorganised study methods from the factor structure in Table 5.8, p. 106 appears to be an

important feature/variable in students' approach to studying. Disorganised study methods loads on

all the factors (negatively on factor one), except on factor four (strategic factor) which could

indicate the conceptual importance students ascnbe to this variable. This implies that reproducing

students generally do not know how to study, while students with a meaning/deep approach tend to

use more organised study methods (indicated by the negative loading of disorganised study

methods on factor one).
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The subscales ofsurface perceptions ofcourse content(") and surface perception oflearning space(]s)

are part ofboth the meaning and reproducing dimensions, and as they do not discriminate they have

since been dropped from the EASI.

The deep/meaning approach in factor 1 is characterised by the absence of comprehension

learning(Cl.) with which in terms of the theoretical structure of the EASI it would be expected to be

associated. Current evidence does not clearly indicate pOSSIble explanations for this. There is a

poSSIbility that this result is peculiar to the particular group, the subject Electronics or the institution

offering the subject.

There are two tentative general conclusions which might have significant implications for

educational practice and for the design of intervention. The first is that this study supports the

contention that students in higher education do not necessarily know what constitutes a

theoretically desirable approach to studying. The second conclusion is that students perceive the

factors that they believe are influential in determining their academic achievement in terms which

are fundamentally different over a number of dimensions. Qua1itatively different approaches to.

studying are (logically) associated with different perceptions ofthe locus ofcontrol and the degree

of control that they exert over both internal and external factors.
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CHAPrER6·
'.. '-:.'C,_. - ._ '.'>' ,_' - •

. •G~r:RAL CONCLUSIONS•.\1'4-» RECO~IMENDATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

As was discussed in 53, p. 98 and 5.5, p. 108, this exploratory research project has provided some

interesting insights into student learning at tertiary level and also indicated various avenues for

further research. Some of these avenues will be discussed under the following headings: locus of

control, attnbutional retraining and approaches to studying. Although the discussion of attribution

retraining could have been placed under locus of control it was decided to discuss attributional

retraining separately. This was done firstly to provide an adequate framework and discussion of the

concept, secondly to emphasise the relative potential and value it proposes for teaching and

(especially) intervention and thirdly to focus on the interaction between personological and

contextual factors (Biggs, 1987), based on the tentative association found in this study between

locus of control and approaches to studying. Finally certain implications, in the context of this

research project, will then be applied to the areas ofintervention, teaching practice and assessment

strategies in higher education.
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6.2 AVL~S FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

6.2.1 Locus of control

Based on the (tentative) support favouring a three-dimensional model in terms of academic locus of

control and evidence that the composite academic locus of control instrument appears to measure

academic locus of control in a more adequate way (see previous chapter), this instrument could be

viewed as a suitable basis for further research and use in higher educatioll- Further research to

support (or modify) the instrument is clearly indicated by the exploratory nature of this pilot

project. Fazey (personal E-mail communication, 1996) is currently involved in research which

investigates the relationship of locus of control and autonomous behaviour. Fazey & Linford

(1995) has used the composite locus of control instrument and is currently analysing the results

(including factor-analysis).

The initial association ofattnoutions based on ability and effort (Weiner, 1974), indicating internal

locus of control as has been discussed earlier, has been questioned by various researchers (Hyman

et al., 1991; Weiner, 1986). The findings of the current project, supporting sirnilar findings by

Hyman et al. (1991:409) who suggests that the constructs of effort and ability are relatively

independent dimensions of internally on the achievement domain of the MMCS, imply that further

research should focus on the possible conceptual improvement of these subscales. As was

mentioned earlier, effort would require less cognitive restructuring than ability, which could require

major changes to the self-concept of a student (Perry & Penner, 1990:269). The difference in

perceptions between effort and ability could be attnouted to students tending to find it easier to

formulate attnoutions in relation to effort than would be the case for ability. It could be
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hypothesised that students would find it easier to understand and descnbe effort in concrete terms

(e.g. the amount oftime spent studying or the amount ofwork covered at a given time), than could

be the case for a more abstract concept like ability (e.g. potential, skills, strengths, etc.). Further

research. is necessary to test this contention and to improve our understanding of how students

perceive these concepts and how the interaction between ability and effort could affect learning in

higher education.

The results support Connell & Haner's (1984) suggestion that knowledge of the sources of control

that operate (as well as how these operate) in the learning process constitutes a necessary condition

for competent performance and an intrinsic motivational orientation. When students do not know

or understand the reasons for their failure or success, it could inlnbit performance and tend to

increase the need to focus on extrinsic sources of information (and therefore control) and feedback

(ConnelI., 1985:1020). This supports the previously mentioned statement that when students have a

better understanding of the factors which could influence their learning they would tend to develop

better control of their learning engagement and also accept more responsibility for their academic

outcome (Ashton, 1995:414; Beaty & Hunt, 1995:419). Continued research, specifically in terms

of how teachers can assist students to develop a better understanding of the factors which could

influence their learning, is needed to determine practical ways in which teachers can incorporate this

in their teaching strategies. Teachers therefore are not only respoIlSlble for the transfer of subject

content, but should also focus on helping students understanding their own learning and helping

them develop the necessary skills to learn effectively. This supports the earlier statement (chapter

one) that students should also be taught how to learn (Cuthbert, 1995; Rogers, 1983, Toffler,

1970).
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An important area for further research would be how the results obtained on the composite locus of

control instrument could be used to categorise students locus of control related to the engagement

of learning tasks. Of specific interest would be a categorisation at indi,idua1 l~el (similar to the

qualitative in®idua1 differences approach mentioned earlier). \Vhat qualitative indi...idua1 variation

can be obseITed in indi,;dua1 students engagement oflearning tasks ~ As in the case of qualitative

indi,idual differences in relation to approaches to studying, it can be hypothesised that students

would exlnbit qualitative in<ii,;dua1 differences related to their perceived locus and perceived

degree ofcontrol (parsons., 1994).

As in the case of approaches to studying, where students vary in terms of the conceptuaIly

disintegrated study orchestrations (Meyer, 1991), they could also experience similar varying

patterns ofdisintegration in respect oflocus and degree of control. This links with the suggestions

by Biggs (1993:75) that all students exlnbit a certain degree of disintegration in terms of their

engagement oflearning tasks. The question is what level of disintegration (either in terms oflocus,

degree of control or approaches to studying) would determine students who are "at risk" of failing

academically them exlnbiting theoretically undesirable approaches to studying and theoretically

unfuvourable perceptions oflocus and degree ofcontrol.

The association between locus of control and academic outcome has been investigated through

various studies and holds important insights for our understanding of students learning in higher

education. This association was not investigated in this project for the following reasons:

(a) This was not part ofthe initial aims of this exploratory research project (see 1.6, p. 30)
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(b) The nature of this project is e'qlloratory and focused investigation in this regard would be

premature. Further research to conceptually support or modifY the composite locus of

control instrument should be initiated before the relationship in question is addressed.

(c) As was indicated in the previous section, further research in terms of how the results

relating to the locus of control construct should be interpreted, specifically at individual

level, is needed (see Parsons, 1994)

To date there is insufficient knowledge and research available to indicate reliable interpretations of

results obtained on the composite locus of control instrument. It is therefore suggested that further

research establish valid and reliable interpretations of academic locus of control results before an

association with an important variable like academic outcome is attempted. The focus of this

project is the conceptual elements that form academic locus of controL The fact that the

relationship between these conceptual elements and outcomes are ofimportance when dealing with

success and failure in higher education has however been taken into account. Central to this is the

attempt to lay the foundation for subsequent research into the relationship between academic locus

ofcontrol and academic outcome.

According to Lefcourt et al (1979:294) the measurement oflocus of control can be influenced to

some extent by social desirability. Butler & Orion (1990:72-73) mention that some students appear

to internalise the social norm that respollSlbility for outcomes should be accepted while others may

suffer from learned helplessness, where they perceive success as outside of their control and failure

as affirmation of them being "not okay" (Hanis, 1969). An analysis of the items of the composite

locus of control instrument and the EASI shows that it could be poSSIble to respond in ways that

could be characterised as socially desirable or preferred or related to learned helplessness. Further
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research needs to be undertaken to determine the possible influence of social desirability or learned

helplessness on the composite academic locus ofcontrol and EASI instruments.

The discipline-specific nature ofapproaches to studying (see Biggs, 1993; Meyer & Parsons, 1996;

Parsons, 1993) has been mentioned earlier. In terms of this and the results obtained in the current

project, it could be asked if this also applies to the construct of locus of control. Would students

from different disciplines tend to perceive locus of control in unique ways which are characteristic

of their particular field of study? The association found in this study between approaches to

studying and locus ofcontrol tentatively proposes this as a viable avenue for further research.

6.2.2 Attributional retraining.

According to Van Overwalle et aL (1989) many studies have shown that when students are given

attnbutional feedback that their failure can be ascnbed to lack of effort and their success to high

ability or high effort, they persisted longer and performed better than students who merely received

feedback on their outcome (e.g. right/wrong; pass/fail; etc.). Van Overwalle et al. (1989)

proposes - as suggested by WJ1son & Linville (1982) - that by providing students with novel

antecedent information, causal attnbutions of tertiary students could be modified (specifically in

terms of failure). Causal attnbutions of tertiary students have been established over a number of

years, based on various failure and success experiences and have become stabilised. Merely stating

desired causal attnbutions or confronting students with direct cause and effect attnbutions tends to

be less effective, especially in the first year of study at tertiary level (Van Overwalle et al.,

1989:77). This does not imply that these types of attributions should be discarded, but rather that
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educationalists should start with antecedent information and then incorporate these other

attnbutions to support the given antecedent information.

Van Overwalle et aL (1989) investigated the effectiveness of attnoutional techniques aimed at

improving academic performance of students with learning difficulties. First year students (in the

first experimental condition) that had failed a mid-tenn economics examination were shown two

video's; the first (13 minutes) consisted of videotaped inter.iews of senior students relating their

learning problems, the causes of these problems and how they improved their outcomes at the end

ofthe year. In the second video a psychology professor descnOed an actual training programme for

physics students. He explained that the training programme had only been effective for those

students that had implemented the taught study strategies into their own regular study methods,

thereby making these strategies their own. Students (in a second experimental condition) followed

an individual study skill training course in addition to the video manipulation. The control

condition (i.e. the students that were successful) received no treatment.

Van Overwalle et aJ. (1989) found a significant effect between the control and experimental

groups, where the video manipulation produced significant increases in the theory post-test scores,

while the additional study skill training did not add any substantial gain. Students with

unfavourable causal attnoutions would, according to Van Overwalle et al. (1989), benefit more

from altering their causal beliefs than those who already think in terms offavourable causes.

Perry & Penner (1990) investigated attnoutional retraining as a "therapeutic method for reinstating

psychological control that may be useful for improving students' achievement". Sirnilar to Van

Overwalle et al. (1989), Perry & Penner (1990) also used videotaped inter.iews to address the
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causal attnbutions of induetory psychology students. Volunteer students were randomly assigned

to the experimental and control groups. After attributional training or no training, internal- and

external-locus students observed a videotaped lecture presented by either a low-expressive or high

expressive instructor in a simulated classroom The attnbutional retraining consisted of a

videotaped interview (8 minutes) with a psychology professor descnbing his first year at university.

In the video he attribmed his fuilures to lack of effort, good achievement to ability and proper

effort. He explained that persistence is a major part of successful effort and that the amount of

effort is controllable. The low-expressivelbigh-expressive lecture (25 minutes) presented by

another psychology professor varied in expressiveness, defined by physical movements, eye

contact, voice inflection and humour. One week later the students wrote a test on the lecture and

on a homework assignment.

Perry & Penner (1990) found that attnbutional retraining improved the performance of external,

but not internal studerrts on both the lecture and on the homework tests. Expressive instruction

enhanced lecture and homework: related achievement in external, but not in internal students.

Attnbutional retraining has provided promising results in a number of studies and it is suggested

that it should also be investigated in the South African context as a possible interventional strategy

to address theoretically less favourable locus of control perceptions in (especially first year)

students.

6.2.3 Approaches to studying.

Extensive research has been undertaken in the field of approaches to studying of students in higher

education. As was mentioned in 2.1, many reserrchers have suggested that approaches to studying
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appear to be mediated by personological fuctors (Meyer, 1991; Biggs, 1987). In this regard there

are various questions to be asked, for example: What relationship exists between approaches to

studying and personological fuctors? Little research in the past has focused on this particular

relationship. What relationship does there exist between approaches to studying and

(personological) fuctors like self-concept, locus of control, metacognition (see Biggs, 1985),

autonomy Fazey & Linford (1995), etc.? One of the aims of this study was to investigate the

relationship oflocus ofcontrol and approaches to studying. Further research investigating a variety

of personological fuctors and approaches to studying could provide better understanding of the

relationship between these areas of educational research. This would support Biggs' (1987)

suggestion that research should focus on the interaction between personological and contextual

factors. A better understanding ofthis interaction could be beneficial in terms ofimproving student

learning in higher education and for informing intervention.

As was mentioned in 5.5 comprehension learning (in terms of the posited theoretical structure of

the EAS!), would be expected to be associated with a deep/meaning approach but, surprisingly, this

is not the case in this study. This could be a specific characteristic of the group or the subject, but

without sufficient evidence at this stage to support this conclusion., it remains for further

investigation to provide more clarity. It could tentatively concluded that this might indicate the

presence of a learning style which seeks global understanding unsupported by effective study

methods, and which (possibly as a consequence) attnbutes success to external rather than internal

factors. This could imply a variation of comprehension learning which appears to be conceptually

different to what would be associated to a deep/meaning approach. This implication is tentatively

made and needs to be investigated further.
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Further research is required to clarifY the conceptual association between approaches to studying

and locus of control. Conceptual improvement of associated instrumentation (the EASI and

composite locus ofcontrol instrument), specifically within a discipline specific context, could yield a

better understanding of the relationship between these constructs. This constitutes a particularly

important avenue of further research for teachers. Further to this there is a need to translate the

insights and results gained from research to the practical teaching situatiOIL

Another aspect of the learning situation in higher education concerns the particular approach

lecturers adopt towards teaching and studying teachers and the way they teach or act in the

classroom, can have an important influence on students. Lecturers would also tend to exJnbit

qualitatively different approaches towards teaching and studying (KilIen, 1994; Perry & Permer,

1990).

The effect that teacher assessment strategies can have on students have been mentioned in lA.

Teachers should be aware of the way their approaches and acts influence students approaches to

studying. Further research should focus on how teachers can be made aware of their students

approaches to studying as well as their own and how to use this knowledge in the practical

teaching-learning SituatiOIL
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6.3 IMPliCATIONS FOR ll';lERVLYTION, TEACHING AJ."fO ASSESS;\IENT

STRATEGIES

6.3.1 Intervention.

From the attnbutional retraining studies (see 6.2.2, p. 116) it can be concluded that attributional

training could be useful in addressing unfavourable causal attnbutions of first year students and

therefore improving their academic achievement. The videotape fonnat, short duration, suitability

for group administrations could be ofvalue as an instructional aid to students who are not inclined

to seek assistance. The relatively short duration of the intervention and positive results obtained in

these studies holds valuable promise for student learning at tertiary level in particu1ar. In the past

intervention generally tended to find the remediation oflearning difficulties (that had been founded

and stabilised over a number of years) time-consuming and (mostly) individual based. Further

research in the use of attnbutional retraining is needed and could provide teachers on all

educational levels with an additional tool to help students learn and study more effectively.

In the past intervention was rnainly directed at changing students' approaches to studying, ",ith

limited success. In terms of informing intervention aimed at enhancing students' ability to employ

theoretically desirable approaches to studying, the results suggest that the dimension of unknown

control is significant in descnbing students' perceived academic locus of control since it is

empirically associated with an external dimension and a reproducing approach. This could indicate

additional relevant areas in which intervention could be focused. Perry & Penner (1990:264)

propose that by increasing the perceived control (through, for example, attributional retraining - see

Van Overwalle et al., 1989) of students, their achievement could be improved. Other recent
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studies (Perry & Pemer, 1990; Dart & Oarke, 1991; Butler & Orion, 1990) provide evidence to

suggest that by concentrating rather on impro,ing students' perceived locus of contro~ associated

qualitative improvements in students' approaches to studying could be achieved.

The results described in this project tentatively suggest that intervention should not only focus on

addressing the needs of students with theoretically undesirable approaches to studying (as has

traditionally been the case), but that the qualitative performance of many apparently successful

students' might be enhanced by addressing more explicitly some of the underlying assumptions

regarding the factors that influence learning quality and learning outcome in the context of higher

education.

One of the general aims of educational research measuring certain variables (e.g. locus of control;

approaches to studying; etc.) is to improve the valid and reliable measurement of these aspects.

Improveq measurement would imply that improved risk identification could be possible.

Intervention strategies could then focus more accurately on those students that need help and

intervention. Although there appears to be some conflict between this paragraph and the

statements in the previous paragraph, these statements should not necessarily be seen as opposing

each other. Improved risk identification can be helpful in intervention and research into the

determinants of failure constitute a vital area to understand and improve student learning. The

results in this study tentatively suggest that the traditional approach in intervention that primarily

focuses on students that fail or that exlnbit theoretically less desirable approaches or control

perception should be extended to include success and theoretically desirable perceptions. The fact

that a student is successful at a particular moment does not guarantee that he will achieve success in

the future. Under certain circumstances a reproducing or memorising approach could provide
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success (passing a test), but a change in circumstances could create serious difficulties for the same

student.

As was mentioned in 5.4, p. 103 students were given profiles of their preferred approach to

studying. The objectives ofthese profiles are:

(a) to be able to classify individual students in terms of the disintegration of theoretical desirable

and IDeaningful approaches through the intrusion oftheoretically less desirable factors,

(b) to enable teachers to improve the identification of students that might be at risk and provide

them remedial training,

(c) to provide teachers and students with a better understanding of how the student approaches

studying and explain to an extent the academic outcomes the student achieves.

The results in this research project tentatively suggest that similar profiles could be compiled on the

basis of students' locus of control. Such an investigation would largely focus on an individual

perspective which falls outside of the immediate aim of this thesis, but should be addressed by (as

was mentioned in 6.2.1, p. 112) subsequent research. Such profiles could poSSIbly indicate

students' perceived locus and level ofcontrol in their engagement oflearning tasks. These profiles

could indicate the level of disintegration of control through the intrusion of theoretically

unfavourable factors related to the locus and level if control. The integration of locus of control

and approaches to studying profiles, implied by the tentative association found in this research

project, could provide teachers and students with (a) a better understanding of academic

outcomes, (b) better indication ofstudents that might be at risk academically owing to theoretically
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undesirable approaches and inadequate locus of control and (c) possible areas where intervention

could be focused to improve their academic outcome.

According to Perry & Penner (1990:269) loss of control can be a serious threat to the academic

development of tertiary students because it causes helplessness-related cognitive, motivational and

affective deficits. Attnllutional retraining could provide teachers with an important tool to address

the causal attnDutions of students. As was mentioned in 6.2.2, p. 116 they found that external

locus students benefited from attnbutional retraining, while for students that exJubited intact

attnbutions the training to a large extent re-iterated what they already knew or were doing. The

attnbutional retraining procedure can therefore be beneficial to students that suffer from lack of

adequate control in the learning process and it could also re-reinforce theoretically desirable causal

attnbutions within students that already apply these principles in their learning

This validates the statements of Ashton (1995:414) and Beaty & Hunt (1995:419) that greater

understanding of the factors that could determine success or fuilure can help students to develop

desirable control in their learning. When students internalise a belief that they can control their

learning and the resulting outcome, it would tend to promote autonomous, self-directing and

positive approaches towards the engagement of learning tasks. Given the economy of the video

technique., attnbutional retraining appears to provide intervention in higher education with

promising poSSIbilities for improvement of academic performance (Van Overwalle et aI., 1989).

Many students tend to refrain from seeking help when faced with learning difficulties. According to

Perry & Penner (1990) attnbtbutional retraining could be particularly useful as an instructional aid

to reach students that would otherwise not seek help from teachers, peers or counselling services.

In the video technique students are provided with antecedent information concerning causal
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attrIbution specifically related to failure without students being categorised as "at risk", "fuilures",

etc.

Attnbutional retraining could be descnbed as a pro-active intervention. Instead of waiting till

students fail or experience learning difficulties, the potential for theoretically less desirable causal

attrIbutions can be addressed at an early stage and at risk students could be helped to develop

theoretical salient causal attrIbutions.

This project found that students associate control with success as a result of perceived effort or

failure as a result of perceived lack of effort. This implies that when students acknowledge

responsibility for the amount of effort they exert in tenns of a learning task, they perceive and

accept control for the outcome ofthat learning engagement. This could be ofvalue for intervention

and teaching strategies. Students that appear to be academically "at risk" as a result of a

theoretically less desirable approach to studying, could be encouraged through intervention to

qualitatively improve the effort they exert in terms of a learning task The amount of effort that

students exert could be seen as a function oftheir level ofmotivation. The teacher therefore should

focus on how students can be motivated to work harder when studying. Although teacher

encouragement tends to be extrinsic motivation, teachers should attempt to promote intrinsic

motivation within their students.

According to Tail, Speth & Entwistle (1955:324) the study skills required at tertiary level are not

the same as those needed at school It is therefore important that students are provided with help

and support, especially for first year students that are busy adapting to the requirements of higher

education. WIth an increasing number of students studying at tertiary level and the call for
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accepting students from previously "disadvantaged" communities in South Afiica (Nguru, 1995;

Spier, 1995) implementing study skills courses as part of an intervention strategy could be

beneficial in helping students develop the necessary skills required (Biggs, 1993:81; Enmistle,

1995323-234; Tart, Speth)

6.3.2 Teaching strategies

Teachers should encourage students to reflect (see Appendix F) on their learning. This could

provide students with new insights and understanding of their learning Reflection is an important

ingredient in critical thinking (a necessary characteristic at tertiary level) and can enable students to

learn from past learning experiences and place new knowledge into context. Teachers should

encourage students to think: about what they have learned and not just to accept everything at face

value. This implies that teachers should encourage students to approach learning in a exploratory

and meaningful way. Instead of merely disseminating facts to students, teaching in the classroom

should encourage reflection and critical analysis on the part ofthe student.

All students could benefit from qualitatively improving the effort they exert. Here the teaching

practice teachers adopt could be improved so that a climate is created where students are

encouraged (irrespective ofthey being conceptually at risk or not) to develop a more efficient and

effective (in terms of learning outcome) engagement of learning tasks. For example, when a

student experiences learning difficulties, the teacher could encourage the student to do additional

work related to the particular subject or aspect.
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The results indicate that certain students may be successful academically, but that they may not

really understand the factors involved or why they are succeeding. The objective would therefore

be to help students develop a better understanding of their academic outcome. This would imply

that students should be provided with valid and reliable feedback on why they are succeeding (or

failing). Teachers should determine how they define learning, (as was discussed in 1.3) and provide

feedback would the consisted with that definition. Teachers should be encouraged to investigate

their definitions oflearning and how they apply it in the learning situation. This could help teachers

to qualitatively improve their teaching and assessment strategies and the feedback they provide to

students.

Just as students need to understand the factors that could determine success or fuilure in higher

education, teachers also need to understand how students approach and control their learning. This

has important implications for teacher training (not only initially, but progressively as well).

Teachers therefore have a responsibility (and should be encouraged by administrators) to keep their

knowledge in terms of student learning up to date by reading, research, attending workshops, in

service training (e.g. INSET), etc. This again emphasises, as had been mentioned previously, that .

teachers are not just mere conveyers of knowledge specifically related to a particular subject area,

but rather facilitators (Rogers, 1983: 135) oflearning as a holistic process. Teachers therefore are

required not only to "know" a particular subject area, but also to have a basic understanding of the

factors involved in academic outcome and how students incorporate these factors in their learning

strategies. Even more importantly they should be able to use their "understanding oflearning and

the learner" to adapt their teaching and assessment strategies in order to maximise the potentially

successful engagement oflearning tasks. Sadly in many instances, teachers are mainly seen as being

primarily knowledgeable in a particular subject field - e.g. they are "experts" in SCIence,
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mathematics, accounting, etc. rather been seen or acting as actually being "experts" in the art of

facilitating learning (Rogers, 1983; Ullyatt, 1989)

The results ofthis project imply that teachers should incorporate insights gained from research into

student learning at tertiary level, into their teaching as assessment strategies. Teachers should be

encouraged (and trained) to use instruments like the EASI and the composite academic locus of

control scale to determine how students approach and control their learning Many teachers at

tertiary level are not always aware ofthese instruments that can provide them with valuable insights

into the learning of students. This implies that student counselling, academic development and

teaching development services should become more involved to provide teachers with knowledge

and training in terms of students approaches and locus ofcontrol.

The Cape Technikon has initiated a project called the Integrated FITS! Year Experience (IFYE).

This program aims to provide lecturers with material and support to help (especiaIIy) first year

students in their learning. The program is based on a modular format, where the lecturer

incorporates applicable topics and skills into the teaching of a particular subject Through IFYE

students are provided with the opportunity to develop the necessary skills required at tertiary level.

The topics vaIY from study methods, communication, encouraging reflection, how to write

assignments, setting goals and objectives, etc. This again emphasises that the traditional perception

that teachers are primarily respollS1ble for the transfer knowledge and (to a lesser extent) skills,

should be extended. The teacher does not only teach students about a particular subject, but should

also develop them as learners.
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The results indicate that students use a variety of approaches, learning styles and methods when

learning, where some tend to be theoretically desirable and others less desirable. The traditional

approach which sought to determine the "best teaching method or strategy", have been rejected by

many researchers (Biggs, 1993; Dunn et al, 1995, UTIyatt, 1989). This implies that because

learning is multi-dimentional and because students use different approaches, that students should be

exposed to a variety ofideas and not just what is perceived by the teacher "to be right". This does

not imply that teachers should not actively promote students developing theoretically desirable

approaches and favourable control perceptions, but to reflect the multi-dimensional nature of

learning in their teaching methods and strategies.

The following analogy serves to elucidate the teaching and learning process. Most cars tend to

have (for example) four gears which, depending on conditions, provide different levels of power

and speed to a motor vehicle. The first gear is specifically for setting the vehicle in motion, high

power, but not designed for high speed. Once the vehicle has obtained sufficient motion

(depending on the load and physical conditions) then the fourth gear provides greater speed and

control with less emphasis on power. Although much more complex, this analogy can be applied

to students when they study. Students also posses '1earning gears" which constitute the different

approaches they adopt. The first learning gear, envisaged as a surface or memorising gear, is used

by the student to put the learning process in motion. The second learning gear, envisaged as

reproducing, basically focuses on knowledge and the retention thereof The fourth learning gear,

envisaged as a deep or meaning gear, provides the student with understanding, manipulation,

creativity and speed (metaphorically speaking) in the learning process.
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A motor vehicle has to adapt to changes in conditions (e.g. load and the state of the road). Gear

selection is determined by the type and the variation in inclination of the road Students face similar

changes when they are studying. They have to adapt to changing circumstances, e.g. increasing

difficulty in learning material, increasing workload, different teachers, etc. To become a "good"

learner, students must be able to adapt to these changing conditions by selecting appropriate

learning gears for particular learning tasks and to select the right gear required in a given situation

(ie. to try to understand very complex learning material, would firstly require knowledge of the

basic facts and terminology). To start with the fourth gear in this example could end up in

"stalling" the learning process, and lead to fiustration and loss ofcontrol.

It can be hypothesised that students could be categorised according to their proficiency in dealing

with changing circumstances, selecting appropriate learning gears and controlling the learning

process. Being out of control of a motor vehicle can have drastic and frightening consequences.

This also holds true for control of the learning process, although many students do not always

realise (until too late ?) the full implications. "At risk" students would therefore tend use

inappropriate learning gears and focus on the "memorising", "fear of failure", etc. gears. Whereas

deep or meaning students can adapt to changing circumstances, surface or memorising students do

not have adequate ability and are limited in their choices oflearning gears.

This implies that students should be provided with ample opportunities to practise and develop their

use of"learning gears" and that this should be supplemented by valid and reliable feedback from

teachers. The more students are exposed to accepting control and responsibility for their own

learning, with the teacher as fucilitator ofthis process, the better they will understand their learning

outcomes and be able to accept and control it.
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According to llliyatt (1989: 164) students ~ill have to learn new ways to learn and will have to

adjust to new approaches. Students in future will tend to find themselves actively involved in their

own management of knowledge in learner-centred approaches. Instead of simply providing

students with information, more time should be spent showing them where and how to acquire the

information they need.. As Wrttrock (1977: 180) correctly states: "... methods of teaching should

be designed to stimulate students actively to construct meaning from their o~n experience rather

than stimulating them to reproduce the knowledge ofothers".

6.3.3 Assessment strategies.

The implications for assessment cannot be easily separated, in the practical situation, from the

teaching strategies and therefore could have been discussed in the previous section (some

implications are indirectly mentioned). It was decided to discuss assessment strategies as an aspect

on its own (keeping relationships with other areas in mind), for reasons simiIar to the previous

discussion ofattnbutional retraining.

The assessment strategy teachers use can, as was previously mentioned, affuct the approach

students adopt towards their studying. Assessment constitutes very strong causal feedback to the

student. This implies that teachers have an important respollSIbility to make sure that they provide

valid and reliable feedback to the student.

The danger always exist that a situation could develop where the teacher states the desired or aim

that students understand the learning material but the assessment strategy only focuses on facts and
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knowledge (knowing something does not necessarily imply understanding it). This can confuse

students and be instrumental in them ignoring the desired approach (i.e. to understand) and

adopting a surface approach. The type and quality ofassessment feedback (in fact all feedback) can

play an important role in deteuuining the ways students would approach learning tasks.

Assessment feedback should therefore also be more than merely giving students simplistic

rightlwrong, pass/fail, a mark or symbol results. Feedback should be seen as a vital part of the

learning process where the students learn not only why they received particular results but are also

provided with a learning opportunity: learning from mistakes; modifYing incorrect understanding;

re-reinforcing insights and internalising understanding (Biggs, 1993:80; McDowell & Mow~

1995:144).

This implies that teachers should strive to make their assessment relevant (i.e. in harmony with

stated objectives and teaching methods) and provide students with valid and reliable feedback on

their learning progress. As in the case with teaching strategies, teachers should develop innovative

ways to assess the learning of their students. This again re-iterates the need for teachers to adopt

new and innovative approaches to teaching and learning. Assessment is therefore not an activity .

which take place in isolation, but within the framework ofan overall teaching strategy. Qualitative

improvement of the whole system (teaching; management, research, assessment, etc.) is needed,

not merely focusing on one particular area to produce significant improvement. Teachers therefore

have an important respoDSlbility to determine, as a continuous process, how they can improve their

teaching and assessment practises for the benefit oftheir students.
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6.4 CONCLUSION.

In an insightful article UlIyatt (1989) argues that perhaps the time has come to undertake changes in

the system, a total reconceptualisation of the purpose and methods, the market and the future of

tertiary education in South Africa. South Africa is experiencing transformation as a new emerging

democracy. It is necessary for higher education to implement and manage this transformation in an

innovative and sustainable way (Ngwu, 1995; Spier, 1995). The time has come for all the role-

players (students, teachers, administrators, parents, etc.) to become actively involved in this process

to provide South Africa with a quality in higher education that would not only meet the demands of

our changing situation, but also to adequately prepare them for the future. As Turner (1987:69)

formulates it:

This is a call for a change in the fundamental paradigms of study, and in the nature and
function ofthe academy itself - a change as great, perhaps, as that which marked the end of
medieval scholasticism and the beginning of the Renaissance humanist university. We have
in our time a project that requires a full mutual engagement ofall fields of study, physics as
well as poetry, and the hint of a warrant for its success. And if not now, when? If not
here, where?

Students and teachers alike will be confronted by these changes and need to develop adequate ways

to control and approach learning in higher education that could lead to improved academic

outcomes. Academic locus of control and approaches to studying have been shown to play a

fundamental role in the learning process and will continue to do so in the future. The changes in

higher education provide an exciting challenge to teachers, students, researchers, and society.

In conclusion, the results reported in this project provide a clearer understanding as to the

conceptual basis of factors which might contnbute to success or fuilure in higher education.
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Further research needs to be undertaken to confirm the results and conclusions drawn and to

explore their integration into the form of intervention and the practice of higher education. The

relationship between these aspects and measures of academic perfurmance also need to be

investigated. It is hoped that the insights gained can be applied to improve the academic outcome

oftertiary students through improved intervention and teaching practice.
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1 The ma;t impntant ingredient in getting good grades is my academic abilily.
2 I feel that my good grades reflect directly on my academic abilily.
3 When I get good grades, it is because ofmy aca<bnic competence.

(Failure)

4 1fT were to reoen·e low marl<s it would cause me to question my academic abilily.
5 If! were to get poor grades I would assume that I lacked abilily to su=l in those courses.
6 IfI were to get poor grades I would assume that I lacked ability to su=l in those courses.

Effort

(Success)

7 In my case, the good grades I receive are alw<l)~ the direct result ofmy efforts.
8 Whenever I reoen" good grades, it is always because I studied bard for that course.
9 I can overmme all obstacles in the path ofacademic success ifI work bard enough.

(Failure)

10 When I receive a poor grade, I usual1y feel that the main reason is that I haven't studied bard
enough fur that course.

11 When I fuil to do as well as expected in school, it is often due to lack ofeffort on my part
12 Poor grades inform me that I lm='t worked bard enough.

(Success)

13 Some of the times that r hm" gotten a good grnde in a course it was due to the teaeher's easy
marking scheme.

14 Some ofmy good gra<k:s may simply reflect that these were easier courses than most
15 Sometimes rget good grades only because the course material was easy to learn.
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(Failure)

16 In my experience, once a professor gets the idea you're poor student, your wod< is more likely to
receive poor grades than ifsomeone else handed it in.

17 Often my poorer grades are 00tained in courses that the professor has fuiled to make interesting.
18 Some Iow grades I've received seem to me to relIect the fuel that some teachers are just stingy with

marks.

Luck

(Suo::ess)

19 Sometimes my success on e.'QmS dqlends on some luck:.
20 I feel that some nf my good grades depend to a considernble e.xtent on chance fuctors, such as

having the right questions show up on ae.=
21 Someti1l1fS I feel that I have to consider myself lucky for the good grades I get.

(Failure)

22 Some nfmy lower grndes have seemed to be pmtially due to tad breaks.
23 My ac:Jdemic low points SClrneti1l1fS make me think I was just unlucky.
2~ Some nf my bad grades may have been a function of tad luck:. being in the mong comse at the

wrong time.

AFFILIATION

Ability

(Success)

25 It seems to me that getting along with people is a skill.
26 Having good friends is simply a matter ofone's social skill.
27 It is imp"'Sible for me to maintain close relations with people without my tact and patience.

(Failure)

28 It seems to me that fuilure to have people like me would show my ignorance in inter"iJ"ISOnaI

relationsIJilE.
29 I feel that people who are often lonely are lacking in social competence.
30 In my experience, there is a direct cmmection between the ah5ence of friendship and being socially

inept.

Effort

(Suo::ess)

31 Maintrining friendships requires real effort to make them work.
32 In my case, success at making friends depends on how hard I wod< at it
33 Ifmy Ill3Iriage were to succeed. it would!Jm-e to be because I worl<ed at it
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(Failure)

34 If! did not get along with others, it would tell me that I hadn't plt nruch effort into the prrsuit of
social goa1&

35 When I hear ofa divorce, I suspect that the couple did not try enough to rrullce their marriage wode.
36 In my experience, loneliness comes from not trying to be friendly.

Context

(Success)

37 My ~ment of a social occasion is almost entirely dependent on the personalities of the other
people who are there.

38 Some people can make me have a good time e\"eI1 when I dm't fuel sociable.
39 To enjoy myself at a party I have to be SIlrIOUIl<kxl by others who know how to have a good time.

(Failure)

4(J No matter what I do, some people just dm't like me.
4I Some people just seem prediSiX""d to dislike me.
42 It is almost im(xlssibIe to figure out how I have displeased some people.

Luck

(Success)

43 Making friends is a funny "'Isines< sometime I have to chalk up my SIJCX'eSSI'S to luck.
44 In my experience, making friends is larEelY a matter ofhal"ing the right breaks.
45 Ifmy marriage were a long, ham" one, i'd say that I must be very lucky.

(Failure)

46 Often chance e\"eIll5 can playa lazge jXIrt in causing rifts between friends.
47 I find that the absence of friendships is often a matter of not being lucky enough to meet the right

people.
48 DifficuIlies with my friends often start with chance remarks.

(Lefcourt et aI, 1979).
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COGNITIVE DOMAIN

Uoknown control

(Success)

I When I gel a good grade in school, I usually oon~ know why I did so well.
2 When I 00 well in school, I usually can~ figure out why.

(Failure)

3 When I oon~ 00 well in school, I usually can~ figure out why.
4 IfIget a 00d grnde in school, I nsuaIIy 00n~ understand why I got it

Powerful others cootroI

(Success)

5 When I 00 well in school, it's because the teacher likes me,
6 The best way for me to get goodgrndes is to get the teacher to IiIre me,

(Failure)

7 If[ have a 00d teacher, I won~ 00 well in school.
8 IfI oon't have a good teacher, I won~ 00 well in school

Internal control

9 IfI want to 00 well in school, it's up to me to 00 it
10 If[ want to get good grndes in school, it's up to me to 00 it

(Failure)

1I IfI get 00d grades, it's my m-n fuuh.
12 IfI 00n~ 00 as well in school, it's my own fuuh.

SOCIAL DOMAIN

Unknown control

(Success)

I3 A lot oftimes there 00esn~ seem to be any reason why somebody likes me.
14 A lot oftimes I oon~ know why people IiIre me.
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(Failure)

15 Wben anotber kid dJesn't like me. I usually OOn't!mow why.
16 Ifsomelxxly doesn't like me. I usm1ly can't figure out why.

Powerful othen control

(Suc=s)

17 If I want my classmates to think !bat I am an important person,.! baye to be friends "itb the real
JlOIXllarkids.

18 IfI want to be an impJltanl member ofmy class, I baye to get the popular kids to like me.

(Failure)

19 Ifthe teaebet dJesn't like me. I probably "un't bm'e many friends in !bat class.
20 Ifmy teaebet dJesn't like me. I probably "un't be 'iety popJ!ar "itb my classmates.

Internal control

(Suc=s)

21 IfsomeIxxIy is my friend, it is usm1ly!=mse of the "ay I treat himIber.
22 IfsomeIxxIy likes me, it is usm1ly because of the way 1treat them

(Failure)

23 IfsomeIxxIy dJesn't like me. it's usually because ofsomething I clid
24 Ifsomelxxly is mean to me, it's usually because ofsornetbing I did

PHYSICAL DOMAIN

Unknown cootroI

(Suc=s)

25 Wben I win at sport, a lot of times I can't figure out why I won.
26 Wben I win at an outdoor game, a lot of times I don't !mow why I "un.

(Failure)

T7 Wben I 00n't win at an outdoorgame, most of the time I can't figure out why.
28 Most of the time wben I lose a game in atbletics, I can't figure out why I last

Powerful otben control

(Success)

29 Wben I play an outdoor game ag;linst anotber kid, and I win, it's probably because the otber kid
clidn't play wcll

30 Wben I win at a sport, it's usually because the petSOIl I was playing ag;linst pIa)'ed badly.

(Failure)
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31 When I lose at an outdoor game, it is usuaIIy because the kid I played against was IIlIlCb better at
the game to begin "itb.

32 Viben I don't win at an outdoor game, the p=on I was p1a)ing against was probably a lot better
than I was.

Internal cootroI

(Su=)

33 I can be good at any span ifI try bard enoug!l
3-1 I can be good at any span ifI work on it bard enoug!l

(Failure)

35 IfI try to catch a ball and I don't, it's usually because I didn't try bard enoug!l
36 If I try to catch aball and I miss it, it's usuaIIy because I didn't try bard eoouglL

GENERAL DOMAIN

Unknown control

(Su=)

37 When good things happen to me, many times there doesn't seem to be any reason "fly.
38 Many times I can't figure out wby good things happen to me.

(Failure)

39 A lot of times I don't wby somethinggoes »Tong for me.
-I() When something goes wrong fur me, I usuaIIy can't figure out "fly it happened

Powerful others contrnI

-11 To get "iJat I want. I have topl= the people in charge.
-12 Ifthere is something that I want to get. I usually have to please the people in charge to get it

(Failure)

-13 Ifan adult doesn't want me to do something I want to do, I probably won't be able to do it
-1-1 I don't have much cban<:e ofdoingwhat I want ifadults don't want me to do it

Internal contrnI

(5=)

45 I can pretty much control "iJat will happen in my life.
46 I can pretty much decide what will happen in my life.

(Failure)

47 When I am unsuccessfil!, it's usually my own fault
~ When I don't do well at something it is usually my own fault

(Connell, 1985).
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GENERAL SCALE

I IfI wanl something I__work bard to get it.
2 I__ enjoy 1I)ing to 00 difficult tasks more than I enjoy trying to 00 easy tasks.
3 When fm involved in something I __ lIy to find out all I can about what is going on even when someone

else is in charge.
~ I __ get discouraged when 00ing something tha1 takes a long time to achieve results.
5 I__ need frequent encom:agement from others for me to keep wolking at a difficult task.
6 I__ change my opinion when someone I admire disagrees with me.
7 I __ prefer to learn the fucts about something from someone else rnther than have to dig them out for

myseIi
8 What other people think__has a great influence on my be!Ja\iour.
9 I__ need someone else to praise my workbefore I am satisfied with what I\e 00ne.
IQ For me, knowing I\e 00ne something well is __ more important than being praisedby someone else.
11 I__let other peoples' demands keep me from OOing things I want to.
12 When part ofa group I__prefer to let other people make all the decisions.
13 When I Me a problem I__follow the ad>ice offriends or relatives.
1~ I__prefer situations where I can depend on someone else's ability rather than just my own.
15 Having someone important tell me I did a goodjOO is __ more important to me than feeling f..-e oone a

goodjOO.
16 When I'm in...-olved in something I __ lIy to find out all I can about what is going on ",,-en when someone

else is in chaIge.
17 When fuced with a problem I __ lIy to forget it.
18 I __ like jobs where I can make decisions and be responsible for my own work.
19 I will__ accept jobs that require me to supervise others.
20 I__Me a bard time SlI}ing "00" when someone tries to sell me something I OOnt want.
21 I__ like to Me a say in any decisions made by any group fm in.
22 1__consider the different sides ofan issue before Ill:Iking any decisions.
23 I__enjoy being in position ofleadership.
2~ I am__sure enough ofmy opinions to lIy and influence others.
25 When something is going to affect me I__ learn as much about it as I can.

26 I__decide to 00 things on the spur of the moment
27 I __stick to my opinions when someone disagrees with me.
28 I __get discomaged when OOing something tha1 takes a long time to acbi""e results.

(Duttwei1er,l994).
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I Some people have a knack fonniting, while others willne",r mite well 00 matter how hani they lly.
2 I am agoodwriter.
3 There are some su!ljects in wlrich I could "",..".00 well.
4 College grades most often reflect the effort you pJt into classes.
5 Studying "''er)' day is i:mjx)rlant.
6 I feel I will someday make a real contnbution to the world ifI work hani at it
7 What [ [earn is more determined by college and course requirements than by what I want to leam
8 I am easily distrncted.
9 I can be easily taIk<x:I out of~ing.
10 I have taken a course because it was an easy good grnde at 1east once.
11 Professors sometimes make an early impression of you and then no matter what yw do, you cannot change

that imptession.
U Some sI1vrnts, such as studen11ea<kT.; and athletes, get free rides in college classes.
13 I S(1I11<'!jmes feel that there is nothing I can 00 to improve my situation.
14 I never feel really hopeless, there is alway-s something I can do to imprm'e my situation.
IS I would never allow social aetr.ities to affect my studies.
16 There are many more i:mjx)rlant tIrings for me than getting good grades.
17 For some courses it is not important to go to class.
18 I consider Illyselfhighly motivated to acbie\.., success in life.
19 Doing work on time is always important to me.
20 I have been known to spend a lot oftime making decisions which others do not take seriously.
21 I get depiessed sometimes and then there is ilO way I can accomplish what I know I should be 00ing.
22 Things will proOObly go wrong for me some time in the future.
23 I kEep changing my mind about my career goals.
24 There has been at least one instance in school where social acfuity impaired my ac:Jdemic perfonnance.
25 I would like to graduate from college, 00t there are more important things in my life
26 I came to college because it was e"'l"'ClOO ofme.
27 I ha\.., Largely determined my own career goals.
28 I plan well and slid< to my plans.

(Trice, 1985)
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Activists

I

Activists involve themselves fully and without bias in new experiences, They enjoy the here
and now and are happy to be dominated by immediate experiences, They are open-minded,
not sceptical, and this tends to make them enthusastic about anything new, Their
philosophy is: 'I'll tIy anything once', They tend to act first and consider the consequences
afterwards, Their days are filled with activity, They tackle problems by brainstorming, As
soon as the excitement from one activity has died down they are busy looking for the next.
They tend to thrive on the challenge ofnew experiences but are bored v.-ith implementation
and longer term consolidation They are gregarious people constantly involving themselves
with others but, in doing so, they seek to centre all activities around themselves.

Reflectors

Reflectors like to stand back to ponder experieces and observe them from many different
perspectives. They collect data, both first hand and from others, and prefer to think about it
thoroughy before coming to any conclusion The thorough collection and analysis of data
about experiences and events is what counts so they tend to postpone reaching definitive
conclusions for long as possible. Their philosophy is to be cautious. They are thoughtful
people who like to consider all poSSIble angles and implications before making a move.
They prefer to take a back seat in meetings and discussions. They enjoy observing other
people in action They listen to others and get the drift of the discussion before making
their own points. They tend to adopt a low profile and have a slighly distant, tolerant
umuffied air about them. When they act it is part of a wide picture which includes the past
as well as the present and others' observations as well as their own
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Theorists

Theorists adapt and integrate observations into complex but logically solUld theories. They
think problems through in a vertical, step by step way. They assimilate disparate facts into
coherent theories. They tend to be perfectionists who won't rest easy wttil things are tidy
and fit into a rational scheme. They like to analyse and synthesise. They are keen on basic
assumptions, principles, theories, models and systems thinking. Their philosophy prizes
rationality and logic. 'If it's logical it's good. Questions they frequently ask are: "Does it
make sense?" "How does this fit with that?" "What are the basic assumptions?" They
tend to be detached, analytical and dedicated to rational objectivity rather than anything
sunjective or ambiguous. Their approach to problems is consistently logical. This is their
'mental set' and they rigidly reject anything that doesn't fit with it. They prefer to maximise
certainly and feel lUlcomfortable with subjective judgements, lateral thinking and anyhting
flippant.

Pragmatists

Pragmatists are keen on trying out ideas, theories and teclmiques to see if they work in
practice. They positively search out ideas and take the first opportunity to experiment with
applications. They are the sort ofpeople who return from management courses brimming
with new ideas that they want to try out in practice. They like to get on with things and act

quickly and confidently on ideas that attract them. They tend to be impatient with
ruminating and open-ended discussions. They are essentialy practical, down to earth
people who like making practical decisions and solving problems. They respond to
problems and opportunities 'as a challenge'. Their philosophy is: 'There is always a better
way' and 'Ifit works it's good'.

(packwood & Sinclair-Taylor, 1995).
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.....••.. APPENDlXF .

.... SUBSCALES OFTBEEASI

MOTIVATION

Intrinsicf"'J: A strong interest in, and even e."citement about the subject being studied that extends
beyond the demands made in class. Afy main reson for being here is so I can leam more about the
subjects which realZv interest me.

Extrinsid=J: Studying and subject choice is seen as specifically career-related and as a means to
obtaining a goodjob. My main reason for being here is that it will help me get a betterjob.

Achie-'emenrAmL A motivation to succeed, especially in competition with others. It is important to
me to do things better than other people, ifI possibZv can.

Fear of failurelfi1 : Ageneral concern with fuiling. but linked to exam tension, speaking in class. and
pressure of work. I am scared that I might fail this course this year.

INTENTION

Deep approach[DAL A consious intention to understand new material "'-en if this requires considerable
effort. I usually set out to understand thoroughly the meaning ofwhat I am required to leam.

Memorising approachl=J: A rote learning approach to studying in which important information to be
"learned" (such as facts and definitions) is committed to memory by way of repeated rehearsal. I
leam things by writing them over and over or by saying them to myself.

Strategic approach[SlI: A strategic manipulation of resources to meet perceived academic
requirements. When I am doing a piece ofwork. I rry to bear in mind exactZv what that particular
teacher seems to want.

LEARNING STYLE

Comprehension[CLL Diyergeut thinlring or 'mapping out' a subject as part of the comprehension of
new ideas. I like to play around with ideasofmy own even ifthey don't get me veryfar.

OperatimfaLL An engagemeut of problem solving that is reliant on factual detail and logical analysis.
I generally prefer to tackle each part ofa topiC or problem in order, working out one step at a time.

Globetrottiog (CompiglL An inability to back: up a general picture "ith the necessary detail, leading
to unsubstantiated conclnsions and the use of irrelevant material. Although I have a fairly good
general idea ofthings, my knowledge ofdetails is fairly weak.

Impmvidenaf",L A failnre to integrate detail into an OYerall picture and an oyer camious reliance on
detail and procedure. Although I generally remember facts and details, lfind it difficult to fit them
together into an overall picture.
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PROCESSES

Relating icJeas<'RI]: Relating ideas between. as well as within. subjects, as well as a conscious attempt
to relate material to real life situations and integrate it "ithin a personal framework. I try 10 relale
ideas in this course to ideas in other subjeers whenever possible.

Fragmentation[s,]: An inability to see the relationships between ideas or concepts. The "learning" of
material that is perc:eri-ed to be fragmented and poorly understood. "~fuch ofwhal I am studying seems
to consisl ofunrelared bits and pieces.

Use of",ideneeI"'El: The critical use of"'idence in order to draw conclusions and an examination of
"'idence where this is used to support an argument. When I'm reading an article or research reporl,
I generally examine the evidence carefu/Zv 10 decide whelher Ihe conclusion is justified.

Reflection[RE]: The process of reflecting on past learning experiences or reailife experiences and
deming fresh insights from them. I sometimes Ihink aboul things I have previously learned and
change my mind aboul their meaning.

STUDY METHODS

Syllabus-bounctness!"'J: A narrow focus on the requirements of the task and a preference for clear
guidelines and struetnre. I like 10 be laid exaclly whallo do in essays, assignments or projects.

Disorganised stndy meth<xld"'J: A general disorganisation reflected in poor time management
(including putting off work), distractions and a backlog of important work. I find il difficult 10

organise my study time effecttvely.

CONTEXT

WorkloaJ,",L A feeling that too much work is covered and expected. reflected in too many topics and
too much written work, griing rise to feeling ofpressure. There seems to be loo much work 10 gel
through in the course here.

Books (deep)[BDJ: An awareness of the organisational attributes ofbooks. Books are selected on this
basis and used in relation to the value of the information they contain When selecing books for study'
purposes, I often examine Iheir 'search apparatus' (such as Ihe index, lisl ofconlents, chapler
headings, cross references).

Assessment (deep)[AAL An awareness ofthe content, purpose, types and benefits oftests and exams,
as well as the \<l1ue ofwritten feedback from teachers. The educational purpose oflests is usually
clear to me.

Relationships (deep)[RDJ: An appreciation that one can be helped and guided by others and that
human interaction is affected by one's own attitudes. I am consiaus ofthe way that my attitudes
towards leaching and learning affecl my relationships with others.

Relationships (surfuce)[n]: An uncritical reliance on the words of the teacher or te.xtbook while
ignoring other aspects of the teachingllearning relationship. In class 1 usually wrile dlM71 whallhe
teacher says or writes on the board.
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Experiences ofTeaching and Learning

INSTRUcnON SHEET

The following comments have been made by students about their experiences of teaching and
learning. We would like to know to what extent you agree or disagree with what they have said.
The comments are necessarily rather general but each ofthem covers a particular aspect ofteaching
and learning to which we would like your personal reaction.

It is poSSIble that your feelings may vary from one subject to another. Where the questions are
specific we are interested in your experience ofstudying the particular subject indicated.

Please go through all the comments quickly indicating your immediate reaction by marking the
appropriate response on the card provided. This is not a test and there are no "right" or "wrong"
answers. We are simply interested in your own experiences and feelings about teaching and
learning.

DO NOT BEND OR FOLD TIIE CARD.
Mark the card in the following way.

A ifyou definitely agree
B ifyou agree, but with reservation
C ifyou are not sure or that it doesn't apply
D ifyou tend to disagree
E ifyou definitely disagree

Please print your name and initials clearly in the space provided on the card.

IF YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND TIIE WORDING OF A SENTENCE, PLEASE ASK FOR
HELP.
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1. I find tt d..iffiC'...ut to orgarJ.se my study lime eITecUvely.

2. [ try to relate ldeas in one subject to tdeas 4'"1 othe~ subjects Wne:1e",(er possd:ie.

3. Alt.'1ough [ ha·..e a fairly good generallcea oi th4'OgS. my knowleege of the ce,ails is :airly
weak...

4. t e...'"1jOY competition: [ find it e..""'::citing.

5. [ usually set aut to understand t...ltarougt-Jy t..l-:.e mea.'"1i.ng of what r a..rn required to lea.rn.

6. Ideas in books often set me 0([ on C"'..any t.l-toughts ef my CWTI. wb.ich are not always r~lated

to what [ was reading.

7. [ chose my present course of study rnaL.1.1y to gtve me a cha.."'!.ce of a really good jab after
wards.

8. Much of what [am studyL.~ seems lo consiSt of u....'"1related. bits a..."1d pteces.

9 I u..tee to be told exa.ctly what to do tn essays. assignments or projects.

10. [ often fmd myseli questloning t.hir.gs thal [ hear in class or read in books.

11. I generally prefer to tackle each part of a topic Or" proble:n in order. working out oce step
at a time.

12. The continual pressure of work·" assignments. deadllnes a...'"'!.d competition - ctlen ::r:a..~es

me tense and cepressed.

13. I End it difficult to consider dUfere::t ways of approachlng a problem: [ prefer to rouow'
each line cf t..ltought as far as il will go.

14. My habit of putting oiI work leaves me With far too much to do before tests or e.''Ca..z7.!s.

15. It is Lmportant to me to do re:ally wdl i..'1. my studies here.

16. Teachers seem ta present things in such complicated ways.
\

17. Distractions ma.ke i.t difficult for me la do much efTecUve work in oy study lime.

18. When {am doi.ng a plece of work. [Lry la bear la mind exactly what that parUcular teacher
seems to want.

19. [ don·t usually think about the things [ have learned.

20. [ rook out (or hints about what is likely to come up in tests or exa.ms_

21. [n trying to understand a puzzling ldea. I lell. my imagination wander freely la begln wjlh.
even if 1 don·t seem to be much nearer a solution.

22. My main reason [or being here ls that it will help me la gd a beller job.

23. [ aUen have la team some things se-.reral times ill order to unde~land them.

24. I generally pUl a lol of effort inlo lrying la undersland thlngs which al rU"sl seem dilncull.
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27. I prefer to follow usual or common approaches to solvtng prnbterr.s rat...~er L~a.'1 ar..yL~ir..g

toc adventurous.

28. I a..t:l rather slow at starting work t..'-tat has to be do ne.

29 In t.."")ing to u...~derstand ne'W" Lceas [ often t.."'Y to relate lhem to real life situations to which
they c::.tght apply.

30. Vlhen I am lean'.J.ng I try to r::e::r:.or.se i.:npor-..ant facts.

31. I like ta play around with ideas of:n.y awe even if they donl g~t me v~ry far.

32. I generally choose courses more from L.~e way t..'-ley fit in ·.lo1.th ca.:'e'e:r pla.......s than from r:ty
awn interests.

33. I am usually cautious i.n dra'W"..r..g conclusions unless the".1 are well su?port~dby evtdenc::.

34. \Vhen starting on a new topic. I ofte.."1 ask myself questions about it which L.'1.e new in[ar~

reation should ar.swer.

35. I suppose I am more interested L."1 t.'-le qua.l.i1lcations I get L.~"1. L~ the subjects I am study
ing.

37. If conditicr..s aren't right for r=.e la study, r can gene:-a.lly ma...1.ce a ptan to cha.rtge L.l-tem S<)

that work is still possible.

38. In reporting practical work r U.ke: to try ta work ou.t several dUYerent ways of L.~lerpreting

the results.

39. My main reason for being here Ls sa t...l-;.at l can tea..'"!1 more about the subj~cls wt'1.Jch really
inte-rest me.

40. in t..-ytng to undersbnd new topics, [ol1~n expta.i.~ them to myself L.'"1 ways that other
people wouldn't understand.

41. 1 fmd r hav'e to concentrate an merr:ortsing a tot of what t have to iea..'"1t.
,

42. It is lmportant to me to do Ulings better than other people. lf I possibly can.

43. [ I1nd it better to start straight away "'il" the details of a new toplc or problem and buUd
up a complete picture In that way.

44. Often when rm reading books. the ideas produce pictures tn my mind which sometimes
take on a life o[ their own.

45. One way or another [ manage to get hold o[the books I need for studytng.

46. [often get criUcised for introducing trrelevant material into my answers.

47. I nnd that studying subjects here can often be really e'tciling.

48. The best way far me to understand difficult concepts is to memort7.e their denniUons.
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49. Muc.'1 of what [ hav~ to rea.:.-=: s~":!S to be ur.r~iated..

50. I need ta ~ad a let about a sUbjeCt befere I"r:l read.y to put my Ideas dev.rn an paper.

5 L AlL.~ough rg~!:erally re:nember facts acd celails. I !lr..d Lt difficcll la fit L.~e::l toget~e=- inlo
an Qve:-aJl ;::ict1J.!"'e.

52. I tend ta read ve..7 little ~yond ..hat·s requi.~d fer completi.~ assigr'.ments.

53. r do not enjoy speaking In class In front of ou'ec people.

54. Puzzles or proble!:"'.5 fascinate me. ::ra..-.J.cularly where: I have to wor..-t L,l-...raugh the r:'!.3.ter.al
to reach a log~cal ccr..clusien.

55. I spend a good d.eal of my spare time in llnd..1.,g out r:::.ore about i.nteresti..'"':g topiCS L.""!.at we
have bee:l told about in class.

56. YVhen [ a;n presented ~t..'t a new copic~ I find Lt helpful to see in oy own I!li'-1d howa.!.l the
ideas fit toget..~eI".

57. r seem to be a bit too ready to jump to conclusion wit...'10ut t.r..u.r-_te.ng about all t..'i.e evidence.

58. r hate admilUng defeat. even In small rr.attern.

59. I think it is important to look at proble..'"IlS rationally and Log~caJly without jumping to
conclusions.

60. [ fmd [ tend to r"e::I.ember things better if r concentrate an the order In which t.b.ey were
taught or give:t to us.

61. 'Nllen rm reading an a..~icle or research report. rgenerally ex.a.."'!line the evidence carefully
to decide whdher t...1-te conclusion is jusUfied.

62. Some people li"'.lnk I should be mare advenlurous Lr'l rna.'.cing use of my o~-n ldeas.

63. I learn Utings by wrtUng them over and over or by saying the:n la myself.

64. r fLnd acaderrJ.c ~oPLcs so interesl..ing. [ should LL'-<.e to conlL.1.ue With them L., the future.

65. {am conscious of the way Ulat my attitudes towards teaching a.."1d learni.r1g aJTect my
relaUonsrups with others.

66. When r sit in a classroom or laboratory. I usually no lice the fittfngs and equ.ipmenl in it.

67. VJhen selecting books for study purposes I try to find those t..'"lal contain L.rr:.portant infor
mation for understanding a topic.

68. Sometimes t don·t really pay much attenLion to what is being said in class.

69. I somelimes thin.'< about things I have previously leamed and change my mlnd about their
mearJng.

70. The educational purpose of tests is usually dear to me.

71. In class I usually write down whatlhe teacher says or wrttes on the board.

72. There seems to be too much work to get through in the courses here.

73. r enjoy some learning e.~ri.ences.such as those lnvolving learning things from other
people. more than othern.
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74. ne subject matte:- ti"...at tests actually cove:- is usually ckar to r::e.

75. [ enjoy CIndir.g th;~g~ aut foe =jSclf.

76. I usually notice L'l:e noise level in classrocar..s.

77. r don't usua!.ly have any trouble Ci.nding !nfor:nation l."l. bOCKs.

78. r thi!:..'< that the wockload heee is too heavy.

79, r usually try to guess or antidpate the qc.estions that will be asked. L:1 tests er e..'Car..ina
lions.

80. When [ thin..te bac..te to son:e t..~gs that 1did not enjoy lea.tT'J-ng at L.~e lir.1e. r realLze t-I-tat
th.,./ wee worthl=~ aftec all..

81. I oite."l copy notes out of a te:rtbook.

82. The structure of the content in the subjects 1a..t:l studying l.s usually clear la me.

83. I usually notice now the teachec uses the blackboanis.

84. I appreciated gwdance given to me by oLhers.

85, 1 tr-ink t..~ere is a lot .of pressure on me as a student here.

86. When using books foe study purposes. [ usually notice the mannec en w~.ich subject !":'..at ..
ter is organised in them..

87. I usually question the rtievance of the content of the subject I am study'.ng.

88. [ usually notice the legibility of-wrr..at is 'Cl,Titten on the blackboard or on an overhead tra...'1.S·

parency.

89. \liIaen using books for study pu.rposes. I usually notice the manner i..'"1 which tb:yare
illustrated.

90. (am conscious of t...~e amount of subject content [ have to study.

91. [ ofte.'"1 t..~ink. about certain real life e.-qJertences l have had and how they hav~ altered my
view of life.

92. There is so much written work to be done. that [ find it very di.fficurt to g~t do'WTI to private
studying.

93. I try to partidpate in discussions whenever possible.

94. I am aware that being tested can sometimes help me to learn.

95. When selecting books ror sludy purposes. I onen e.'C3.rnine their 'search apparalus' (such
as th~ lndex. list ofcantenls. chapler headings. cross references).

96. I usually notrcethe cWTaent uses of leaching aids (such as the blackboacd. ovechead
projectoc. television and so on).

97. I am aware of the d.i.II"erent ways !n which we can be tested (ro"r ex.anlple by writing essays.
answertng multiple choice questrons. solvtng pcoblems. giving orals and so on).

98. ( usually notice the Individual characleristics or the studenls who make up my classes.
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99, [ mt. CCr..s.:i.clUS af whe:-~ r sit in ±e classroom..

(00- le scmetimes seems eo l-:Ie t..'!ac ~':e sy!l.1bus u:es to cover teo X;1.OY to~ics_

(01. [US'-.1a11y t..\tnk very caref'J.lly a.!:<Jut the COIT"....:1enLS ~"le :e!che: m::tde acout my
ans"Ners to test or e.xa..rn quesr:.or..s:.

102. \,Nne:'I faced with real life proble:n.s r of-en t...~i:-..k ~ut experier:ces [ may have had.
or which my frie:lds may ha',1e had. tha.t migtlt hd9 me to find a sotutcr_

to:L r am SClreC that r rnigb.t fail seme of my courses ttt1s 'je:3.r.

104, [never see:n m r...a.ve et:aug..~ c1hte to C!tch up an my homework.

105. rf r get a taw mark an a test or exam, r usually don't unce:stlr:c why [ got i(.

106, r can overcome L:1ost obstacles in t...\;.e path ef aoe.er.tic: success if [ work hard.
enaugr._

lO7. r feel that my high marks reflect directly on my lC:lCer!'jc abi.lity.

108. \\i1:e:l [ get a high rna.rlc on a test or exam, [ usualty can't know why [ did so wetL

109, In my case t..':te high marks r receive are always the dir~t result of 41y ::::ffor-.5.

110. Tne taw marks I've received s.;::::::t to me to refIecc the fact t.."':.at some t~chers a.re
jus: stingy with marks.

Ill. The b~ way for me ta get hig...l-t muk.s in a test or exa..--n is to get t1:e teacher La like
me.

112~ rf r \\'e;e to fail a subject it would probably be 'C:ecJ.~e I tacked. skill ~.:l l."l2.t area.

t D. Of-en my low~r marks are obtained. la Sli.bjec:s ::..~t t.....e ;:eacher h:::tS failed to make
interesting.

114. ['.von't do well in my subjects If [ have 1 bad ce::lcher.

I 15. It's up to" me to get high. marks in tests or exa.ms.

116. The mast importam ingredient in ge~:ir,g high marks :s my ac::!.demic: ability.

117. My low marks may have b~n a function. of oo..d 1.ucko being: in the wrong course at

the \\TOng cime.

118. Low marks indicace: [0 me Chilt ( haven't \\·orked hard enough.

119. Vlhen (doo't da well-on tests or CX.1nlS. I usll;llly c:mOt figure: aut why.

120. My success an exams dept:nds an som~ luck.

('2 f. fn gener:tJ. when r h.a ...c rct:ci\'cd J high m;l[k rn a subject. it W;JS uue to the

t~cht.:r's as:' marking scheme.
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122. If I w~re to get low ..narks r would ass"..lr:1e rhat r lacked ability to suc:~ in t.~t

subject or subje:rs.

123. [n my experie..,ce, ance • 'eacher ge:s the ic"" you'~ • pcor st"~Cent. your work is
more likely ca receive low marks dlan if 5Or.:eone else har:c.ed it ln~

12~. .My aC:lce:nic failures make me t.f-rink I was just unlucky.

125. If I don't have a goed ~~chl:~, I wcn': do well in t..'1.at s....lbject.

126. If I were to receive tow ma..'ics tt W'Ou!d Cluse me to ques::ion my acac.errtic ability.

127. ~{y high marks rr.ay simply r:fIect t..'lar t.l.rese wer~ easier St±jec~ c.l.ran ot1":e:"S.

128. \Nhen I do well ac~demiC3.Uy, I usually can't figure aut why.

t29. Wnen I do well acader:1ic~ily, it's bec:mse the te3.cher Ii.k~ :I:.e.

130. Vlhen I fail to do as welt as ~xpec:ed. academically, it is ofte:! due to a tack of eEar:
on my part.

lJ 1. If [ want to do well acadedC3lly, tt's up to me to do tt.

132. It's my ovm fault if I don't do wen aaderr:iccl!y.

UJ. I feel thar r have to consider myself lucky for the high marks r get.

134. yfy Iow"er marks have seemed. to be par::ially due to unfanur:,:u~ circu..."11sta.-:ces.

13j. I get high marks only ber-ause th~ subject material was easy to lear.1.

136. Vlhen I r~eive a low mark., [ usually feel chac t.i.e main reason is that ha';en'(
srudred hard enaug..~ for c.1ac subject.

t J7. If I get law marks in the exa..'TIS, it's my awn fault.,

138. \Vbenever I receive high. marks, i(is always because r st'J.cied hard. for that si.:.bject.

139. I feel that my high marks d~;:end to a cansidenble extent on c:"ance factors. S'..lch
as having the right questions show up on an exam.

140. \\'hen l gee high marks it is bec1use of my academic competence.

Thank you for your responses to the comments. ?I=e check thac you have not left any out.
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